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ABSTRACT 

This study reoresents a por~ior. of en overarf !:_DA/ORO assessf""'lert of future 
environrnentat trerds and ::iroblems. With the air, of oroviding tre EPA with 
information on emerging tecrnologies, the focus of th:s reoort is tre irdustr:cl 
use of appl:ec genetics. The fol:owirg five industriar sectors ere examinea: 
pharmaceutical, chemicals, energv, '"'linirg, and pollut:on control. 

c:- ollowinq a brief his~orical review of rhe importan7 develop,nents in '.)Csic 
biotog:cai research that heralded the advent of :-noder:i biotec~r.ology, tl-ie :eport 
c:escribes the var'.ety of exper1::iental ard commercial techniques -:-'1at are 
encm;ntered in t~is f:eld. T~ese various mehods include recornbina:-it O1'-J.A 
technology, :-nvtagenesis, cell fusior procedures, ir1mobilized bioprocesses, ard 
fermentatior. tecrno!ogy. 

h a section entitled Interested Parties, the report tists •re '"lumerous individuals 
end organizat:or.s thct are actively :rvolved in :-he ccr1r:ier:cal:zction of Gpplied 
genet:cs. Over ICO U.S. business firms and about 50 foreign concerrs are 
:de:itified as havi~g slibstcn7:at corr.mercial interest :-, biotechnoioqv. "'.'"!:is 
sec7;on also cescribes ,he ro 1e of various u.S. goverr,ment agencies ir exarriri~g 
progress in this f ieid. 

T',e ::>U1;( of the :-eport consists of er :ndustry-Jy-ind.Jstry cra!vsis of curren: 
C!.&'.) activities :n biotechnolo<;y, an esti:"'lcte of future prosoects, ard ar 
assessment of potent:al ~rvironmentcl end health hczarcs cssoc:ated with ·rese 
activities. T:-ends ere idertified and, W'"lerever ::>osst.Jie, sc~eduies for he 
aopecrance of new aop'ications are predicted. 

The fir.al section of ,he :-eport surr.mcrizes ·re f ine!:ngs a,-,d provides c nur1ber o+ 
reccr1r:ienda·:<or.s to ·he ::PA regaroing future action ·:1 tre fie 1c cf apot:ec 
;enetics. 

This report is scbr1itted :n ft;lfiilmer.t or Contrcct ~.o. 68-02-3638 by Tekne:-<rar 
~esearc:1, Inc . .Jrder the socnsorshio of the U.S. Envirnnrientc1 ;::,rotec+ior. 
Agency. T~is reoort covers tre period October', '980, to ;:-ebr.Jcry 28, :•~31: O'"IC 

the work ,,..,as comp:eted as of V1arc~ 3i, l98t. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of the report 

The report is organized into f;ve sections. Sectior.s l and 2 provice, respect

:vely, i-,;stor:cc 1 background for and a desc:-iotion of the tecrniques uti izec by 

the aootied genetics irdustry. Section 3, entit·ed Interested Par·:es, '.)rovides a 

I isting of cccdem ic, goverrment, and comrr.ercici concer:1s trot hcve c sta;{e in 

the aooiied genetics irdustry. Both foreign and dorrestic concerns are ircluded. 

In Section 4 we presert a detailed acccurt of the var=ous projects anc activities 

currently uncerway or p!anl'"'ed withir the cpol:ed genet:cs industry, and 'Ne clso 

:dentify and assess the ervironrr.ental end reatth ~azards posed :>Y this r-e•N 

industry. T~e :n~orrnation in Section 4 is preser.!ed accordi'"'g to industrial 

sector. The following indust:-ies are exa:-rired: 

• pharrraceL-ticats 

• ;r.dustrial cherr.icais 

• energy 

• m;ning 

• pol lcJtion ard waste rranagerren· 

Sectio:-i 5 surr.rarizes our general urde:-s•c,;dirg of rL-.e sources anc mcc;:.itudes 

of the potent iat adverse environmental anc >,eal t:1 effects of 0001 iec gen et :cs. 

Ovestions :-equiring furt~er st•..Jc:y ere identified~ cs are possib!e areas of fubre 

concern ~o the EPA. 
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1.2 Brief history 

T~e purooseful rranip1Jlaticr of "'leredi:ary information in ola:its a'id ar-irrals by 

humcns, as well cs the exp!oitction of microbial '.)recesses, has occurred since 

the time !:'lankind formed societies. An understanding of the biological nati.;re of 

tl--ese processes has been cccuired oniy recertly (i.e., durirg the past 100 years), 

end their chemical :::iasis 'ics been unravel !ed even more recent 1y (in the ;:,est 35 

years). A variety of terms are now em:'.)loyed to encor:oass this field of 

knowtedge. including applied genetics, biotechnology, bioengineering, one 

genetic engineering. 'NI-ii le recoc;;niz:nc:; 7hat these gererci terms con:iote subtle 

differences ::1 scope, we wiit use them interd,angeably in his reoor7. However, 

certain :::iioer.gineer:rg ::nocedures, Such as recombinant DNA ~echriolcc;y, entc:I 

specific act:vities thct require -nore careful cef:nition. Tl:ese techniques are 

described :n detait ir Section 2 of ~re reaort. 

Examples of :Jenetic xcctices and rr;crooiat processes tho~ ':ave a:icie:1t orig::: 

include 7he foi lowing: c 1corol fermen~ction, cheese productio:i, face c:-cp enc 

dcriestic crir.101 breed:-,,:;, crop rorctiori, ard the 'Jse of ::u:-nar ar.d anirnc •..vastes 

cs fer~:tizers. The u::tity of animal end plant breedir.g and selec•·on 'NCS long 

ago recogr:zed as c control ted :-rethod of generating in-proved strcirs of v:ta1 

food c:-oos and hcrdier domestica'7ed cniricis. T~is cncier,t :-eal :zc~ion ikelv 

arose f,ori the observction that chi !drer1 te'lCed to Jossess 'tor'ous features 

chcracter:stic of eacf-' of the parer ts, althougi'-t 7he reasons for these simi !crities 

were unkown. Alcohol anc cheese fer....,entations ·Nere unde:-taken lorg before 

+he microbiai basis for hese processes 1..vcs reco<;nizec. L:~e'N:se, occcsiona1 

plcnting of fie•ds wi•h leguminous crops, such as soyhecns, :)eas and alfaifo, 

·proved to :,ea :,elpfl .. l, ofter cruciat, riecns of rep 1er:shing soer1t soi: Defore it 

became :.:nown frat bcc~eria were respors;ble for this outcome by virtue of t~eir 

cDil ity to convert at--nosorer=c :'it roger into Jscble, c'lemica! ly reduced for:ns, 

such as c:-rmonia. :ris is t!:e orccess .'.)f r:7rogen fixation. A.nc~ ·cstly, iqnorarce 

of the :-ofe of soil jacteria in recycf:"lg hur:iar end ar:mar sclic was-:-es d:d not 
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prevent ancient cultures from employing ~his rich source of nutrients ro improve 

crop ::,reduction. 

The biological basis of these various processes was recognized beginning in tre 

latter half of the nineteenth century. Two separate firdings were essent:al to 

the genesis of this understanding. First, during the years :856 to 1868, an 

Austrian monk narr.ed Gregor Mendel demonstrated :n his experiments with peas 

that numerous observable traits, such as ffower and seed colors, ere passed fro:-n 

parent to off soring ir the form of discrete units of 'leredity and t'lct ecch :::>crer,t 

su?plied ;ndepencent traits. These revolutionary fir.dings, whicr were ignored by 

the scient:fic corrmunity until early in the twentieth century, ;)rovide the bcsis 

for t,e gene theory of inheritance, which states ~hat the r.iul ti tude of traits hat 

constitute on individuci organism ere expressions of discrete ~ereditary units, 

calied genes. lri higher organisms, these genes are located on chromosomes 

with:n the nucleus of eccn cell. lri lower forMs of life, S1Jch as bacteria 1 wl:ich 

;eek a defined nucleus, the chror.iosomes revertheless consist of genes. ,n all 

life forrr-s, genes provide tf:e irformction hot deterr1:nes t~e T.oke-u'.) of t:-,,e 

orgcnisr:1 itself, cs wel ! as he r:ecns w'lere:)y trc:~s are ex-:-endec: to ~he rex-:

generotior,. 

Tre secord fundarr.entct discovery that led "'.'O an understcnding of ~he bioiogiccl 

rcture of ancient endeavors in ~re ,earm of cop! ied genetics 'NCS tha: of loc;is 

::>csteur. In :860, he cerronstrcted fret oicohol productior ;~om ferr.1entcb!e 

SL1bstrates deperced on the presence o7 viaoie ~icroorganisms cal!ed yeasts. 

T~is f:nding provided ~he ='"litial exarr-pie of a i;virg :11icrobe oerfor""'lirg a 

commercially useful process. "'." odav's genetic enqirieering 'rdustry :,,oles ~he 

prorT'ise that many ti.ouscnds of comr1ercial ly L.seful procucts anc processes wil · 

result fro:-n a:,pl :cations of recent discover:es ·,-, biology that owe ~reir reritage 

in :,ar~ ~o t~e findings of Mendei and Pasteur. 

P,e chemical basis of genetics was uncovered only ~ecent.y. Although 0NA 

(~eoxyribo~L,cleic 9.cid) wcs located =n eel I ,uc 1e · in 1869, :-:-s rote cs t.e '.)ecrer of 
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genetic infor:-nation was not revealed until '944 by Oswaid Averv and co-workers. 

They demonstrated that pure Dt\.JA iso!oted from viru:ent pneumococci bacteria 

was cbsorbec by a non-virui-ent pneumonia strcin and thereupon transfor'"Tled to 

the virulent form. Further substantiation of the genetic function of DNA was 

provided in 1952 by A.O. Yershey and M. Chase, who rcdioact:vely tabeiled both 

protein and DNA constituents of bacteriophage viruses. (Bacteriophcge are 

simple viruses ~rat infect bacteria; they consist solely of a ~rotein coat 

sur:-ounding a DNA core.) Infection of susceotib!e bacteria by these rcdiolabeled 

vir'.Jses resulted :;-i ~re finding that viral Dl'JA is necessary end sufficent to 

rnediare the infection. Virat orotein is not required. 

The cbove-rrentioned studies confir'Tled the role of DNA cs t'"le bearer of genetic 

;rforr.-iction in I ;ving systems. It is '10w wetl-establ ishec ~rat Cr'~A crone serves 

tl-iis purpose in al I for'i's of I ife, ::ioth plants and anirrais, both :Jrir-iitive end 

advanced. The idormation contained within tre cherriccl structure of :Jl'<A 

ceter,iines to the fl.; 11 extent tre bio1oqica1 nature of the orc;an1srn (i.e., 'ts 

cppecrorce and its life functions). (The only exception to the 1.,;niversatitv of 

ONA as tre genetic 'Tlatericl is certain viruses, cai!ed retrovircses, tha~ errploy 

ribonucleic acid~ or Rt'-JA, in this role. Althouqh they constitu•e an exceedinc;ly 

s:nal I orooortion cf he tote, biota on the planet, these vi,:.;ses ere :rnportant 

::::ecause they induce mal igncnt tJmors in rr.arnmais including, prcbaol y, humans. 

Even so, retrovirus Ri'~A is copiec: in-:-o :)NA dur:'19 the precess of infection.) 

Kncwiecge of the crerrical means whereby '.)NA r-iaintains enc repi icates he 

cerl's store ::,~ ger.eric :nfori:iation evolved d'.Jring the 19501s and 1960's. :Ylanv 

scientific inves-:-:gators cont::::>uted dur:nc; th;s t;me to this cdvcnce in under

stardirg, :)ut severci steos in particutar bear mentioning. l., i'.?53, ..James D. 

Watson end F:-cr.cis Crick :::irooosed a double-,....,erical str.JCture for :)NA. T:~;s 

model recd:ly suggested a mecha'."lism whereoy D~~A couid be fai•hful;y repro

duced. '.Juring the m id-19601s, Arthur :.<ornberg crd associates worked cvt mcny 

ol the biochemical cetcils of this replication precess. Meanwhile, the genet:c 

code was being :>raker, mosi notably by N\arshatl '~irentJerg ard coiteagues. T'"lis 
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code ceterrrines how the sequence of chemical constituents in ONA is translated 

into a specific sequence of amino acids (via a nuc'eic acid intermeciate callee! 

messenger RNA, or mR~,JA) .. A.mine acids are the cher,ic::il builcing blocks of 

::>rote ins which, in 7urr., provic:e structural irtegrity end "nedia~e metabolic 

acitivites wit""iin every ceH of every orgcnisrr. T,e steps i;i the ::,cthway fron: 

DNA to protein are diagramried in Figt1re 1-1. 

T>iis basic research in moleculcr bioloqy and genetics paved the way for 

developments durirg the t970's that 1-iove giver rise to •re 7echnoloqy of 

:-ecomoinart ONA. These ·ater achieve'Tle'its ard procecures wi: I be detailed ir 

Section 2 of this report. It r.ust be recognizeG that the rnocern fielc of anp:·ec 

genetics, wit'l all its promise for future ::ienefits to riankird (end >s Jotential 

dangers), couid not ex:st today but for the n1Jrrerous accompl ishmerits ir. ::iasic 

research in :>iology and biocher..is-:-ry over the past severci decades, only a few of 

which are mentioned above. 
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Figure 1-1 

Steps in the process of gene expression 

DNA 

MRNA 

P~OTEIN 
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SECTION 2 

TECHNOLOGY OF APPLIED GENETICS 

Aopl ied ~enetics as prccticed ~Y cncient societies involved c minirrurr of humcn 

intervention anc consisted of !ittle more than at lowing ncture to take its course. 

Thus, alco!-,ol and cl-ieese fer'11entation and the recyc)ir.g of wastes, orocesses 

that we now know to be mediated by microorganisms. were undertcker. merely jy 

expos:r.g ~he aporopriate raw materials to the environment, wriereupon c 

~ransformation of tbe substrates took place. Controllec an:rYlcl and plant 

breecing was imolernented by piecing :,rospective pcrents in proxir1ity to one 

anot~er. Ancien-:- ~ioergineer:ng tec'.'lr.ology, therefore, succeeded by virtue of 

-rcn 1s ability to manipulate crudely tre biology of 1is e;1vironment. 

By cortrast, the emergence of r1ocern biotechroloqy as a sciertific c;scip'ine 

thct holds enormous ::iotentiat for benefiting r.iankind stems from our recently 

acquired abi I ity to comorehend end ricnioulate tfie chemistry of iving systeris. 

Thus, the currenr:y popular not•cn ti-iat modern society is embar~;ng on t~e ''Age 

of Biolo~y" could be sl:g:,tly repnrased to become tre "Age of 3iocremistry.'' 

The rrodern tec..,noiogy of ooplied genetics enco::-.passes a var;ety of procecures 

and processes. Each of these wilr be ceait w;~h seoarate1y in ".'he remainder of 

t~is section. 

2.1 Recombinant DNA techniques 

q_ecornbir.art :)NA tecrnology refers to t~e abiiity to isolate frcq:-rents 0f Di'-~A 

from se9crate so,.Jrces ::me ~o spt :ce t~en' togetrer c~em :cc; I y · n •o a fur.c• ;or.al 

Jr.i~. T'le '.Jt'.JA fragmerits can c:erive from tre scr1e organisrr or f:-of:1 d:fferen· 

.., 
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organisms ir. the same species (techniques that hove considerab!e future poten

tial for gene therapy a;:)piications in humans), but the currently most oromising 

technique involves t're :oining of DNA segments from c:sparate species of 

organism, such as bacteria and humans. This latter aporoach ;.,as been utilized, 

for example, in recent efforts to mass-produce human :nterferon. c drua that 

may combat viral diseases ana ccncer. 

A review of the recent cevelooments in molecu'or biology that have Jed to the 

emergence of recombinant DNA technology ccn best be preserted by considerirg 

those soeci fie laboratory procedures necessary to carry out such experirrents. 

There exis~ six distinct phases in the orocess. 

(I) Isolation and purification of ONA 

Since DNA exists naturc•ly as c long, fragile, chain-like s~ructure, tech'"1iques for 

gertty :so'atir.g extended sequences containing intact genes were :1eeced. Such 

procedures, wh:cr incluce high-speed cent,ifugation and elec:-roohoresis, were 

devefoped durirg the early 1960's, largeiy by Julius tv,arr,,Jr and coi leagves. 

(2) Fragmentation of DNA into reassociable segments 

This crucial step is mediated by a c 1ass of bccter;al enzymes, celled restriction 

endonucleoses, that introduce widely spcced breaks at soeci f ic sites in the 01\/A 

cha:'1. The ratt.:re of the cuts is such that the sepcrated encs (so-ca: led "stid<y 

ends") can readily reassociate wi7h one cnother, 7hereby reger,ercting ~he 

origiral cleavage site. The ,ejoining can involve two Df'.A se~IT'ents t!-ict each 

cerive fro-n differer.t sources, so iong as the D~,JA from ecch source was cliooed 

:nto frcgl'T'er7s by the scme rest:ict:on enconuctease. :Jisc::>verv of tliese 

enzymes and elucidation of t'ie;r pnysiologicat ro!e are :c:rqe1y c:-ecitec to 

'Herner Arber in Sw:7zerland and ".'O Dan ~-fothons and f---arr.ilton Srrith at Johr,s 

Hopkins. 
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(3) Sealing DNA fragments together 

Tlie rejoining of DNA fragrients :,y way of their sticl<y ends :-eauires a furt~er 

step for the bl! stabilizction of the recombined unit. Arother enzyrie, called 

oolynucleotide I igase or simply ligose, ;)er forms this function. The I igase 

enzymes were discovered independently by a number of investigctors, inc:uding 

N'lalcotm Gefter at MIT and Arthur Kornberg at Stonforc:. 

(4) Rep I ication and maintenance of recombinant DNA molecules 

Once D~✓ A fragments rave been cut-and-spliced together _i0_ vitro, a suitable host 

organism must be found :nto which the recombincnt DNA can be stcbly :ncorpor

ated end reprocuced. T,e enteric bacterium, Escher:cia c~, (or E. coli), was 

~he obvious first choice as c host since more is known about the genetics and 

molecutar biology of this microbe than of a:w other organism. Tf--e reolication of 

a DNA segment by E. coli requires that the segment contain a specific s~ort 

sequence of DNA that serves as a sigral to the enzymatic :i:ac~inery inside he 

::ell. Tliis signal, somet=mes cat led the origin of repticotion, can :>e found on 

certai11 sn:al r, sel f-replicatirg loops of ')NA, cal :ec plasmids, that are cor1r.1ori y 
found 11side bac7erial cells. (Plcsmids reproduce :f--e11setves indeoe'1dent::1 of 

tr.e rrajor chromosome ·n jacteria and they are readity trarsferred heh.veer 

different bcc7eriai strains. In cddition 70 other functionsi plasm ids are resoons

ible for the resistance ~o numerous antibiot:cs tf-iat has becorre a :najor "'lec:"cai 

problem in recent yecrs.) Thus, incorporation in vitro of the recorrhir.ar.7 :):---JA 

rnolecuie into a bac'.'erial plcsmid, followed :,y reintrodvction of the i,ybrid 

plasr.id ·nto tre bacteric1 ceil, will perm:t stcble resricatior of ~i--e recor.bir.cnt 

D~-jA. 

Alterrat:vely, :f ·he recombinant D"-JA cou!d :ie :ncor::iorated into the TaJor 

chrof'Y1osome of ~he bost bccteriurl"', the!"' it would be repl :cctec cs ocrt of thct 

c~romosome. This is possibre through the ·.Jse of a particuia, bacter:oohage~ 

cal led lambda, thct infects E .. col:. 0pon :nfection. 1arn:::,ca Di'.A becor,es 

incorporated :nto t~e bacter'al chromosor.e wnere it replicates c!0ng w•th ~he 

host crrornosome. Thus, attac'lrnent of t~e recombinant Df'-'.A r,o ecule ~o 
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rarnbda ONA prior to the infection of E. co 1i wi1I simitarly altow replication of 

tf-ie recombinant DNA. 

Both plasmids and lcmbda bacteriophage ere termed vectors owing to this ability 

to transfer recombinant :JNA into suitable hosts for rep I icat:on. A number of 

scientists pioneered the effort to demonstrate the usefulness of vectors in 

gaining expression of exogenous or foreign DNA in E. coii 1 including Stanley 

Cohen and ;:)aul Berg at Stanford, and Yerb Boyer at the University of Californic, 

Sar Francisco. 

There exists c direct metr'lod of putt:ng foreign ONA into '"lost bcc-terla wit:-iovt 

t'1e "leed for intact viruses or plcsrr. ids. ::,ure, naked O~--JA can :Je absorbed by 

bacterial cells :n a process called transformation. "'."his is t~e procecure used by 

Avery ar.d co-workers in 1944 to ''..transform" r.on-virulen'" ;'.)reurrococcus strains 

into virulent bacteria. Some bacterial strains, inciucing ::. coli, mi.;st urdergo a 

simple chemical pre-treatmenr with catc:um salts in order 70 make ·hern 

arrenab1e to :)NA upiake. 

(5) Selection of ceHs containing recombinant ONA 

Since only a s;naJI percentage of potentio• host bacteria co in foe: acquire 

recombinant DNA :)y way of hese procedures, it is necesscry to ~er•orm a 

selecticn step. Depending on the tvpe of vector used, :t :s possible to sc:-een for 

cntibiotic resistance (when the vector is a plasr:1ic containing an antibiotic 

:-esistarce gere) or to screen for the preserce of viable bacteriophage viruses 

(wher tarrbda is used as the vecror). These selection metr.cds give :-ise to clones 

of bacteriai r-osts containing recombinant D~--JA~ tha: is, ecch ~acteriur.i in tre 

cione is derivec from a single proqeni~or cetl that mu:t:olied re::,eatedly, w;~t-, 

exact copies of the cell's :JNA raving beer distribured :,, .. o ecc, dcug:,ter eel'. 

The segment of recor1bircnt :J'.\JA contai1ed t,erein is also replicatec; t'lct :s, it 

!-'.as been cioned. 
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(6) Expression of recombinant DNA into gene products (proteins} 

The recently acquired ability to incorporate exogenous DNA into bacteria, :Jrd to 

rave that DNA replicated as though part of the bacteria! genetic cor.plerren_t, is 

of considerable scientific interest. 3ut commercial applications of t~is new 

technology demand that foreign genes imolanted irto bacteria be ex::,ressed into 

the proteins encoded by that DNA. For example, in order to corver~ E. coti into 

"factories" ccpable of producing human insutin, it is necessary :,0th that the gene 

for insulin is stably maintained in the bacteria and that the hur.an or---;A seament 

is trar.scribed into messenger R"-JA, then translated into :nsulir'I (see F;qure U). 

As Mentioned above, gerie rep I ication (maintenance) :s assured by the presence 

of cert air. genetic signals. Simi I arty, the processes of transcription end 

translation rely on sigrats thct ;nform the eel l's enzyr1ar 1c machinery where to 

start and where to ~erminate ecch of these processes. AH of these various 

signals r-:iust be present at tre appropriate locations in tl-ie Dl'JA ir. order for gene 

expression :iy recorrbincnt DNA mehodotogy :o be successful. 

Once a bacterial cell has ::leen 11 tr1cked" irto manufacturing c '"lur1cn or otrer 

foreign protein, addit:onat problems arise . .,.he bacterium may recognize insui in 

as a "foreiqn" protein and may degrade it before it can :>e recoverec. l" stcbfe, 

"."he foreign protei.""1 may simply ccc:Jrn:Jtate inside the bacterial cell, 

"1ecessitafr1g its recovery ~Y '.:ireakirg open ".'re celfs--c tec:ous crd inefi:cient 

orocess. Ideally, the foreign protein ·Nill be exc:-etec: out of the host cell ;:,•o the 

growth rredivm from which it ccn be readily purified. Clever techniques are now 

avcilable to :>ring •h;s about, anc improvemer.ts ere being made continuously. 

One additionat :-oadblock bears mentioning. :V\any human proteirs possess 

ottcchments thct consist of suqor molec•Jles. Tr.ese gfycoproteins are espec:::il'y 

common in b 1ood serum; e.g., irterferor is a glycoorotein, al trovgri irsul in :s f'10T. 

Bacteria do :iot possess the machinery to syrthesize or attac:-i sugars to proteins. 

Although tr.e precise funct:on of the sugars in unclear, it is probable t:-ict thet 

serve a useful, per'lcps crucia,, role in maintair.irig the phys:ologicat ac-r:vity of 

the protein. T~us, considerable ef .. or~ is underwcy to deve10::, microbial host 

organisms tra~ car attach sugars to proteins. Com-no-"'l brewer's yecst: or 
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Sccc~aromyces cerevisiae, is I ikely to be the preferrec nest ce 1 I for ~ris ::,unose. 

Although it is a single-cellec microbe, yeasts betorig to t',e general clcss of 

'ligher organisms that include humans, namely eukaryotes. Eukcryotic organisrr.s 

are classified on the basis of their ficving a nuclear --nembrane surrounding the 

genetic material within each cell. Bacteria end certain algae, on the other hand, 

corr-pose the class of organisms catted prokaryotes (i.e., those lacking a cefined 

nuclear me:-nbrcne). Altnough researchers in recombinant DNA have oredomin

ately utilized E. coli as the host organism, there is no cioubt that the future 

commercial success of the tecrnology hinges on the ircreasing use of eukcryotic 

hosts such as yeasts and fungi. 

A general scher.1e showing the steps :nvoived in a recombinant 01'-JA experiment 

is diagrar1med in Figure 2-1. 

2.2 Genetic alterations induced by non-recombinant DNA procedures 

A number of teci,riaues ere currently !Jtilized to induce gene~ic cirerat:ons in 

cetts. Tre techno•ogy of recorrbinant DNA rearesents t'le most :-ecentl, 

de•,eloped anc the most glamorous of these procedures, end it '-lo!cs tl-ie powerfu t 

advantage that t'1e outco'1ie of hese atterations can be prec:cted and controlled 

to a greate!'" extent than wit'i other tecrniques. Neverhe 1ess, otrer ge'ie

al terirg :,rocedures ere available, several of which :1ad beer in Jse for rncny 

years :Jrior to the :::icvent of recor18inar.t D"-JA tec:1rolo9v. These citernative 

rretrods wiil je described next. 

2.2.1 Induced mutations (mutagenesis) 

"'."he :)~•~A of ail tiving cells is continuously undergoing s,ight changes ir i7s 

composition as a consequerce of irtercc-:-ing with its exterr,al er.vironmerit. 

"'."~ese alterations, catted mutations, ere thought to ::,e tre criving force •or t:.e 
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Figure 2-1 

Generalized scheme depicting the steps in conducting a recombinant ONA experiment 
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evolution of organisms into new soecies and, 1Jnder natural conditions, they occur 

at a low rate. 1-.Jnder experimentat conditions, however, agents that incuce 

genetic 'Ylutations, called mutagens, can be administered in order to accelerate 

greatly the rate of Mutation. This is t~e ;:,recess of mutagenesis. 

A variety of mutagens are used experirr.ental!y anc commercial iy to ;nduce 

mutations. !n general, mutagenic agents operate by inrer'fering with the norrnal 

cellutar processes involved in the repair of DNA. (Heatt:-,y celis maintain this 

enzymat,c system for fixing r,utations that arise from -,atural:y occurring 

sources.) UI t:-'.Jvioiet (UV) :-adiation and chemicat cgents such as nitrosoguani

dine and acridine ere t~e r.iost com:nonly used mutagens. 

The irduction of :nutations by methods such as these is riighly non-specif :c; that 

is, the experimenter cannot cortrol the genetic site at which the -nutation wil ! 

occur. Therefore, fottowing ~he mutageric step, lt is 1ecessary to conduct a 

selection for those r.iutared organisms that oossess the desire<:'. ~raits. For this 

reason, comr.ierciat rT"utcgenesis is feasible only with organisms tr.at have a 

relatively short generation time, such as microorganisms. Since a sir.gle 

bacterial cetl witl grow to a visible colony wit~in a few days, it :s possible to 

observe the ef feet of ~he r1utagenic orocedure ir. short order. 1 
1vioreo 11er, many 

thousands of sue~ colonies can be screened si:nul tareously. >-Jevertl-ieress, a 

riutagenic procedure was recently cescribed irvolving plant ce/!s growirg in 

tissue culture. This advance suc;gests that genetic alterar:cns :~ '.)/a'its generally 

wilt becor;ie feasibre by way of induced mutations. 

:V.utcgenes;s :-rethods have found widesprecd util i:y ir. the pharmcceurical :ncus

try to enhance production of substances from m icrobiar sources. Particular 

success has ::ieen cchieved wi7r the cntibiotic pen:ci!lin, wriic:. <Jer;ves from c 

strcin of rnold, anc gentar.iyc:n, whicr is orocuced by a ::;ccreriur"' of the 

Streotomvces soecies. Un 1ike recombincnt D"-1A :nethods, r.utagenes:s :s incap

able of encowing the r., icrobe with orooer~ ies that ; t coes rot er ready ;)ossess. 
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That is, no ~ genetic material is introcuced; rat,er, exist:ng caoabilities are 

enhanced. 

2.2.2 Cell fusion methods 

A method whereby one cell type can be endowed with properties of another cell 

involves fusing t,ose two cells tcgether into a single unit. :his procedure is now 

commonolace :n t,e expeririental laboratory and has been applied to a variety of 

cells from r1icrobes to men and fror, both plants and anima 1s. The methodology 

;s relatively :nexpensive ar.d is essentioPy the same regardless of t'.e eel· tyoe 

involved. :wo technical approaches are in seneral use. 

(I) Monoclonal antibodies (hybridomos) 

;\ikmr-ials have evolved a como,ex internal system of defer,se ai;airst ~oreigri 

'ntr·Jders, such as bacteria and viruses. This immune system functions in part by 

producing proteins called :rnmur,oglobul ;ns, or antibodies, that specifica: ly recog

nize and eliminate these alien invaders. A typical i rrmure resocnse to c 

bacterium, for example, consists of a great variety of different onti:,ody 

r.1otecu1es, each capable of recognizing ard binding :o a specific antigen on :he 

surface of he microbe. ~cch of these distirct antibodv types ·s manufcctured 

by a clone of anti::iody-oroduc:ng cells. These ceils are celled lymphocytes and 

s:nce numerous clones of !ympbocytes are eac:1 recctirc; to the ::ireserce of •re 

bacterium, tr.e response is termed polyclonol. 

Artibody oreparations (antisera) have :org t:>een used to greai advcntaqe cs 

c:iagnostic ac;ents. lmmunodiognostic assays cur:-ently compr;se aporoxirintely 

one-fourth of al! tests perforr1ec in the clinical laboratory. Such assays are 

hel:)ful in rapidly diag'losing bacterial or virar infections and in 'Tlonitori:19 er-Jg 

or hormone levels in blood and urine. 
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From a ohysiological standpoint, potyclonal antibody responses to antigens are 

highly advantageous since tl--iey er,sure that the indivicual will effectively repel 

foreign invaders. But +o tf-ie clir,icat chemist, the diversity of antibodies c::1n be 

bothersome since ctose1y related antigens r.1ay not be distingvisha:Jle using these 

conventicna! antisera. In t975, c technique was described '.)y Cesar Milste;n in 

Cam:>ridge, Englanc, "!'hat permits the generation of monoclonal antibocies; that 

is, immunogtobutins derived from a single cellular source or c sirgle crone of 

cells. Such ant:body molecules are all chemically equivalent to one cnother. 

The technique simpiy involves mixing antibody-producing eel rs (lymorocy:es) 

with cells from a type of tumor, celled a myeloma, that :Jre tre:-rselves derivec 

from lymphocytes. A fusing agent is added that partialry cissoives the 

-nernbrar.e that surrounds both ceil types, 7hereby permitting contiguous cells to 

,;,erge 7ogether..,. A common organic poiymer, polyetry,ene glyco,, serves as c 

satisfactory fusing cge!")t. After rer-1oval of the fusing subs~cnce, the bsed cells 

are grown in tissue culture (see ~elow) and desired crones are :dent if ied :>y c 

suitable selection procedure. Such a clone combines the q0a!ities of the two 

contr:buting celf ty:,es: :t secretes a specific, r1onoc 1onal antibody and it grows 

cortinuously and rooidly owirg to its tumor-like proper·:es. T~is duel capabili~y 

is ref'ected in the terr, hybridom°' which :s cpplied to a clone of cells secret::1q 

'r.onoc'.onal antibod:es. A diagram of the stens :nvclved in generating hybrid

omcs is shown in Figure 2-2. 

The initial demonst!"ation of the 'iybricoma tec:1rique end subsecuent corrmer

cia! ization of the orocess have ;nvclved ce1 Is der'vec from laborctory mice. Tr.e 

technology was recently extended -o the Jse o; 1-iumari t1morocytes. This 

advcnce wi:t soon ,ead to moncc:onar aritibcdies for ir vivo Ciagrostic ard 

therapeutic uses. 

(2) Protop#ast fusions and pkinf tissue culture 

The second gener:JI class of fusion tecrniques involves -nicroorgan:sms or plant 

cells. "'."hese cell tyoes possess a rigic, :,rotective cell wail that surrnuncs tre 
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Figure 2-2 

Steps in the process of generating monoclonal antibodies 
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cell membrane. (Animal cells lack cell walls.) The wal I from such eel !s can be 

readily removec using enzymes that specificaHy digest the cellulose-like sub

stance that comprises them. The splierical, rT'embrcne-surroundec entirv thct 

remains is catted a protoplast. 

Usil"'g methods essentially equivalent to those cescribed for hybridoma produc

tion, protoolasts can be fused together generating hy:iric cells that exhibit 

properties in common to both the contributing cell tyoes. Excmpies of tre 

opp I icotion of fusion :-rethods tc microorganisms include efforts to: (I) ir1prove 

the antibiotic y;eld from St:-eptomyces strains; (2) ar:arvze the ~enetics cf 

brewer's yeasts; and (3) develop hybrid straif"ls of fungi from the Asoergillus 

family to enhance citric ccic product:on. 

The application of protooicst technology to plants is a relatively recent develop

"ner:t, but one trot pror1ises ~o revolutionize the food, agricu,ture, end forestry 

industries, and to have considerabre imoccts on the energy, chemical, one 

:)harr.oceuticci ir.dustr:es. Scientists are riow able to regenerate full growri 

:>/ants from singie celts or protoplasts. So fer, only a few soecies of plant ~ave 

been successfully cut"!'ured ir this way, :nc•ucing tobccco, t:ie :Joug,as fir, enc 

ccrrots. But rapid advances :,.., tr.:s field should soon "'ake avai'cble his 

:echnoloi;y for most plants of corrrrerc:a) ir.terest. This caocbility wi 1 I occasion 

several acvcntages: 

• ;,-.ass '.)roduction of clones of :deritical plcnts, each 
having tre :r,oroved c:uali+ies of the or:g:r.cl Daren:; 

• :-apic <;rowth of tf-ie pk:nt :n tissue cvL1re to the 
seedl ;ng stage of cevelooment, thus shcrtenirg ;en
erction tirres; 

• a ready-rrade :,.., vi~ro sys7err for concucting geneTic 
engineering in :J:arts. 

A great variety of plan:s procuce chern:ccl co,.,..,pounds thct are 1ighly usefut to 

men. :r.ese compouncs :nc;ude drugs (slJc'l as digital is. vi tam ins, s·eroids, ard 
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ar.ti-ccncer agents), rubber, and petroleum substitutes. The advent of olant ce 1 l 

and orotoplcst tissue culture technology makes oossible the larqe-scale ferrrent

at:on of ptant ce!ls in '"'lvch tl-ie same fashion that microorganisms are currently 

grown in bul 1-<. L:seful plant procucts would be excreted into the growth medium 

and readily isolated. Future processes of this type wiil obviate the necessity of 

devoting large tracts of arable lend to cultivation, and production costs shou:d 

plummet. 

The eel t fusion orocedures described in t~is section, both for plant and for animat 

ce:ls, deoend greatty for their success on the techniques cf in vitro cell cultur,=. 

Scientists !,ave '..<nown for some time how to explant cells f rorn particular 

organisr1s or tissues end to keep tr-em alive for limited durations Jnder sterite 

conditions in an incubator. Various nutrient rr.edia liave ~een formuk1tec: and 

growth concitions established for a wide variety cf plart and arimal cells. A 

serious crawbock to tbe targe-scale commercial use of eel I cul ~ure technology is 

its high cost, but future w:desoread :ndustrial aool:cation, which seen:s likely, 

wiP introduce economies of scale, and continuing refnements in tre techniques 

should lower costs. 

2.2.3 Other gene-altering techniques 

Several other me-:-hods exis'!' for establisr,ing new genetic mater:c 1 in n,icrobes 

and in eel Is of h:qher olants and animals. Sorie species of bacteria possess c 

natural abil:ty to exchange '.JNA :,y wcy of a process ccrlec conjugation. 

Extrachromosomar DNA, or plasmids, is especicll; '"nooile and :s "'.°ransfer:--ec! 

between bacterial strains wit'-1 consicer::ibte ease ·:-, some cases. (Tre abil ;.Y of 

bccte,io ;-o develop resistance ~o -nany types of cnt:biot:cs is due ~o genetic 

informaticr 'ocated on plcsmics. Since these p1as:nids ,nove ~bout so freely, ::: 

r.un--ber of bccterial st:-c:ris Dathogenic to rran ~ave :)ecome relatively refrcctory 

~o antibiotic trectrnen-:-.) :::>Jasmids encoding distinct functions end resic;r,g ::i 
different bccter;al strc:ns ccn je combine<:! into a s;ngie bacterium. Suen c 
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"superbug" was created ~Y Cl-iakrcbarty, who at that time was working at 

Generat Etectric. Ptasr,ids from several strains of the species Pseucorronas, 

each capa:ile of degrading a ::,articular constituent of crude petroleum, were 

combined into a single cetl, enabling the strain that resulted to diqest several 

co!"'lponents of crude oil. This mod if iec bacterial strain became the subject of a 

controversict pctent apprication, the titigation of whic:1 eventually reachec the 

Supreme Court (see Section 3.1.3.3). 

An alternative to conjugation, which invol·✓ es bacteriurn-to-bacter;ur, tra'.lsfer 

of DNA, is the process of transduction, in which viruses serve cs •ransmitters of 

genetic rr.ateria!. When a virus infects a celr, normat metabolic cctivities cease, 

and processes are undertaken to ~ass-produce new virus particles. Part of this 

orocess involves replicating virus DNA and packaging it :nto protein shells. 

Occasionatry, small port:ons of ~ost cetl DNA are carried a1ong into tl-ie virus 

she Its. After :,reduction of sufficient 'luribers of mature viruses, tre ~ost cef/ 

bursts, reteasing the virus particles to initiate another round of infection. Cetrs 

infected in this second round wit! receive, ir adcit:on to viral Dl'lA, tl,e :)Ortion 

of Of\JA der:ved from t:-ie original r.ost. Scientists hove learred how to 

mar ;:::,u:ate these :Jrocesses so that s::,eci f ic ::)t'<A secuences (ger.es) are t:-ar.s

ferred, ~hereby endowing tre rec:oient cells with properties previous1y inrerent 

onfy to he initial hosts. -:-re util:7y of transduction as c Mecns of producing 

genetic aJterat:ors ts welt estacl ished using bacteria and bacterial vir Jses 

(bacter;ophages). Recently, th:s general p:-ocedure !-:as ~ound aopiication aronq 

higher animals. Considera:::,le experi-nertal v,ork is being devotee to aerfor..-.,ing 

transduction in primcres (e.g., monkeys) us:ng t~e virus S\/ ~O ("S\J'' stands for 

"simian virusu). Tre everitual success of these studies hes :::irofound irrplica:ions 

for ger.etic engineering 'n hurrcns, with the prospects of curinq geretic disecses, 

suer as sickle eel t anemia. 

Genetic engineering 1n oiarts :::,romises ~o be greatty sfrnulated in the years 

ahead owing to the existence of c bacter :um eel led Agrcbccte:-iurr tur.iefaciens. 

This microbe infects plant ceds, qivirg :-ise ·o a plan, ·urrori cat!ed a crown gall. 
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The agrobacterium perpetrates this deed by transmitting to the plant cell c piece 

of : ts own ge11etic material, cal:ed T-DNA, which is :>art of a plasmid, namely 

t!-ie Ti-plasmid (for 11 tumor-inaucing11 piasmid). Copies of the T-DNA are 

:ncorporcted per'l:anently into the picnt genes, end the agrooocterium :s no 

longer needed. Tf-iis instance of naturally occurring recombinant Ji\lA provices a 

potentially very powerful tool for inrroducing fore;gn genes into plants. 

2.3 Immobilized bioprocesses 

Several techniques rave evolved in recen; years that ~ave rianaged, to soT:e 

ex~ent, to expioit celluiar biological processes on en :ndustrial scale. -:-hese 

methods generally consist of corfinir.g, or immobilizing, intact cells or cellular 

enzymes within an irer7 matrix, followed by passage of substrate rr.atericls 

through this bioreoctor. Chemical reactions (i.e., bioconversions) rren take place 

that transform the substrate into :-nore useful or less toxic products. 

Enzyrr.es are ;::,roteins that c:::italyze t'le chem:ccl reac7·ors ::,f !iving cells. L ~e 

rr.ost ::::>roteir.s, trey ar-= re1ative:y Jnst•:ib1e a'1a tend to lose their ac7i·✓ ity ,vher 

exposed to cenatur:ng conditions, sucn cs hect, ex tr err.es of prl ard sol r 

concentrat'.on, tre presence of surfoce-act:ve agents (detergents) or heavy 

metals, and so forth. Immobilization procedures generclly serve 70 protecr 

enzymes f:-om denaruration, thereby lengthen.nc; iheir useful lifetimes. A .crge 

number of inert s0oport :;1ater :als have bee,, ~ested for various apol:cations, 

.nc:ucing narural ara man-mace poly-r.ers, suci-i as ce:lulose, s:-ach, 

polyacrylamide, chi-:-:r, polyethyle.'le, glass, end coilager. Enzyr.1es can be eit:ler 

:inked sec·Jrely to the surface of the polymer or entrapped within a porous 

microcapsule. In order ~o 'llaximize 7he reactive surface area, ~he sujJport 

matrix can be fashioned into 7iny jeads or hollow fit::>ers or semi-permeable 

men::,ranes pr:or to affixing the enzyme. h all cases, successful operation of 

the oioreactor depends on maintaining a seC'Jrely fixec:, ac;;ve ::,repcrafon thai. 

nevert,eless, ::,er--nits free move'llerit of the s,Jbsirates and ::>roducts. 
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Current and potential applications of this technology are vast and will affect 

many industrial sectors. A few examples irclude: 

• Chemical industry 

--al~ene oxide production from corresponaing glycols 

--surfactant ;:,rocuction from glycerices 

--hydroxylation of carboxylic acids 

--amino acid synthesis 

• Energy industry 

-hycrogen procuction ~rom water using chloropiast enzyrr.es 

--desulfur izati on of crude oi; 

-biomass conversions into methanol or ethanoi 

• Medical industry 

-procuction of urocanic acid, a sunscreening agent 

--inter-conversion of var:ous ;:,enicilLn derivctives 

--steroid derivitizatior:s 

--clinical analysis of blood a:10 Jrir:e cons-:-:tuents (e.g •• 
urea and glucose) :>Y electrobiochemical ,eactions 

-synthesis of the anti'.:)iotic GraMac;dh 

• PollutiO'l control industry 

-conversion of ligr.ocellulosic wastes into usefi..:i products, 
such as glucose 

-biodes;radction of toxic substances, such as PCB, :.:epone, di 
oxiri, '.)8T. ;:,herois 

--concenrratior. of toxic heavy rietcls in waste streams 
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-air ciisir.fection (e.g., for hospitals) using enzymes rhat 
destroy vir•Jses and :iacteria 

--conversions of whey (waste ;Jroduct from dairy industry) to 
useful food products 

--rotati:1g biological discs fer waste water treatment 

--fixed-bed bioreactors for on-strean waste management 

• Food (J"ld agriculture industry 

-milk coagulation (the first step in cheese product:on) usi:19 
the enzyme rennet 

-production of high-fructose syrups from starch and ce; lutose 
for use as c sugcr _substi!ute 

-conversion of amino acic isomers to convert the nor
nutritious D isomer into rhe L form 

-clcrification of fruif juices and wines 

Future developments in this area ere li~ely to include ir.proved rrethods for 

;mrr.obilizing live cells, especially microbes and plant ce:ls. The process of 

microencapsulation promises to find consicera'.:>ie applicction here. Each 

r-iicrocaosule ccn be thought of as a tiny living colony in which ceils divide crd 

i)erform metabolic functions wihin trie confines of ~he '.:ieac. iV\ecnwhile, 

substrates pass 7hrot..,gh tre becds and are converted inro procuc~s 'N~ich flow out 

of ihe system uncontar-ihateCl by cellular materici. ;V,oreover 1 the biocaralytic 

syste'T: would be self-regenerafr-ig since the Tli::ro-colonies within ecch capsule 

ere undergoing continuous turnover; tl-ict is, dead cells ere alwcys beir.g replaced 

:iy live cells. This form of recc-:-ivation rever occurs with :--r.rnobilized enzyme 

systems since :soloted erzyrnes ere :1ot ccocble of seif-re;uvenat:on ard, upcr, 

inactivation, riust be replaced. 
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Another likely development in the area of immooil:zed bioprocesses is t'1e 

increased use of enzymes isolated from thermophilic bacteria. These microbes 

are remarkably insensitive to high temperatures, even up to 80° or 90° Celsius 

(water boils at I00°C). Thermophiles can be recovered from not·sorings or other 

- similar environments. They owe their heat resistance to having enzymes that 

are extremely insensitive to heat denaturation. Thus, these enzymes are 

considercbly more stable than comparable enzymes from mesophilic organisms 

and are :deal for immobilization orocesses. 

2.4 F ermentotion technology 

Commercializat:on of processes reliant on recombinant DNA or other modern 

biotechnologies will frequently entail large-scale microbial fermentations. In

dustrial fermentations ,ave been carriea out with great efficiency for ,any 

years and >iave made available at !ow cost such procucts as ant;biot:cs, f :cvoring 

and coloring agents, amino and organ;c acids, and viramiris. The expectat:on 7ha~ 

new drus, such as interferon and human insu1in, will soon :::,e mass-;:iroduced 

de:,ends to a large extent on rhe ability of the ferr-ientation engineers ·o adapt 

the ::1ppro;xiare microorganisms for growth in quantities vast:y greater ;hon 

those encounterec in the I aboro tory. 

A standard aerobic fer mentor consists of c c;osed, cyl hcrica! vessel equip:ied 

with a stirrer and inter:1al baffles to provide a<;itction, heat exchangers ,o drain 

off the considerable hect generated during ferrnentct: ve growth of the microbial 

cuiture, an cerator. and one or 'l7ore iniets for media sam;:,ling end harves-:-i:ig 

end exhaust gas removal. A device for rapid s-:-ea:.i steriiization of the vessel is 

essential; as are controls designed to rronitor one: cdjust growth corditions, sue;, 

as tempercture, air flow, :)ressure, pH, and degree of foar:iing. CrtJciai to the 

overcl l design is the~ '10 fore:gn microorganisrrs gain access to the systerr; al I 

cor1oonerits are sealed to prevent :eckage and ccn :::e stear;1-steri:ized ::>etweer 
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batches. T,e fermentor can be of any convenient volume, ranging up to about 

I 00,Q00 gal!ons, in which the media alone would weigh more tl-icn 400 tons. 

A fermentor designed by Eli Ully for large-scale growth of recor:1bincnt ~"~A 

organisms is showf"\ ;n Figure 2-3. lncorporatir.g design fearures suc:i as exhaust 

gas fi I tration and couble agitator seals, this reactor exceeds tt--e safety and 

containment specificat:ons of typical fer:-nentors and, as sue:,, sets the standard 

for fermentors designed for use with recombina:it ::)~A organisms. 

The fermenter described cbove carries out a batch ferr1entation; t-lct is, rrie 

:-nedia end :-nicroorganisms are mixec, the r:1icrobes grow for a f:xed period 

(usually one to seven days depenaing on the organism and the conditions), then 

:-re culture is rarvested. After cleaning and sterilizing, the fer'1"1entor is ready 

for another batch. Fallowing completion of the ::iatch, ~he fermer.tation product 

-nust be isolated from the cvl ture syste:-n. If the -r.icrobe excretes :re cesi :-ec 

product into the growth rr.edium, as is preferable, then the culture broth must '.:>e 

processed follow;ng removal of the 'Tlicrobial population. Or he oher '1and, 

prod•JCts that cccumula:e within the microoe r.1ust be recovered uY !ysing the 

microorganisms after ciscarcir.g or recyciing the cuiture liquics. 

Fermentction technology has advanced :n at least two ways in recent years. It is 

now ;:>ossible to conduct continous fermertations in wnich grovr~h mecia are 

added sicwly throug'.1 the growing phase of the ("llicrobia: cul t:.,re. At the sa·r.e 

tir:ie, smail port:ons of he culture are contirually re'Y'oved fro:-r he fermentor 

for processing. :he possibil;ty of :nadvertent contc'iiination woulc seem to be 

c;reater for this continuous Method, ::iut efficienc:es ere g:-eater since downtimes 

:Jetween batches ore elirr.iratec. 

A second advance •n his technology is called solid phase ferrnentarion. :n tr.is 

process, nutrient media are trickled ~hro1.;gh a reactor corsisring of a solic 

support matrix to which the microorganisr'1s are s-:-eadfostly oitached. T1e 
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Figure 2-3 

Features of a contained fermentor 
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microbes cont:nuousty excrete the product of interest into the broth which 

eventually emerges ct the bottom of the fer-r,entor. The broth is then processed 

to isotcte the 7ermentation oroduct •. Clearly, solid ohase fer:':lentat:on r1ethods 

are not app!icable to the mass-product:on of substances that accu~u1ate :nside 

the microorganisms. 

2.5 Gene therapy 

Perhaps ~he most exciting topic in the field of cppl ;ed genetics, ar.d I ir<ely the 

-nost controversial, is the ::irobcbility that medical scientists w:11 soon be aole :-o 

::>erform genetic engineering :n humans. Soc:ety in generai views this prospect 

with a mixture of hope and skept1cism, and cssurcnces have beef" given that this 

capability is mcny years away. But recert sc:entific deveioprnents suggest that 

this future may be here quite soon. 

Consicerable attention was recently directec to the efforts of a ~earn of l)CLA 

scientists, headed by Mart:n J. Cline, who traveled to Israel end Italy to conduct 

experiments on hurr.an subjects. These experirrents were deeriec toe ;:,re! ir-,

inary to be oerformed in the Lnited States. "7"hose patients who were trectec 

suffer from a genetic blood disease, called beta-thalassernia, ir. wr,ich oroduc~:on 

of one of the t\.vo protein corr.ponents of hemoglobin is atmos~ regligib!e. The 

tr.erapy attempted to insert ccpies of rorr.ial geres ~or ~emoglob:n into eel's of 

the bone marrow, where hemoglobin is synthesized. Tre exoeririert :s give:1 

very I ittle chance of success, ::,ut the mere feet t'iat it was attempted, added to 

the fac! trat a similar experiment succeeded in aborctory cni:na!s, hin+s 

strorgly that some primitive form of gene •her:::ipy in r.urrans will shor~·y be 

possible. 

In another recent cievelooment, scientists transplcnted cell nuclei fro~ ecrly 

embryos of mice :nto fertilized eggs isolated from c different mo•Jse strain. 
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After severe/ days in tissue culture, trese new embryos were inserted into the 

uterus of a third mouse. These embryos developed :nto normal infant IT'ice that 

were related geneticalty to the ri'Ouse that orignc1ly donated the cell nuc 1ei. 

This outcome has been 'iailed as the first instance of cloning :n ~amrrals. Tr.at 

is, identical offspring were produced by ta:<ing ceHs, or ce1 I nuclei, from a single 

individual and growing t!iem up into complete, cduft orgcnisms. So fer: :t has not 

been oossible to generate clones from adult donor ce!ls--onfy cells derived frori 

an early stage of development, such as the embryo, are suitcble. But this 

stumbling biock 'T'.ay soon be overcor1e. If so, and despite the claim ~Y scientists 

that these experir1er.ts are cesigned only to study gere expression ·n mcr.1r.1cl s, 

then society will be faced wi~h some very sticky ethical issL•es. 
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SECTION 3 

INTERESTED PARTIES 

3.1 Domestic activities 

Immense excitement has been generated :n recent years by the advent of 

recombinant D;--.JA technofogy and the prospect that coptied genet;cs will improve 

the quality of life in many ways. This interest arose from fir.dir,gs made in basic 

research :abs at universities, which quickly burgeoned into a rr.ulti-million dotlar 

commerciat industry. Activities on both fronts are expanding· continuously. 

Meoriwhi le, various government agencies have developed an interest in this area 

owing, in ;)Ort, to concerns for public safety arising from overly fasr comr.erci

al ization of a technology whose safety has not been established absoiutely. Thus, 

all three sectors--universities, private industry, and goverr,ment--are deeply 

:nterested in the evolution of the cpplied genetics f:erd. From a socioeconomic 

viewpoint, applied genetics wilt provide the opportunity to cnalyze and irrprove 

relationships between industr:es and universities on the one hand, and between 

:r.dustries and government on the other. 

The remainder of this section of ~he report wilf cetcit ac7:vites in each of these 

three sectors in tre United States, forlowed jy c brief discussion of apolied 

genetics as oracticed overseas. 

3.1 Universities 

Most fundamental advances in both the science end engineer:r.g aspects of 

biotechr.ology have been rrace :n university :-esearch labs. This fact wif I 

continue to hold true for some time to corre, oithough considerable exoertise s 

now beiPg acquired by comn,ercial firms engaged in cpplied genetics R&D. 
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A few of the many academic scientists who have contributed to the foundation 

of the aootied genetics industry are listed in Tcbte 3-1. This list, by no means 

exhaustive, includes rr1any of those prof'l"linent academic scientists wl-io have 

become affitiated with one or another genetic engineering firm. Several 

companies were founded through the efforts and energies of university research

ers who, nevertheless, maintained faculty status at their academic ir,stitutions. 

This state of affairs has occasioned a certain degree of rivalry among university 

scientists who now view their research as potentially lucrative. As a resu'i, the 

qualities of cooperation and =ntercommunicct:on that once characterized ccc

demic resecrch have !:>een seriously comprom:sed. Tris trend is likely to 

continue for the foreseeable future with accompanying ir1provements in indus

try-university relations at the expense of freedom of information flow within the 

scientific community. The situation could improve if private industr:es under

take programs to supoort t)asic academic research on en unrestrictec, ro-str:ngs

attached basis. Co1"'1merciat firms are being encouraged by Corgress ·o do so ·1:a 

proposed tax credits and other investment incentives. Coroorate ::,acking of 

accdemic research hes recently become espec;af ly desira:)te since fecerc! 

sources of funds for basic ::,iomedicat research (i.e., NIY ard j',JSF) have failed to 

keep pace with growing demand. 

University faculties are organizing to offer ~1--eir services as technic::il exoer-:-s :n 

applied genetics. Two exarr.ples are: 

• Biolnformation Associates, Inc. - A group of MIT 
professors frorr. the biology, chemistry, crid chemical 
engineering deoartments who provide wide-rangirg con
sulting services for ::iasic and-cppt:ed research in gerie+=c 
engineering. 

• Biotechnotogy Research Center - Established at Lehigh 
University in Bethleliem, ::Jennsytvania, this joint effort of 
scientists and engineers provices education in biotech
notogy and conducts research :n the areas of biomass 
conversions, microbiat cesulfurization of coal, ard im
proved -nethods for waste treatment. 
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Tobie 3-1 

A few academic scientists engaged in genetic engineering 
research; commercial affiliations (not inclusive) 

~fame University Affiliation 

Bert O'Malley Baylor 

.:at:1es Sonner Cal Tech 
" fl Leroy :iood 

Cornell advisor to Collajorative Gene::~cs Gerald Fink 

1-ial ter Gil:,ert Harvard co-founder o: Biogen 
?hilip Leder ff 

Tor:i Maniatis " 
Natthe•.v Mese~son " 

::ounder of Genetics Insti::'...l.te ~!ark Pt as :me " 
Dan ;:.;athans Johns Hopkins adv:.sor to ~1cnsanto 

,, advisor to Cetus 

ac.visor to Collaborative Genetics 
HaTr.ilton Smith 

David Baltimore 
advisor :o Collabo".'.'ative Gene tics David Botste:.n 
adviso-::- to Cetus A.:::r.old Je:nain " 

Philip Shar? " co-founder oi Biog er, 

Pa~l Berg Stat;.iord 
adviso".'.' to Cetus S::anley Cohen " 
advisor to Col:aoorative Gene:ics Ronald Davi3 " 

B.oy Curtiss L"n:. v. of Alabana 

CCL~ co-founde".'.' of A .. '1ge!1. Mart.in c::..ine 
1 co-founder :)~ A .. '1gen 1:inston Salser 

Jot:n Bax::er L"CS? 
co-founder of :::e:-,en:ecn :Ierbert Boyer 

~nand C3akraoar~y 1~·niv. of Ill::..nois 

Jniv. cf ~-1ichigan on leave to Genex Cavij Jackso:. 

Gni ·v~. of :.Jashingtcn advisor :o Cetus Stanley ra.:.~-c°'" 
-Univ. cf ·.J::..sconsin adviso~ co Cet~s :-iinstcr.. Brill 

II 11 
Timothy Hall to Agrige::iec::.cs advisor " ., ., ti 

Howard :'enin 

:rank Rudd:.e Yale 
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Harvard University recentty developed, then rejected, a plan to establish its own 

genetic engineering comoany. This ;:,roposat evotved as a means to put the 

considerable talent of the Harvard faculty to the purpose of genercting profits 

for the university, rather than to serve the interests of outside commercial firms 

(such as 3iogen, co-founded by Harvard biotogist, Walter Giroert). T!-,e pion 

succeeded only in generating controversy. Faculty members argued tl,at profit 

motives would add to the rivalry that atready existed within the biology 

deoartment and that traditional academic goals of educat[on cr.d research are 

:mcornpatibte with a Drof:t-making orientction. Eventually, the piar was 

abandoned, but 1-arvard biologist Mark Ptashne, who conceived the venture, 

proceeded to establish his own fir--r., called Genetics Institute, Inc., loccted in 

nearby Somerville, Massachusetts. ~arvard owns approximately 10% of the 

equity of this new firm, 

3.1.2 Commercial firms 

The excitemert generctec by the fielc of biotechnology, oarticutcrly :-ecombi

nant DNA and genetic engineering, has been felt -nost ernohatically in t'ie 

priva!e sector of the U.S. economy. We have identified over 100 corrpanies 

currently engaged in some cspect of moder:1 apotied genetics (see Tab!e 3-2). 

More firrrs are becoming involved every month. It :s estimated that capital 

:nvestrient :n cppried genetics R&D reached $500 mil!ion in 1980. '.n f'.ve rT'0re 

years, the votue will :,e $5 billion, and :n ten years, $25 biltion. ;\'\any investors 

and business analysts anticipate that t!-ie decade of the 1980's wil i occasion a 

''biology boom" akir to the electronics explosion of the t9i0's. 

In general, capita! investment in biotechnoiogy has occurred along two different 

~atl-is. lnitiatly smelt, new companies specializing in genet:c engineering vvere 

created by young scientists/businessmen who combined keen foresi<;ht with a 

;:>ropensity for financiat risk-taking. These individuals anticipated the :-iuge 
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Tobie 3-2 

U.S. companies engaged in applied genetics 11&D. 
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I. GEN[Ml (cont.) 
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Table 3-2 

U.S. cornpnnies engaged in opplied genetics R&D. 
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commercial potentiat of modern biological techniq:.ies and managed to attract 

venture capital to underwrite their business plans. The two pre-eminer t 

examples of this venture capital apporach are: 

• Cetus Corp., founded in 1971 by UC Berkeley physicist 
Donald A. Glaser, biochemist Ronald E. Caoe (who a!so 
earned an MBA degree from Harvard), and Peter J. Farley 
(a medicat doctor with an MBA from Stanford). Even 
before the acvent of recombinant DNA techniques, Cetus 
hmded its operations through contracts with larger com
:-rercial firms, espec:ally phar;r,aceutical houses. Current 
backers of Cetus include major oi I companies, such as 
Amoco, Chevron, and Shel I. 

• Genentech, Inc., founded in 1976 by Robert A. Swanson 
(who ,olds degrees in chemistry and ~usiness rronagement 
from MIT) and UCSF biochemist Herbert W. 3oyer. The 
firrr. was estcolished expressly to commercialize on DNA 
technology and was initially underwr:tten by vent1Jre 
caoitcl, chiefty frorr Kleiner & Perkins in Catiforn;a, 
Wilmington Securities in Delaware, and Lubr:zor Enterori
ses in Ohio. Ger.entech currently ooerates '-Ni7h ccpitat 
der:ved from specif:c contracts with iarge fi:-ms. suer as 
Hoffmann-LaRoche and Eti Lil!y, and 1Nith c::1pital derived 
frori a !'"ecent ::iubl 1c sale of stock. 

The contribution of smctl, innovarive companies such as these to the emergence 

of the ::1ppl ied genetics industry has been surimarized :>y t--~eison iY. .• Schr,eider, a 

drug-industry investment analyst for E.F. Hutton: 

Al! major new tec~notogies have been promoted and 
fostered by smal I companies. The small guys r.ave the 
opportunity only because the bigger guys ignore it. Tl-ie 
:,ig companies can't see t'.e forest for the trees. They 
choose r.ot to part:cipate beccuse of their own ingrown 
bureaucrccies. 

Thus, sr:icl I corr.ponies such cs Cetus and Genentech, and t'.e dozen or r1ore 

similar young firms that have sprung up recently, have the flexibility and the 
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expertise to ~ake advantage of scientific advances in the applied genetics field. 

But today's smarl comoanies are determined to grow. Says Peter Farley, 

president of Cetus: 

It's biotogy's turn now. We actually saw it coming, and we 
were determined right from the outset to become a major 
company. It's not a get-rich-quick scheme. We expect to 
be around fifty years from now as a mcjor corrpany. 

It remains to :::,e ceterrrined whether Cetus, as a major corporation, can continue 

to "see the forest for tt:e trees." 

The second principal business strategy for investing :n biotechnotogv has ~een for 

:arge, technically oriented companies to uncertake ir.deoencent, :n-house R&D 

programs. Virtually every major U.S. ;)harmaceutical firm has e'"lgaged in or 

--node plans to initiate recorrbinant :JNA research. The high level of interest 

ar1ong firms in this industry stems fror-1 the obvious apoticctions of the new 

technology to the ""nanufact:.iring of l')ew or imoroved dr:.,gs. Sorre drug f ir-ns 

~ave undertaken coPoborative ~esearch ventures with srictl genetic engineering 

firms directed towards the development of specif ;c products. Examples include 

arrangements between Gener.tech and roff-nann-La~oche to r.icke in~erferon, 

Genentech and Eli Li!ty to ~a~e human insu1 in, and Ger ex and 5r:stol-Myers to 

make interferon. 

Large corporctions represer.ting other industriat sectors are also investing 

heavi!y in aop!ied genetics. DuPont, rhe world's largest chemical producer, '"las 

vr.dertaken a sizeable corrimit'.'nent to ~c3..D in the biosc:erces. L:kewise, severci 

~ajor oil comoanies, such as Amoco and Philt;ps, 1-iave establ:shed 'n-house 

programs in ::,iotechnology. These targe, wealthy companies are hiring high

quatity scientists and bioengineers for t!-ie puri::,ose of developing biologic::it 

soiutions for problems such as alternative sources of energy ard petrochemical 

feedstocks. Collaborative agreemerits with small fir'11s exist here too, such as 
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contracts between Cetus and severar oi t corroanies, :nctuding Amoco, Chevron, 

and Shell, to conduct R&D on energy-relcted :Jrojects. 

While smatl genetic engineering firms witl continue to conduct laboratory-scale 

R&D, commercial scale-up of biotechnological processes will require capital 

investment that only large firms can undertake. Thus, the relative irr.portance 

of large companies, wit~ respect to the growth of the applied ger.et1cs :ndustry 1 

will increase at the expense of the smaller firms. A trend can be anticipated 

parctlel ing that which occurred in the semiconductor irdvstry during the 1970's; 

namely, larger •irms wit! acquire through merger (or drive out of business) t'1e 

rriany smalt, specialized genetic engineering companies that f,ave emerged. 

Tre recent efforts of Cetus and Genentech to raise large sums of money by 

offering shares of stock to the pub tic reveal the difficulty that smal I corrpan1es 

face when undertaking caoital-intensive projects. A shor+ tirie ago, the 

corporate management of both companies expressed desires to avoid going public 

with tf-ieir stock untit the mid-19801s at the earliest. t-"owever, several factors 

served to otter their plans: (I) comriitments to pursue costly in-f-iouse programs 

of commerc:al scale-up; (2) the fai ture to attract additional f inancirg from ,arge 

corporate ::,cckers (such as Chevron and Amoco in the case of Cetus); ard (3) the 

absence ·o date of saleable products derived frorr. R&D investments. ?ubl ic 

owriership riay compel these companies to lose some of their flexibiiity end 

fcrsightedness that provides them with the competit:ve edge over large, bureau

cratic corporations. 

3.1.3 F ederol government 

The invo.lvement of tre federa.t government in cppl ied genet;cs stems from a 

concern, first expressed by research scientists in the r-1id-,970's, that the 

apol ication of recorrbinant DNA tecrniques could produce new orgarisms that 
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might escape from the taboratory and endanger the human pooulation end the 

environment. Thus, the rote of the governrT'ent in biotechnology has so fer been 

limited to considering the practice of recombir.ant DNA 'Tlethods in acaderiic 

and commerciat settings. 

3.1.3.1 The National Institutes of Heatth 

In the '.Jnited States, the '\Jctional !nstitutes of Hearth (f\JIH) control tt"e 

administration of all federally supported recombinant :)NA research and of aP 

such activities carr:ed out :)y commercial fir"Tls :n voluntary comp! iance ·...vith 

NIH Guic:el ines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA ,Y,olecules. Other 

government agencies atso involved in tre ootentia: regutation or cor.trol of 

corr.merciat activities are the Food and Drug Administra~iol" (F:JA), :he Occupa

tional Safety and Health Administrat:on (OS~A), the '\Jational Institute for 

Occuoational Scfety and ~eat th (;---~1 OSH), end the ::.rvironmertcl Protection 
' Agency (EPA). Figure 3-1 depicts ~he organizational relationships between the 

various governrrient agencies ::ind any company invorved :n recombinart DNA 

activities. 

The purpose of the l'-JIH guidelines for recom:,inal"t Of'~A ,esearch is to specify 

prooer practices for constructing and hand! ing recombinant DNA molecules and 

for ~andlir.g organisms and viruses containing such molecutes. Compliance with 

the guide! ines is rriardatory fer all institutions enqcging 1n sucri researc~ one 

receiving federal support. ~he guidet;nes were first pub!ished in tl-)e '.:"ederal 

Register in 7t"e summer of 1976. Since then •j-,ey have :Jeen amer.ded consider

ably end riow refrect a r.iore confident and relaxed attitude about :::iotential risks 

inherent :n these activities. 1 he rrost recent version of the quide! ines aopeared 

in the November 21, t980, issue of the Federal Register. 

The director of the '\JI~ 1s resoonsible for the esta:Jlishment, ;r.:::,lernentot:or, 

one f:nal interpretation of the guideHnes. Pursuant to the gu:delines, the 
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Government agencies involved in recombinant DNA activities 
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Director has established the Recor.ibinant Df'~A .Advisory Commi:tee (RAC) and 

~he Office of Reco"nbinant DNA Activities (ORDA) to provide technical and 

administrat:ve assisiance in the fulfillment of these responsibil:ties. 

The RAC was established to provide technical and scientific assistance ro the 

Director of NIH. Consequently, its membership 11ust collectively reflect 

expertise ;n scientific fields relevant to recombinant DNA tec~nology and 

::)iological safety. Acditionally, at least 20 percent of its members must be 

knowledgeable about applicable law, standards of professional conduct and 

;::,rcctice, tr-e environment, oublic and occupational ~ealtn, and related fields. 

The RAC meets four times a year and advises the ~~IH Director on changing the 

containment levels specified for various types of experiments covered under the 

guidelines, assigning containment levels to experiments not ::overed by he 

guidelines: and recommending new host-vector systems. The recombinant DNA 

field has expanded rapidly over the past few years, especially with ihe increasing 

involve'Tlent of private industry. Consequently, the RAC has jeen compellec to 

assess large-scale fermentarion procedures, to examine conficenrial ;naustrial 

data, and to review occupational safery end healh standards. 

Yowever, the 9-AC has little expertise in industrial engineering. Further:-nore, as 

en advisory committee to a non-regulatory agency, it r.as no authority to require 

compliance with its advice. The RAC has recently decided to lirrit ·rs 

assessment of iridustrial facilities to an excmination only of t~e biological 

characteristics of the operation (45 FR 77379). Conseq1;enily, private 

comr.1ercial firms will no longer be requested ;o suor,it to -:-he Nlh the detai1s of 

their physical plants. medical surveillance programs, environrT'ental monitor:ng 

schemes, or emergency plans.· 

The Off ice of Recombinant Di'iA Activi iies (ORDA) is responsibie for prov:ding 

maximum access to information on every aspect of the recombinant o;~A field. 

As the focal point for all information on such activities, it provides iec:,nical and 
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ad:11inistrative advice to any institution, agency, or individual within or outside 

the NIH. In cddition, it serves as executive secretary to the RAC, publishes the 

Recombinant DNA Technical 3ut tetin, and reviews and aporoves IBC 1:1embership 

lists (see below). ORDA's responsibilities also include the scheduling ard 

announcing of RAC meetings and the publishing of revised guidelines in tl-ie 

Federal Register. ORDA also distributes information regarding policy decisiol"'S 

relevant to recombinant DNA research, announcements of trcining courses 

dealing with experimentct and safety issues, up-dating of approved ~ost-vector 

systems and other experimental protocols, and publishes a bibliography of newly 

released articles on recombinant DNA. 

The NIH guidelines were ar.iendec! :n January 1980 to :nctuce a section deal :ng 

with voluntary coriol iance by private commercial firrT's engaging in recomb!'"1Cnt 

DNA activities. This action was tcken as a compromise 70 proposed mandatory 

cortrols out forward by the FDA. A scheme of voluntary compliance encourages 

private companies to follow tre same cdministrative and technical orocedures 

t"lat are :equired of ary federal'y supported institution. !--1owever, a/t iteris of 

information provided to the RAC or to ORDA by .comp!ying companies ere 

protected as trace secrets, thus prohibiting subsecuent disclosure under -:-be 

Freedor:i of Information Act. In addition, companies that comply voluntcri!y are 

asked to register at I projects involving recombinant DNA technoloqy. 

!n Aoril 1980, the NIH published a set of guidelires dea!ing with large-scale 

apofications of recombinant Df'~A methodology. These guidelines detc:1 t'"le 

physical containment requirements for tbe produc-:-:on of recombincnt Di<A 

organisrT's in volumes exceeding ten I iters. 

Any compariy engaged in recombinant '.JNA acfvities and in voluntarv cor,

pt iance with the NIH guidet lnes must estabrish in Institutional 5iosafety Car.in it

tee (IBC). Each firm's 1BC must include ct least five members, with c r:,inimurr' 

of two (but no fewer than 20 percent) having no affit1atior with the co11par.y. 
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The lBC :nembers collectively must have expertise in recombinal"'t ONA research 

and be capable of assessing the safety of such. experiments and the risks to 

workers and the community. T!ie non-affiliated members are to represent the 

best interests of 7he surrounding commuflity with respect to ~ealth end the 

protection of the environr,ent. Officials of srcte or :oca/ oublic heal:h or 

environmental protection agencies, members of other local government organiz

ations or persons active ,n community 11edical, occupational health, or environ

mental affairs ore ai t e! igible to serve on an !BC. 

The pririary responsibility of the IBC is to review all recomb:ncnt D"-JA 

ex::,eriments conducted by ~he company to ensure corrplionce wih the r'-~IH 

guidel ires. The !BC review mus~ include en assessment of the containr-1ent 

tevels utitized as welt as cri evaluation of the facilities, orocedures, trairi'1g, and 

exoertise of the :::>ersonnel conducting tre exper:rr.en:s. The !BC 'llust arso adoot 

emergency 01ans covering accidentcl spil 1s end contarrinotion resu!tirg fro-r. 

recombir.ant DNA research. 

In addition to an !BC, any firm or institution engaging :n reco:nbinart ONA R&D 

involving '"ligh levels of physical containment (P3 or P4) must appoint a biological 

Safety Officer (8S0). The 3S0 :s a member of the IBC anc is responsible for 

conducting periodic inspect:ors of tab facilities, reoort;n<; to the IBC a'1y 

significant violatior,s of the guiderines, developing ef"'\ergency plans, and inter

:::icting with the ::>rincipal investigator (Pl) :n areas of lab security, techr.ica 1 and 

safety procedures, and acherence to the guide I ines. · 

3.1 .3.2 Other F ederat agencies 

Recombinant DNA technotogy is rapicty moving out of the exclusive domain of 

universitv :-esearch taboratories and :n~o industriat iabora~ories and larce-scale 
, -

production fccirities. Concurrently, governrnent ager.cies otrer tran the NIH are 
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becoming increasingly involved wit~ :ssues concerning environmental monitor;ng, 

worker safety and health, and prodi.;ct quality. 

The Food and Drug Administration has been invoivec from the very beginning 

with industrial scale-up of recombinant DNA technology. This :,'1terest s-:-er.1s 

from the fact that the first commercial prod'Jcts emerging fror:i this ,ew 

technology are likely to :::ie intended for hurr.an use; 11ar.1ely, :nsulin, human 

growth hormone, and · nterferon. 

i'~ew drugs intended for human 'JSe must '.:le certif;ed by the FDA through the 

approval of two comoany-submitted for"l1s: (I) a notice of Clairied investigation 

Exempt:on for a New Drug (IND); and (2) a New :Jrug Apoiication (\J;)A). 

Togerher these forms supply the FDA with proorietary iPforrr.ation on drug 

composition, results of human and animal testing, end manufacturing procedures. 

As of June 1980, the position of the FDA was that crugs producec! by recombinant 

:)NA technolgoy could not be ~arketed unaer exist:ng INDs or '-J)As as simply 

changes ::1 "llanufacturing technique. 

S1_;bmission of an !~--JD informs the FDA thct a company --ios tested a potential 

new drug and that :t will be testing it further. Required ':Jy t~e form is a 

staterrent of tt--e methods, facilities, and controls JSed for rre mcnufac7uring, 

processing, ana ;)OC~oging of the new crug to est ab I ish and r.1cintain oppropriare 

standards of identity, strength, ~uolity, and purity. 

The "iDA is ;J request for aporovol to market the drug. A! ~hough ir.tended 

primarily to orovide information on ~he ,esults of cl1niccl testing. the NOA also 

contains detai:ed infor:11ation on ~he r.anufccturing of t~e drug. It covers all the 

:nformation ~hat the sponsor --:nows about the drug end often consists of 

thouscnds of pages. 

The Occupational Safety and Heolth Administration (OSHA) wcs estcblished uncer 

the Occuoati_onal Safety ana Health Act of 1970. OSHA is c regulatory agency 
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within the Depart;";")ent of '._abor that is charged with developing and promulga

ting stancards, formvlat:ng end enforcing aooropriate regulations to maintain 

safe ana healthful conditions in the workplace. OSHA has announced t~at it will 

develoo a recombinant DNA regulatory policy over the next two years. This 

could prove to be a difficult task since hazards associated with this technology 

have remained speculative. Two recent events will further contri'.)ute to the 

difficulty that OSHA will encounter in efforts to regulate recombinant DNA 

technology. In a recent Supreme Court decisioni reduced standards for exposure 

to berizene were disallowed owing to a leek of evidence that the existin<; 

exoosure levels were dangerously :1igh. Similarly, there exists no firm evidence 

of risk resulting from contact with recombinant DNA or;anisrns (at cny level of 

exposure). Secondly, OSHA has no authority to preview the technical details 

that a corr.panv intends to use in the large-scale production of recorrbinan7 D"\lA 

organisms. Until row, OSHA has obtained this infor'.'Tlation from t'1e ~AC, but, 

as r.ientioned cbove, tre RAC no :onger intends to gcther this informction. 

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health ('.\JIOSH) was 

esTabl ished by the Occupationcl Safety and Hecl'th Act of i970. NIOSH 1s a 

component of t~e Center for Disease Control under the ?ublic Heal~h Service 

end is authorizec to conduct research and recommend work:iloce standards -:-o 

OSHA. 1'-.lOSH is :nterested in the following areas relevant ro recor:i::)inart D~,JA: 

• Prncess operations with attendant poter.t:al for wor1-<er 
exposure; 

• Engineeririg controls, such as physical containment design. 
ventilation, exhaust gas filtration, waste product control, 
etc; 

• Validation ;:>rocedures pertaining to ster:lizction of equip
--nent, physical containr..ent, and process ierrniration; 

• Work :ircctices, erriergency and ::iccicent procecures, --r.ed
ical surveillance, environrr.entai monitoring, ard '=mployee 
training and ecucatior.. 
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3.1.3.3 Potent issues 

The issue of patent protection for ;:,roducts and ;:,rocesses evo1v1'lg from 

recombinant DNA R&:J is both controversial and very iri1por~ont to coMmerciol 

firms engaged in these activities. Two events have had a sizeable i:-npact so far. 

One established the legal precedent that man-made microorgcnisrr.s are 1ot 

excluded from ;::>atent ;:,rotection; the secor.d extended oatent coverage to the 

inventors of certain basic laborarory procedures. 

On June 16, i980, the :J.S. Supreme Court ruled in a narrow 5-4 decision ~hat 7re 

Generai Electric Corp. should r,ot be denied ;::>ater.t protection on an "oil-eat:-.g'' 

:1icroorganism developed by Dr. A. M. Chakrcbarty. The decision hi:iged on 

whether a microorganism is unpatentable subject matter simply beccuse it is 

alive, Tne Court found that the pr;:1cipal criteria upor which an invertion is 

deemed ;)atentab1e (namely, that it be :iew, useful, end r.on-obvious) were in no 

way infringed by the fact that the :nvention is alive. Tne disserting minority 

argued t~at those who originally fraried the patent statu~es never in~encec that 

pctent orotecrion be afforded to !iving things. The Cour+ ad:--:'.ittec to c :ack of 

competence in evaluating the potential dangers or berefi ts of rhis "lev, technol

ogy, and 7hey further declared that any bi;1ding oolicy regarding pctentability of 

livir.g orc;;anisrns musi originate in Ccnc;ress. 

On :>ecember 2, 1980, Stanford Universi~y and the J'"liversity of Ccliforr.ic were 

jointly awcrdeo a patent cealing wth ger.e clonir.g technic;ues used in recorioi

nant Dl'~A experiments. Trie techniques, developed ::>y Stanley Coren at Stan ford 

and Herb Boyer at UCSF, have become the basis for vi rtuolly ~11 recornbinant 

DNA experimentation to date. Pie two Jniversities rave dec!ared that tney will 

I icense the technology to any corr.pony that wishes ro employ the techniques end 

they will coilect royalties on its ..;se. Tr.ey have further statec that a condition 

for use of t'"le techrology wi ii be acherence to the hllf-'. guide,ines. However, tbe 

patent applies only to the use of recombinant DNA technoiogy wi:hin the borcers 
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of the Unitec States and would not cover overseas operations by U.S.-based 

companies, or by foreign firms. !t :s nighly unli!<ely that this patent could 

withstand a legal cha I lenge if it is deemea to inhibit the commercial develop

ment of recombinant DNA technology. ,\-ioreover, litigants will argue that 

numerous refinements to the basic techniques ~ave been made so t~at the 

original inventors are no longer entitled to potent protect:on. 

3.2 Foreign activities 

The overseas practice of applied genetics has proceeded in a fashior. sirr.ilar to 

its evolution in the 0nited States. Much of the basic biologiccl research that 

gave rise to t!->is new industry occurred in foreign laboratories, particularly in 

Western !:::urope. As in'the United States, there has err1erged in several count:ies 

a var:ety of small new genetic engi'"leering companies. Likewise, esiablisf.ed 

corporations are engaging in aoolied genetics R&D. We are aware of over forty 

foreign companies, large and smell, that have invested :11 biotechnology (see 

Toole 3-3). 

In contrast to U.S. cct=vities, however, some foreign gover:iments have Sui)p:ied 

considerable financial backing to ~lecgling genetic engineering com;:ianies. =-or 

exar1ple, the British goverr.ment, in concert with four Lancon investr.ier.t firris_. 

has estcbl ished Cell tech. ihis nationally ow'led venture can"'.e in;o '.:>e:'ig o:ily 

after extensive hand-wringing on ~he part of gover:.r.-ient planners, but Ceiltech 

can now hope to commercial;ze sig:-iificont scientific achiever-ients of 3ritisf. 

researchers, several of whom have already lost the opportunity to capitalize on 

heir findir.gs owing to a lack of public interest. (c:-or examole, ~he monocloncl 

ant:body tec:inique was discovered ir. England, but tr-e scientists involvea failed 

to ;:iotent the process wit!-lin the necessary time limits.) 

With regard to appiied genetics in Fronce, the government there has fostered a 

heal"!"hy relationship between Jniversities and industries, thereby facilitating the 
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transfer of basic biotechnotogy from academic labs into the commercial sector. 

The French government is committed to spend about $25 million over the rext 

five years in support of ::,iotechnotogy. Several =- rench government science and 

research agencies have cooperated in support of a r.ew business venture, cal ted 

G3, which wilt concentrate on biomedical apptications of genetic ergineerirg. 

In Japan, where government-industry cooperation is legendary, over a dozen 

established chemical ar.d ;:,harmaceuticot fir'Tls are cctiveiy pursuing genetic 

engineering programs with government support. The Japarese are considered 

wortd leaders ;n certain areas of biotechnology, particularly fermentation 

techniques. They are far ahead of the rest of 7he world with regard to the 

quantity end diversity of products, such as a:1tibiotics, vitamins, and food 

additives, !'hat con be readily mcnufoctured by fermentation procedures. 

Most of the commercial developrrient of genetic eng:neering ,n Canada has 

preceeded via private investment. A small ne 1,11 fir'.Yl, Biologicals in Toronto, 

recently signed a mutt;-million dollar agreement with Ailiec Che'Tiica! (a U.S. 

fir:-n) to conduct apolied :esearch into the uses of ger.eric engineer:ng for the 

production of industriat and agricultural chemicals. Connaught Laborator:es, 

formerly associated with the :Jniversity of Toronto and the site where the 

hormone insul:n was first isolated in 1921, has been largely taken over by rhe 

Canadicn government. The firm [s now engcged in an ambit:ous revitol:zction 

program that includes large-scale investment in genetic ergineering. 

In Israel, ~iotechnology is being applied to mee~ rat:onal :ieeds :n the areas of 

agriculture, industricl chemicals, end waste rianogement. Considerable effort is 

being expended to investigate various types of photosynthet:c algae as potent ic! 

sources of sirgle eel I protein and usefut biochemicals. Genet:cci ly engineering 

salt tolerance into algae, thus allowing the microbes to thrive in brackish ponds, 

has received soecial attention. 
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i=- or t',e most part, governrient regluation (or pseudo-regulation) of ?"ecombinant 

DNA activities in foreign countr:es has followed a path similar to that in the 

United States. Actual legislction dealing with this area exists only in the United 

Kingdom, where the GMAG (Genetic Manipulation Advisory Group) reviews 

experimental protocols much as does rhe RAC in this country. In Britian, 

however, emphasis has been placed solely on physical containment of recombi

nant DNA organisms, rather than on both physical and biological containment, as 

in the United States. Other Western European nations have generally followed 

the modei set by GMAG. 

The Japanese government has followed the U.S. lead in establishing vo,untary 

guidelines for recombinant DNA resecrc:1. The trend ir. Japan, as :n all nctior,s, 

has :,een ro continually revise downward the :estric7ions imposec by the 

guide I ines as inforrr.ation accumulates indicating biohazards inherent to recor.1~i

nant DNA techniques are no greater than the risks associated with microbiologi

cal methods in general. Governments :n all r.ations ore fearful that unnecessary 

reguiction of genetic engineeri:i,;;; may adversely effect the commercial poter.tial 

that this new technology offers. 
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SECTION 4 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, TRENDS, POTENTIAL HAZARDS 

This sec~ion contains an industry-by-industry analysis of biotechnology. Each 

industrial sector will be examined for: 

• Current activities in applied genetics. Some speculation 
may be :-equired inasmuch as certain information is held 
as ;:,roprietory by private industries. 

• Future prospects for the application of biotechnology 
within each industry. 

• Assessment of potential hazards of applied genetics bo7h 
as practiced current!y within each industry end as possible 
future uses unfold. 

T:.,e following commercial sectors will be exam:;ied: (I) ;)harr.-iaceuticals, 

(2) industr;al chemicals, (3) energy, (4) mining, and (5) pollution cont,ol. 

4.1 Pharmaceutical industry 

4.1. I Current activities 

The largest efforts to date towards commercial cppl ication of rrodern ::>iologicol 

techniques have taken place in the phcr~aceutical industry.· The mar.ufccture of 

new or improved drugs and vaccines surely wiil ~e the first commercial fall-out 

from recombinant DNA technology. Scientists recognized very early in the 

development of these technic;ues the immediate potent;al •or mcss-produc:nc; 

human biologicals, such os 'lormones and seru:-n ;:,roteir.s, for eventual use as 

therapeutic agents. If available at all, such agents traditioncily !-iave been 
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isolated from animal sources, a practice frequently leading to shortages in supply 

or to variation in quality from batch to batch. Moreover, biologics derived from 

animals generally differ slightly in structure from the human forrn of the analo

gous compound, thus providing a less than optimal r.uman therapeut:c. 

The production by modern biotechnological methods of s;)ecific phar"Tiaceuticals 

will now be considered. 

Interferon is a protein synthesized by most cells of higher organisms in response 

to virus infections. I ts production and secretion in miniscule arr.aunts by 

infected cells serves to "interfere" with the spread of the infection to healthy 

cells. Thus, the administration of interferon as a drug promises to be a potent 

anti-viral therapy. In addition, interferon has been shown to act as an anti

tur.ior agent for certain types of cancer. I ts potential as a cancer drug is now 

vnder thorough investigation at several clinical centers in the United States, 

notably the M.D. Anderson !--iospital and Tumor Institute in Houston. 

The severe shortage of c,urified human interferon hes 1--,ampered adequate testing 

of its therapeutic value, :,ut scientists have succeeded ;n applying recorr-binant 

DNA techniques to create bacterial interferer. "factories" thct pror.iise to 

increase greatly the supply of the drug, while reducing enormously :ts curre~t 

cost of several thousand dollars per dose. A :Jredicted market of $3 oil!ion per 

year has lured numerous commercial firms, both in the United States and 

overseas, to invest huge sums in interferon :Jroduction one testing. Some 

companies are pursuing tissue culture methods, :-ather than recombinant DNA 

techniques, to obtain usable quantities of interferon. The thercpeutic and 

commercial values of interferon w;II likely be revealed within the next year or 

two. 
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Insulin, a hormone 11ade in the pancreas, aids in the metabolism of sugar. It is 

corr.posed of two small oolypeptides, the A and 3 chains, which are composed of 

2 \ and 30 amino acids, respectively. In the pancreas, proinsulin is mode as a 

precursor to insulin. Prior to secretion, :-he proinsulin is converted to insulin by 

the enzymatic removal from the middle of the molecule of a stretch of 35 ami'lo 

acids called the C chain. 

There are currently several strategies for producing insulin :,y recombinant ONA 

technology. Here we aiscuss two of them. In one, the genes for the A and B 

chains are chemically synthesized separately .::md inserted into separate ;Jlasmids 

as fusion proteins joined to the lac operon enzyme, beta-galactosidase. T:.e gene 

to be cloned is a combination of the gene for the A or 8 chain end the gene for 

the enzyme, joined by the triplet codon for the amino acid methionine. The 

plasmid is then cloned in a bacterial host. Since neither the A nor 8 chain 

contains methionine, it can be efficiently removed from the fusion ;:,rotein after 

the orotein is extracted from the host. Removal is accomplished by treating the 

fusion protein with cyanogen bromide, which cleaves at the methionine juncture. 

The A ar.d 3 chains are bound together as :nsulin by two disulfide bonds. After 

extraction from the enzyme proteins, they can be joined in the la::)oratory by 

LJSing an air oxidation technique involvi,,g S-sulfonated derivatives and an excess 

of A chain. This methodology is S,) to 80 percent efficient in mcking t~e 

complete insulin ·--nolecule. 

T,e second r,ethod utilizes only one organism to ;:,roduce a fusion protein 

containing proinsulin. As in the first method, the extraction is made with 

cyanogen bromide. The isolated molecule is then treated with enzyri'es to 

remove the C chain, and the active insulin is recovered. 

Figure 4-1 shows schematically the synthesis of ;:,roinsulin and :nsuli:. by recomoi

nant ONA methodology. 
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Figure 4-1 

Alternative methods for insulin production in E.coli 
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Human growth hormone (hGH) or somatotropin is produced in the pituitary gland 

and mediates growth and stature, particularly in children. The hormone 

traditionally hos been extracted frori the :>ituitaries of huMan cadavers (animal 

substitutes are not suitable) and is used in the treatment of dwarfism in children. 

Recombinant DNA technology offers the prospect of sharply ir.creased supplies 

of the sc:Jrce hormone, leading to speculation that hGH will be useful in the 

treatment of a variety of disorders including ulcers, burns, bone fractures, and 

bone deterioration (osteoporosis, a common ailment of the elderly). Moreover, 

;,GH -nay stimulate growth in a group of children (numbering close to a -nil lion in 

the United States) who ore abnormally small despite having seer1ingly normal 

levels of circulating growth hormone. Clinical trials of ''recombinant hGH" "love 

just been initiated. 

Human growth hormone has been sequenced in its ent:rety. The synthesis of an 

expression plasmid for bacterial hGH synthesis involved cloning a synthetic DNA 

fragment coding for the fl rst 24 amino acids separately from a clone coding for 

the remaining 167 amino acids. The nonconjugable ::,lasmid oBR322, which codes 

for resistance to the antibiotics ampicillin and tetracycline, was used as vector 

for both clonings. The combined hybrid gene for the entire 19 1 amino acids was 

fused to the gene for beta-galactosidase in the lac operon and then :nserted into 

a new expression plasmid su~sequently designated pHGH I 07. Fig:.Jre 4-2 shows 

scnematically the stages involved in constructing the final expression plasrl"id 

coding for the com;:,lete amino acid sequence of hGH. 

The synthetic DNA segment coding for the 24 amino acids was constructed fror1 

16 che'11ically synthesized lengths of :)NA. These frag:nents were joir.ed 

together using the enzyme T4 ligase. The resulting 84-oasepair fragT.ent was 

cesigned to ,ave sticky ends by adding _additional nucleotides at each end end 

~hen treating it with tt,e restriction endonuclease enzymes Eco RI and '--iind Ill 
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Figure 4-2 

Construction of a bacterial plasmid coding for 
the synthesis of human growth hormone 
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Eco RI and Hind Ill were also used to open the vector, plasmid pBR322. The 

synthetic fragment was inserted into the plasmid and subsequently cloned. r,en 

the plasmid with the correct DNA fragment was !Solated from a clonea colony 

and designated pHGH3. 

The 501-basepair cONA fragment coding for the remaining 167 amino· acids was 

prepared from pituitary mRNA, treated with the restriction endonuclease 

enzyme Hoe Ill, and tailed with chemically synthesized segments of cytosine (C) 

nucleotides. The plasmid was treated with Pst I and joined to syntbesized 

segments of guanine (G) resicues. The vector and the fragMent, rendered 

complementary under these conditions, were then joined togetf-ier. Insertion one 

cloning followed. 

In order to clone the complete gene, the two fragments were ;solated frori their 

plasmids and then joined together. The shorter, synthetic piece was c1eaved 

from its plasmid with Eco q1 and Hind Ill and then treatec with Hae Ill to 

produce an ~co RI stic\<Y er-id at one end of the fragment and a Hae ;11 blunt end 

at the other. The larger cDNA fragment was then cleaved with Hae 111 and 

Xma I to produce a :-iae Ill blunt end and an X:-na I sticky end. The complete 

gene was riade by joining the two Hae 111 blunt ends of the fragments with T 4 

ligase. Simultaneously, the Xma I end of the larger frogr.1ent was blunted with 

Sma I. This made that end suitable for insertion into a new ;)lasmid (pGH6), as 

shown in t!ie figure. This plasmid had ::>een previously cloned with c copy of the 

lac operon. It was ooened with Eco RI and Hind Ill and treated with SI nuclease, 

thus leaving the plasmid with one Eco RI sticky end and one blunt end. Tre 

complete hGH gene was then fused to the lac operon, which permitted the 

expression of 7he hGH gene in the presence of :actose. 

A number of other ,uman ::ieptides have been synthes: z:.ed using recomoinant 

:=)NA techniques. These include: 
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• Somatostatin, a snort fourteen amino acid peptide hor
mone secreted by the hypothalamus, was the first "lumen 
substance produced in bacteria. It may have therapeutic 
potential in tlie treatment of diabetes; 

• Thymosin, a thymus hormone, regulates the development 
of a portion of the immune system. As c potential drug, 
it may influence the aging process and have application in 
cancer therapy; 

• Beto--endorphin is a naturally occurring opiate that miriics 
the action of :-norphine. It has considerable therapeutic 
potential as a safe, non-narcotic pain-killer; 

• Urokinase, a kidney enzyme, dissolves blood clots. It has 
potential as a drug to reduce the 11~el ihood of heart 
attacks and strokes. 

A second major pharmaceutical area in which recombinant DNA techniques are 

finding considerable application is in the develooment of new vaccines. Conven

tional vacci:.ations against viral diseases involve immunizing with inactivated 

virus particles, which stimulates the host's immune system to defend against c 

subsequent exposure to a live, active virus infection. The use of entire viruses as 

the immunizing agent, however, entails trie !'"isks that either the vaccir"le may 

elicit the disease (owing to incomplete inactivation), or that the vaccine will Je 

ineffective cs a result of denaturation of the vir'JS during inact;vatior. 

Medical scientists have acquired on understanding of the -noiecular basis of 

vaccination, so it has become possible to isolate the specific protei.'"ls from the 

outer surface of viruses that are responsible for stimulating an immune response. 

Injection of these proteins alone is sufficient to generate adequate im11uni ty to 

the viruses, but the proteins are totally non-pathogenic; that is, they do not 

mediate an infection. Using recombinant DNA techniques, it has been possible 

to clone the viral DNA that directs the synthesis of these proteins and to gain 

expression of rhe genes in bacteria so that t!ie proteins are :-nanufactured. Such 

research has focused on efforts to generate vaccines to immunize against: 
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• Hepatitis,. a serious liver disease that has reached eoidem
ic proportions in some parts of the world; 

• Influenza, the many forms of which have made reliaole 
vaccines unobtainable using conventional tec-,niques; 

• Foot-on~mouth disease, a life-threatening disease among 
dor:,est icated Ii vestock. 

In addition, vaccines ore under development to combat certain pathogenic 

bacteria and the diseases that they cause, including: 

• Gonococcus, which causes venereal disease; 

• Pathogenic E. coli, which give rise to digestive ailments 
such as severe diarrhea, of I ife-threotening concern in 
infant children; 

• Oral bacteria, which are responsible for tooth decay. 

The discussion of a;Jplied genetics in the ;:iharmaceuticcl irdustry !:as so for 

centered on the uses of recombinant DNA technology. A variety of other 

biotechnologies are finding apolication in this industry as well, including: 

• ,'v1onocloncl antibodies for use as diagnostic agents for 
viral and parasitic ciseases, such a heoatitis and malaria; 

• New antibiotics generated !)y combining the sy:-ithetic 
capabilities of different cntibiotic-oroducing strains; 

• Bccter ial production of che'Tlical intermediates for use in 
drug synthesis, such as glutathione, a liver drug interme
diate; 

• The ;:>reduction of human ser•Jm aroteins by t:ssue culture 
of cells derived from fusions between human embryonic 
eel Is and mouse ii ver rumor eel Is; 

• The production of vitamin 312 by bacteria, which should 
prove more economic than its isolation from fungi, cs 
currently practiced; 
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• Chemical modifications by microbes of drug intermedi
ates, as in the synthesis of various antibiotics (streptomy
cin, penicillin~ and gentamycin), and the transformation of 
steroids towards the :nanufacture of contraceptives; 

• The use of higher plants and sea creatures for the produc- · 
tion of steroids, antibiotics, atropine, digitalis, etc; 

• A great variety of pharmacologically active agents can be 
isolated from naturally occurring microorganisms; a part
ial list is shown in Table 4-1. 

4.1.2 Future prospects 

It is the biomedical field where applied genetics will li~ely 11cke the most 

dramatic, and 'Tiost controversial, future imoocts. Tlie prospect of genetic 

engineering in humans raises deeply personal ethical questions that are not of 

concern to oppt icotions of biotechnology to other commercial sectors. As is the 

case with other r,ew technologies, however, specific develooments are aifficult 

to predict; often the most significant applications are not even conceived of 

several years in advance. \levertheless, cer7ain trends are apoarent that will 

direct the course of commercial activity in the biomedical area over :he next 

few years ct least. 

• Interferon is not a single substance, but exists in multiple 
forris (numbering at least eight so far). Tl-ie physiological 
role of each of these interferons has yet to be unraveled, 
but a better understanding of this biological system wil I 
lead to a wide variety of new drugs for treot;ng soecific 
viral diseases and some cancers. A rote of pessir-iism: 
patients on long-ter:n interferon therapy wil I ;:irobably 
develop resistance ~o the drug, 11uch as chronic use of 
some antibiotics and ant:-malarials has :-educed the ef
fectiveness of these drugs. Thus, continual development 
of new chemical forms of interferon wi 11 be needed. 

• There wi 11 be o resurgence in the secrc:i for natural dr'.Jg
like substances produced by ::ilants and sea creatures. A 
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Table 4-1 

Examples of pharmacologically active natural products 
isolated from microorganisms 

Activity 

anticoagulant 

antidepressant 

anthel:nentic 

antilipiderr.ic 

anti?ernicious anemia 

coronary vasodilator 

de toxic ant 

DNA transfornat::.on 
inhibitor 

este:::ogenic 

food ;,ig;:r.ent 

:ierbicide 

hypo tensive 

i::un'Jne enhancer 

insec::icide 

reiticide 

plant hormone 

salivaticn ind~cer 

serotonin antagonist 

Source: Woodruff, H.B. 

Product 

?hialocin 

1,3-Ji~henechylurea 

Aver.nect in 

Ascofuranone 

Vita:nin B12 
:-laematolin 

Jetoxin 

Antraformin 

Zearalenone 
V . __ onasc1.n 

Eerbicidin 

Fi.;saric acid 

~-acecylmuramyl 
tripeptic:e 

Pieric.:.dir. 

Tetranacti::1 

Gibbere::ic acid 

Sla.:rai:iine 

H02135 

(1980) Science, 208:1228. 

Producing strain 

?hiaZoaevha Za 2:.,even,s . -

AscocJ,.yta viaic.e 

. ' Streptorr:'_f~es cc.es pi,., ;;;os:,t.c; 

~CJjr>eptorrryces sp. 

l-!~n.asa~.,1_,3 sp. 

Pu.sar1.>u.rr. s p . 
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variety of powerful drugs (e.g., digitalis, morphine, vin
cristine/vinblastine cancer drugst and many steroids) were 
first isolated from plants. Modern crugs based on these 
compounds are now chemically synthesized. There exist 
numerous f"\otural products that may serve as useful drugs 
but which occur in such limited quantities or which are so 
difficult to synthesize that commercial development is 
unlikely. Applied genetics will soon permit mass proc!uc
tion of these substances by genetic manipulation of t'ie 
organisms that produce them. 

• Monoclonal antibodies ("hybridomas") have so far been 
produced only in mice. Mouse antibodies are :ncppropri
ate for use as human therapeutic cgents, but recent 
developments have extended the hybridoma technique to 
oermit the production of human antibodies. Such antibod
ies will hove multiple drug vses: as antidotes for acute 
bacterial or viral infections; as agents for localizing and 
treating inaccessible tumors; as an adjunct to tissue 
transplantation to prolong graft survive!; as safe contra
ceptive agents. Altliough the array of ;:,otential applica
tions of hybridorna technology is considerably smaller 
than that of recombinant DNA methodology, drugs based 
on monoclonal antibodies will appear on the market in 
greater variety and with shorter delays than will the 
products of gene-splicing tecnniques. 

• Recornbinant DNA :-nethods :nciude the abili~y to transfer 
human genetic material into i:Jacteria. This ccpa:iility 
depends on certain oacterial vectors, usually ;:,lasmids or 
viruses, that carry the foreign DNA into ihe '"lost microbe. 
Similarly, transfer of human DNA into other human cel!s 
or tissues is feasible through use of aporopriate vectors 
that mediate the exchange. Such vectors, namely riam
mal ian vir~ses, are under development; their availabi:ity 
will facilitate genetic engineering in humans. 1V1ore 
serious technical questions stand in the way of eventual 
medical application, however. For example, 'Nhich hurran 
genes should be transferred :n order to treat whicn 
disease, end how ere those genes isolated? 'Nhar steps are 
required to establish those nev-1 genes in the recipien; 
individual? Apart from techn;ccl obstacles, unresolved 
political and ethical issues pertaining to genetic experi
mentation in humans are certain to forestall widespread 
applic::::ition of t!-iis technology for years to come. 
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4.1.3 Potential hazards 

The range of potential health and environmental hazards posed by a;:ipliea 

genetics will vary depending on the irdustrial setting. In the pharmaceutical and 

chemical industries, for example, processes involving genetically engineered 

microorganisms are I ikely to be contcined within closed reactors or fermentors. 

i\i\any applications of biotechnology in the 'Ylining ond pollution control inc!ustries, 

on the other hand, foresee deliberate :-elease of microbes into specific ooen 

environments. These two general 'nodes of ooeration clearly impose different 

risks or (I) tb.e :1eal th of tfie workers involved and of the surro1Jnding community 

and on (2) the local ecology. 

The application of !:)iotechnology :n the pharmaceutical industry gives rise to 

potential hazards at several levels of activity: 

• The research laboratory, where scient:sts and technical 
personnel engage in the initial stages of development of 
new drugs or therapeut:c regimens. A potential ris~ 
arising from the creation of new Microbial strains via 
recombinant ONA techniques, for example, wi 11 be first 
experienced by laboratory personnel. Tne specific 
hazards :nvolved are mitigated, however, ::,y ~he high !eve! 
of oersonnel training in general laboratory safety and by 
the relatively small quantities of materiel encountered in 
the laboratory setting. 

• The production facility, wl-iere large-scale rr.anufacturing, 
;:,roduct isolation, and e>ackaging processes are under
ta~en. The drug industry has amassed consicercble exper
ience in the safe ooeration of huge fermentation foci Ii
ties. T'1ere remains the potent:al risk, however, of 
exposing the workolace C:md to a lesser extent, the 
surrounding community) to aerosols containing viable 
microorganisms. Although their health is monitored quite 
closely, ;:>reduction workers are less able than ere highly 
trained :ab ;:)ersonnel to recognize the symptoms of 
microbial infection. Certainly, individuals resicing in the 
surrounding community are generally unaual if:ed to 
appreciate the risks posed by these activities. 
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• The end users, including medical personnel ana patients, 
of drugs manufactured through applied genetics. R. isks 
here are minimized by ( !) enforcement of existing 
government regulations pertaining to the introduction of 
new drugs -and biologicals and by (2) strict control of 
product qua!: ty by the manufacturer. 

Microbiology !aboratories have been examined since tf-ie turn of the century as 

sources of bacterial and viral infections. A recent survey (see R. M. Pike, 1976) 

summarizes near!y 4000 lab-associated infections eating back to the early I 950's. 

The most comrr.on Jacterial and vi rol disecses :-eported among lab workers were 

brucellosis, typhoid, tularemia, and hepatitis. ~owever, fewer t:ian 20% of these 

infections could be associated with a known laboratory accident of any kine. 

(The lab practices most frequently giving rise to infections are mouth ~ipetting 

and the use of needles and syringes.) Although the incidence of such infections 

among lab workers :s 5- to I 0-fold higher than their frequency in '"he general 

population, the local community surrounding a '1licrobiology lao appears to be ct 

no greater r?sk than the population at-large. !="or example, despite 109 lab

associated infections at the Center for Disease Control during the period 194 7-

1973, no secondary cases were reported in family members or cor.imunity 

contacts. In sum, these data suggest that, while workers in microbiology labs are 

exposed to increased health hazaras, the r;sk to the surrounding cor.munity is 

minimal. 

As menfioned previously, applied genetics, esoecially recombinant Df'JA technol

ogy, has received more commercial promotion in the pharmaceutical industry 

than in other commercial sectors. :=- or this reason, assessments to dcte of the 

potential risks arising from this new technology ,ave been made in the context 

of laboratory and industrial practices pertinent to t"le ;:>harmaceuticcl sector. 

A number of risk assessments have been conducted attemot:ng to evaluate the 

safety of using E. coli K 12 as a host bacterium for the manufacture of human 

proteins via recombinant :)NA techniques. T!)ree conferences dealing with this 

issue have been lield: (I) at Falr.iouth, Massachusetts, in June 1977; (2) at Ascot, 
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England, ;n January 1978; and (3) at Pasadena, California, in April ; 980. The 

viewpoints expressed at hese sessions are surimariz:ed as follows: 

• The 'laturol fragi:i ty of K 12 would make :t very difficult, 
if not impossible, for it to colonize the hur-icn gut, or to 
be communiccteC between individuals. 

• The transfer into -<12 of genes encoding the .'1lanufacture 
of virulent proteins (toxins) would riot ;:,reduce a fuily 
pathogenic Kl2 strain, and the insertion into Kl2 of 01'~A 
from human viruses would ;:,resent fewer risks than the 
same vi ruses existing freely in nature. 

• The i,gest:on of a Kl2 strain that synthesizes and secretes 
a human hormone, such as insulin, would not contribute 
significantly to the hormone leveis that occur naturally. 
Even assuming that 1'0re efficient hormone-producing 
strains are c:evelooed, current procedures require that the 
secreted protein be attached to extraneous rnateria: that 
:s removed durirg commercial processing of the product, 
but which would ;xevent the formation of an active 
hormonal suostance in the gut of an :ndividuai. Furure 
technical cdvances, however, may obviate this safety 
feature. 

• The bacterial synthesis of hun:an proteins if'1 the GI tract 
(or elsewhere in the body) would not likely tr:gger an 
auto-immune response 70 the tiur.icn substcnce. T~at :s, 
an inaividual infected witli insulin-oroducing Kl2 would 
not produce antibodies to 1uman insulin. 

Th1Js, the great ::)UI'.< of evidence indicates hat E.coli Kl2 is ernirent!y safe as a 

host bac~erium for mediating the synthesis of human proteins. There current.y 

exists no fir:-n evidence conflicting with this conclusion. Although one can 

speculcte cs to the ris:(S arising from the concurrence of a variety of unlikely 

events, the experience accumulated so far indicctes strcrigly that the risks are 

rrii:iimd or :ion-existent. 

Other 'Tiicroorganisrns will soon be utilized as hosts for recombinant '.)NA 

procedures leading to the commercicl production of drugs anc biologicals. The 

two microbes most often discussed in this regard are a common soil :>ccterium: 
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Bacillus subtilis, and brewer's yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As with E.coli, 

more is known of the genetics and molecular :,iology of these or<;anisrns than of 

any other microbes. Apprehensions regarding ris;.<s inherent in the use of tnese 

microbes have been fer less than for E. coli Kl 2. l'~ei ther 8. sub ti I is nor 5. 

cerevisiae cause serious irifections in hur:icns; only easily treated minor eye 

infections are attributed occasionally to B. subtilis. 

Thus, hese three microorganisms will likely underlie most commercial 

recombinant DNA activities within the pharmaceutical incustry for he 

foreseeable future. Each of the three microbes has certain tecnnical cdvantages 

and disadvantages tnar recommend its use on a commercial scale. The choice of 

which organism to use in a particular application wil: be rrade largely on 

economic grounds. 

The NIH has recently :Jpproved the use of var:ous species of Streptomyces as 

11ost orgcnisms in recombinant DNA experiments (see 45 F?, 5053: ). Tnese 

microorganisms are especially important in the drug industry owing to their 

ability to manufacture the aminoglycoside class of antibiotics, including 

streptomyci ;"1, erythromycin, and tetracycline. The application of recombinant 

::)NA technology to these :nicrobial strains prorrises to ~enerate improvements in 

product yield and, perhaos, to new and useful types of antibiot:cs. 

NIOSH and Nlh have examined the :ssue of worker safety in the pharmaceutical 

i~dustry within the context of recombi'lant ;)l\jA activities. The i'~lh ·f,as 

;:,roposed recommendctior.s for large-scale fermentation of :-ecombinont D~~A 

organisms (analogous to the Pl to P4 designations for laboratory 

experimentation). Commerciai firms are expected to comply voluntarily wit~ 

these recommendations. So far, two U.S. firms, Eli Liily and Genentech, have 

been granted :--.JIH approval to i)roceed with scale-up operations. 

In the spring of 1980, a NIOSH team conducted walk-t~rough surveys of both 

these facilities. Eli Lilly operates a state-of-the-art ccmrrerciol ferrr.entation 

plcnt. Ail operations are closely monitored for leakage or contamination of 
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biological material. Equipment is designed to !'Tlinimize the formation of 

aerosols and to initiate sterilization procedures in the event of an accidental 

spill. Programs to ensure worker safety and health are in place, including 

medical survei I lance, periodic safety inspections~ monitoring employee work 

practices, and the provision of safety equioment and protective clothing. 

Similar programs have yet to be instituted at Genentech, a f:rr.1 that was 

founded in 1976 and has !00 years less experience than Lilly in large-scale 

fermentation operations. NIOSH, therefore, has recommended that Genentec:1 

plan immediately to implerient similar safety and health orotocols. 

In summary, the pharmaceutical industry as a whole appears to :)e well equioped 

to deal with the various experimental and engireering safety issues tnat are 

:::,osed by the advent of ,ecombinant DNA tec~r.oio<;y. This indcstry histor:cally 

has been involved :n the "business of biology," and there exists a !ong tradition of 

safety associated with their operations. Moreover, a firmly esiablished regula

tory apparotl:s (largely lioused in the FDA) already exists t",at closely monitors 

activities and screens new products originating from this industry. One must 

conclude that new products and processes srerr.ming from ,,arious applicctions of 

genetic engineering in the pharrnaceut:cal field wil I encounter tre sarr.e careful 

scr•Jtiny that has been devoted to conventioral activities. 
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4.2 Chemical industry 

4.2.1 Current activities 

While not attracting public attention to the extent that interferon has, the 

chemicai industry has been influenced by recent advances in biotechnology. 

Moreover, the industry may be on the verge of a technical revolution ;n which 

biological processes and renewable resources will rapidly replace the physical

chemical transformations of petroleum feedstocks upon which the industry is 

currently based. This section will attempt to outline some of the applications of 

biotechnology that are now in use end which serve as ;:,rototypes for the :<inds of 

~ioprocesses that may soon pervade this industry. 

One chemical process utilizing biotechnology that has received some attention is 

under development by Cetus in conjunction with Chevron Oil. Tfie process 

entails oxidation of alk~es to the corresponding alkene oxides. These e'"ld

products are uti Ii zed in enormous quantities for plastics manufacture; for 

instance, ethylene oxide and propylene oxide are the raw mater;als for the 

product:on of polyethylene and polypropylene, respective! y. The Cetus/Chevron 

bioorocess consists of three enzyr1e-catalyzed steps, as foilows: 

I. 

2 : I. propylene + ~02 ... KBr ---•• bromoisopropanol 

3 i !1. bromoisopropanol • propylene oxide + KBr 

enzyme I = glucose oxicase 

enzyme 2 = chioroperoxidase 

enzyme 3 = halohydrin epoxidase 
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The process :s now undergoing pilot plant scale-up. The plan calls for designing 

an immobilized enzyrne bioreactor in which the three enzyrr.es are sta:>ly linked 

to on inert mctrix. A continuous flow process ensues in which starting materials 

are percolated through the reactor, and prodL;cts (fructose and al'-<ene ox ice) are 

recovered at the reactor outlet. It remains to be seen if t"lis process is 

economically cor.ioetitive with conventional alkene oxidations. !v\oreover, since 

the alkene starting material wil I generally be obtained from petroleum feed

stocks, the process fails to overcome the dependence on dwindling and ever

more-costly oil supplies. 

The general use of microbial enzymes in industrioi ::irocesses (Ta::ile 4-2) is 

rapidly becoming a big business. One estimate places he ;995 ·narket in enzyme 

technology at $500 million. The food industry historically has :>een the orimary 

user of enzyme-based processes, and will contirue in th:s role ::is dernar.d 

increases for sweeteners cerived froM cornstarch and from other :ess conven

tional forms of biomass. But rising demand for gasohol will '.ead to further uses 

for enzymes in ethanol :,reduction, Three general classes of enzymes are finding 

increasing commercial use: 

• Amylases break down polysacchar ices, such as cei lulose, 
and mediate ~iomass conversions; 

• Proteases break down proteins ard ere used commonly in 

the food industry, for examole as ~neat 7enderizers; 

• A miscellaneous gro0p, which includes oxidases ord 
isomerases capaole of perfor:-r.ing spec: fie chemical trans
formations of substrates, may soon fird considerab1e 
utility in the chemical industry. 

These industrial processes uti!ize microbes as sources of biological catalysts 

(enzyr.,es) that, in turn, convert organic starting materials into products. · A 

large variety of microorganisms directly synthesize simple organic chemicals 

when grown on corbohydrcte substrates (see Table 4-3). Since r,any of these 
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Table 4-2 

Commercial uses of enzymes 

3:nzyme 

?roceases: 

alcalase 

bromelain 

papain 

pepsin 

try?sin, ficir., and 
streptodornase 

rennin 

carbohydrases: 

an:y.:!.ase 

a::;.y loglucosic.ase 

cellulase and 
he:nic el lu lase 

gl~cose iscmerase 

invertase 

lactase 

pect:::.nase 

cata.:.ase 

lipase 

lipoxygenase 

Uses 

detergent additive to remove protein stains 

□eat tenderizer 

stabilize chill-proof beer; meat tender~zer 

digestive aic in precoo~ed foods 

wound debridemenc 

cheesema~ing 

diges:::.ve aid in ~recooked foods 

production of dextrose :ro~ starch 

preparation of .:!.iquid coffee concen:rates 
and conversion of ce.:!.l~lose :c s~gar 

production of high-fructcse syrups 

prevention of sugar granulation 

prevention o: lac::ose crys-ca:.s ir. ice cre.:i;r. 

clarif::'..cacion o: i:-1:.ne and fruit juices 

peroxide removal in cr.eesemaking 

:lavor produc:~on in c~eese 

bread whiteni::ig 
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Tobie 4-3 

OrgCD"lic compounds obtainable by microbial fermentation 

Compound 

acetone 

acet:.c acid 

acrylic acid 

butanol 

ci:ric acid 

ethana..'... 

ethylene glycol 

furfural 

gluconic acid 

g.!.ycerol 

isopro?anol 

itacon.::.c acid 

Structure 

;J 
II 

CH ccE3 3 

CHfOOH 

CH ::::CHCCCn 2 

HOOC-~-(CH~COCH) 7 
OH - -

CH CH 0H 3 2 

HOCH,.,CH~OR 
.:. ... 

" OCHO 
COOH 
I 

(CEOH), 
I 4 

ett 0H 
2 

HOCH2THCH20:t 

OE 

~u ~uc1· vU3'v'1 :J 
I 
OH 
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Table 4-3 (cont.) 

Compound 

keto-gl~conic acid 

lactic acid 

rcalic acid 

J"tet:::anol 

pro;iionic acid 

tartaric acid 

Structure 

CCOH 
I 
C::C 
I 

CyEOE) 3 
CH2o~ 

COOl-i 
I 
CHOR 
I 
CH 

3 

CCOH 
t 
CHCH 
I 
C:L,COOE .. 

COO:i 
I 

(C:fOH)..., 
I L 

~OOH 

.30 
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compounds are toxic at relatively low concentrations, considerable research 

effort is being expended to generate :-nicroorgonisms that tolerate higher doses 

of these organics. Also, modern fermentation technologies, such as continuous 

flow and solid state processes, will be useful here since metabolic products never 

accumulate to poisonous levels. In addition, the use of unconventional substrates 

for microbial fermentation, such as cellulose and lignin wastes, is rapid!y 

becoming feasible. These technical advances may soon make economic :,iopro

duction of these and many other organic compounds possible. 

A "lumber of :-nicrobial species growing on carbohydrate are able to synthesize 

surfactants or detergents. These compounds are typically long-chain fatty acids; 

current corimerci al production of surfactants requires petroleum feeds tocks. 

The British sugar producer, Tate & Lyle, is now engaged if' ::,ilot-scale develoo

r-ient of this process. Similar microorganisms are exploited for the production of 

polysaccharides for Jse in the food industry anc the production of chemical 

flocculants, or precipitating agents, for use in sewage disposal. 

Photosynthetic algae offer the prospect of direct conversion of sun I 1ght ;nto 

useful organic chemicals. A considerable variety of end-products may ::,e 

obtained from marine algae os shown in Figure 4-3. 

Whereas certain microorganisms can synhesize various simple orgaric com

pounds, some higher plants have acquired "7he ab i Ii ty to manufacture rather 

complex molecules. As shown iri Table 4-4, these substances include rubber and 

petroleum substitutes, insecticides, steroids, one other drug precursors. 

The potential applications of genetic engineering in the chemical industry :ie 

largely in the area of organics ;:>roduction. tv\any organic chemical feecstccks 

can be produced utilizing fermentation technology (see Table 4-3). :n princip;e, 

the efficiency of microbes in any fermentative process car. be :moroved '.)y using 
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Figure 4-3 

The extraction of useful chemicals from algae 

ALGAL 
BIOMASS 

:ermentation 

organic 
acids 

extraction ,, 
~oncentrated 
organic acids 

electrolysi'-. 

• . . -l _::.qu1.'--' 
acet:..c mixed 

:1ydrocar1:Jon 
acid ale fins 

foels 

fractiona tion 

H . 
e.thy:ene 

:nopylene 
::,uc:ylene 
pentene 

Source: Sanderson, J.E., etal. (1979) 
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Table 4-4 

Examples of useful chemicals derived from plants 

Plant 

gopher plant 
(Euphorbia) 

jojoba 
(Sirrmondsia) 

:m.ffalo gourd 
(Cucnabi ta) 

guayule 
(Fa:rtheni,,ifTZ) 

scorpion flower 
(?hacelia) 

oilkweed 
1 • (As~ vep'!-2S) 

j,miper 
(Piruu:eae) 

Vartherr:ia aOJ1.diacms 

Jotropha 

meadow foam 
(I,i.1,manthes) 

money plant 
(Lunaric.) 

bladderpod 
(LesquerelZ.a:) 

thist.:.e 
( Cr".ama,8pe-i.A.ce) 

kinkaoil i~cnweed 
( i'er;,?.Onia) 

hartleaf Christnasbush 
(A Z.Chc:nnea) 

Substances 

latex 
sterols 

long-chain esters 

starch 
linoleic acid 

latex 

.:...atex 
chromenes 

latex 
silk-like ::ibe::-

terpenoids 
cadinene 

sesquiterpene lacto~es 

vegetab.:...e oils 

:atty acids 

fatty acids 

hydroxy :atty acids 

hydroxy fatty acids 

epoxy fatty acids 

epoxy fatty acids 

Uses 

rubber, petroleum 
substitutes, drugs 

surfactants, emulsifie~s, 
waxes, lu~ricants, ?re
servatives, cosnetics 

sweeteners 
edible oils 

rubber 

ru'::>ber 
i:1s ec c :i.c ices 

rubber, chemical feed-
stoc~s, textiles 

ant iwic rob ials 
insecticides 

an ti□ L: ro:lials 

su!'."f ac tants 

surfactants 

surfactar.ts 
lubr:.cants 

lubricants 
ointnents 

:.ubricants 

?lastics 
coatings 

c·:::iatings 
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recombinant DNA techniques or other biotechnologies. The extent to which 

biological processes will supplant chemical processes in tile chemical industry 

will surely be a function of economics; the future cost of petroleum wil: be 

pcrticularly influential. Though the entire chemical industry uses only 7 percent 

of the petroleum supply in the United States, this industry is :,eavily dependent 

upon this resource. 

Fermentation technology is not new to the chemical industry. Prior to Wor:d 

War II (before the introduction of cheap oil), scores of chemicals were manufac

tured by fermentation processes. For example, only 36 percent of total ethanol 

production during the mid-19401s was based on petrole1Jrn sources; the remainder 

was made biologically. rlowever, ten years later, almost 60 percent of the 

ethanol ;:>reduction was derived from oil. Fumaric acid was also manufactured on 

a commercial scale by fermentation. Production by this route ceased when a 

more economical synthesis from ':)enzene was deve1oped. In general, once a 

::hemical process using petroleum was develooed, it quickly replaced he ex;sting 

fermentct:on process. 

In spite of this history, a few chemicals are now produced by fermentation, 

notably citric acid, lactic acid, qnd various amino acids. T:iese processes have 

all been improved over the years using applied geneics (e.g., microbial :-nutagen

esis), but recombinant QNA technology has yet to ~ave an imooct in this crec. 

Citric acid is the most importart ocidulcnt in the food industry, represent:ng 

55-65 percent of The acidulant market. This acid also has ;:,harmaceutical and 

chemical processing applications. Citric acid is oroduced commercicily using the 

fungal organism, Aspergillus niger. T::e efficiency of +his mold has been 

dramatically improved using mutagenic technic;ues. A four-folc ircreose i" 

product yield hos been obtained. 
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The bacterium Lactobacillus is used in the commercial production of lactic acid 

Large quantities of this product are obtained using such raw materials as 

sucrose, glucose, and lactose (from cheese whey). Most of the problems in the 

manufacture of tactic acid exist in product recovery, --iot in the fermentative 

process itself. Thus far, '::)iotechnology hos been applied very little to improve 

t:iis industrial process. 

World production of amino acids is currently dominated by Japan; there is very 

Ii ttle domestic U.S. production. The bulk of amino acids. production is destined 

for research aopiications and to nutritional or biomedical preoarations. Three 

amino acids are particularly useful: glutamic acid for the production of 

monosodium glutamate (MSG), a flavor enhancer; lys;ne and methionine as 

animal feed additives. 

Glutamic acid production provided the first instance in which biotechnological 

methods were applied to enhancing amir.o acid production. The method involves 

the manipulation of microbial growth conditions and isolating mutant strains. 

Glutamate is produced ir. the presence of ammonia by a spec:es of 

Corynebacterium. Growth of this ;:,articular species Giso requires the addition of 

biotin to the growth riedium. In tt,e presence of low concentrat:ons of biotin, 

bacterial cell merrbranes become leaky to small molecules, hereby permitting 

glutamate to ciffuse out of the ceil. But at high :>iotin levels, t:ie membranes 

are normal and prevent g!utarrate secretion. Furtf)er:nore, the biosynthesis of 

glutamate is reduced in the presence of high biotin leve1s through a feedback 

inhibition mechanism. 

'....ysi ne is produced both by chemical ar.d -:err.1entaticn processes. This represenrs 

one example where tl-ie chemical production mehod has not totally replaced the 

biological procedure. Due primarily to the lower direct operating costs incurred 

':,y fermentation procedures, about 80 percent of the lysine production world-
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wide in 1980 was via :11icrobiol rrieons. The United States imported about 7,000 

metric tons of lysine in 1979. 

Recent announcements made by Bethesda Research Laboratories (8RL) indicate 

that recombinant ONA technology has been used to isolate some of the genes 

requirea in the synthesis of the amino acid ::)roline. BRL is currently seeKings 

ways to exploit this discovery on on industrial scale. 

Table 4-5 lists those amino acids that are produced microbiologically and the 

bacterial species used in their manufacture. 

4.2.2 Future prospects 

The ease with which applied genetics has been integrated into the phcrmoceut

ical sector is a result of that industry's predisposition towards· the biological 

sciences. On the other had, the chemical industry depends largely on the 

technical disciplines of physical and organic chemistry end chemical engineering 

for its commercial founcaiion. Recent decades have see'.'"l remarkable acvances 

in t'ie mass production of industrial chemicals t'"lot have benefitea society in 

numerous ways. Agricul turol chemicals have ;morovea fooa proc!uction, 

synthetic fibers have revolutionized the clothing industry, plastics influerice our 

lives in countless ways, and so forth. But traditionally tl-ae cr.emical industry f~as 

not involved itself with biological processes. Only within the past few :1ears 

nave chemical firms, such as A 11 ied, Dow, DuPont end Monsanto, undertaken 

programs to examine ::,iorechnology as a way of doing bus;ness in the future. 

A variety of issues relevant to the future of biotechnology 1n the cher.1ical 

industry can be adduced. 
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Table 4-5 

F ermentative production of amino acids from glucose 

Amino acid 

DL-Alar.ine 

L-Argi:1ir.e 

:::..-Citrulline 

L-Histidine 

L-Hou:oserine 

-:..-Isoleucine 

L-Leucine 

L-Lysine 

L-Crnit!l:.ne 

L-P::eny ::.alar.ine 

L-Proline 

~-Threonine 

L-Trypto;,han 

::..-Valine 

Yield 
(gm/1) 

40 

29 

30 

10 

15 

15 

28 

32 
44 

26 

2 
6 

29 

::.8 

2 

23 

Microorganism 

Brevibacteriv.m /'Zavwr: 

Brevibacte ~: :~:rr: lac to f'e~en-Ci£1r: 

Bre viba.cte :t>i ,,1,'1'1 /la. ,Jv.m 
~or7:nebacteyvi ¼Yfl ;-:;lutcr::.:e1..1.1r 

Brev1.:b~cta. 1~ urr .. --:-~Zavun1 
BacY'~ Z Zu.s 31A£~iZ is 
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• It is 'Jnl:kely that biological processes will be applied in 
the near future to the large-scale manufacture of most 
commodity chemicais; =.e., bulk chemicals whose produc
tion capacity is measured in the millions of pounds 
annually. Although many of these products are derivec 
from ever-more-costly petroleum feedstocks, bio;:,roces
ses will be unable to compete economically with tradi
tional synthetic routes for 10-20 years or more. There 
exist obvious exceot:ons to this general conclvsion, suc:1 
as ethanol and some shor~-chain organic acids (see Table 
4-3), but even these substances will be more cheap:y 
produced by conventional methods for some time to come. 

• A significant role for applied genetics in the chemical 
industry will be in the manufacture of high-priced special
ty chemicals or in synthesizing new chemicals that have 
no practical alternative route. Enzymes will be employed 
as highly specific catalysts for performing discrete chem
ical steps in a synthetic route. Microorganisms that 
express t~e desired enzyme activity may be •Jsed directly. 
,\

1\icrobes will be sought that carry out che~T'ical trans
formations otherwise requiring large inputs of energy, 
such as hydrogenatioris, amidations, etc. 

• The economics favoring the use of bioprocesses in the 
che-nica1 industry will depend substantially on precess 
design and engineering c'lcracter;stics, rather than on the 
biotechnology involved. This is tr·Je for t'ie cheriical 
industry to a much greater extent than for the pharr:10-
ceuticcl industry. Tri1.,s, practical cpplications of Jio~ec:i
nology in this industria1 sector will appear slowly end only 
fol lowing extensive ancl ysis of t'ie relevant biochemical 
engineering factors. 

4.2.3 Potential hazards 

The near-term role of applied genet:cs in tr.e cheriical incustry ;:,redicrs that 

bioprocesses will be deveioped that perform chemical transformations on 

specific feedstocks to rranufacture specialty producis. Consecue;itly, the 

industry will be corrpelled to engage in large-scale riicrobial ferrneritat:ons in 

order to obtain the necessary reagents (either the organisms ther.1selves or the 

enzymes rhey synthesize) to perform these chemical reactions. Such 
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fermentations, and subsequent product isolation procedures, w!I I proceed in a 

manner entirely cnalogous to similar operations ;n the pharmace1Jtical irdustry. 

There exist differences, however, that may be of concern from an environmental 

or safety and health stancpoi nt: 

• The species of microorganisms likely to be \Jtilized in the 
chemical industry differ from those in the drug industry. 
For example, various species of Pseudomonas, 
Acinetobacter, and Flavobacteria '11ay find application in 
mediating chemiccl processes ::iecause these organisms 
naturally possess enzyme systems capable of catclyzing 
chemical reactions involving organic substrctes (such as 
petroleum products) that are of interest to the chemical 
industry. Many of these microbes are opportunistic 
pathogeris in man; that is, they infest skin lesions or cause 
severe infections in individuals who are already weakenea 
~Ya pre-existing ailment. 

• The chemical industry is unaccustomed to the appiication 
of biological :Jrocesses as a business enterprise. 
Commercial-scale fermentations are alief" to 7his 
industry. Chemical firms :nterested in adopt:ng Of"e or 
another bioprocesses may choose to purc:1cse the 
technology, or to obtain the service through outside 
contract, rather than develop in-house ccpabi!i ties. 

• The chemical industry i-ias a poorer record than the 
pharmaceutical sector in areas relcted to wori<er safety 
and environmental ;:>rotection. This discreooncy rray 
reflect the grossly cifferent commercial ooerations 
performed by t'1ese two industries rather ~hon neglect. 
Nevertheless, one -night be apprehensive of -:-he 
introduction of a riew technology into an :ndustry where, 
historically, hazarcs hove surfaced only ofter serious 
harm was done to workers or the envi ronrren7. 

In the long run, the replocerient of conventional chemicai processing steps with 

biological processes shouid serve to reduce the level of overall risks. The 

microbes or enzymes that mediate the bioorocess w: II be susceotibie to 

inactivation '.:ly high concentrat;ons of r:iany organic feedstocks. Thus, feed 

streams will have to be ciluted witfi non-toxic substal'"\ces to obtain 

concentrations that perr.1it survival of the biological systems :nvolved. As a 
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consequence of this dilution, the feed streams will become less toxic to workers 

who run the processes and to an environment that 1;1ay encounter the stream in 

the event of a spi i L 

All currently envisior.ed applications of :)iotechnology :n the cher.1ical industry 

anticipate the use of closed bioreoctor systems for performing discrete chemical 

reactions or for growing large volumes of microorganisms for use as biocatalysts 

or as sources of suostitute feedstocks. Experience accumulated in the 

pharmaceutical sector indicates that routine operation of such systems poses 

mir,imal environmental hazard. A typical fermentat:on operation is depicted in 

=igure 4-4. Each step in the process, including douole-sealed stirring rotors, 

;:>ositive pressure inside the vessel with loss-of-pressure alarms to warn of a 

breach in containment, and pre-sterilization of all added materials, including air, 

anti-foaming agents, acid, and base for pH control, is conductec to ensure 

sterility and containment. Furthermore, since the air ventec from the fermertor 

generates aerosols containing 'Tlicroorgonisms, this exit gas should also be 

sterilized. Although not perform!=d routinely, this can be accomplished by 

passing the air through high-eff:ciency particulate cir (HEPA) filters, or by 

exposing the gas stream to radiation, electrical dischcrge, or germicidal sprays. 

The fermentation process shown in Figvre 4-4 ir.volves sterilization of tr.e 

reactor contents prior to scmple work-up; that is, the microbes are killed before 

they are discharged from the vessel. The chemical industry '.'right employ such a 

procedure in order to isolate on enzyme that the --nicrobes ''"lave accumulated 

intracellularly or excreted into the medium. Figure L.-5 dicgraris a process flow, 

including feed streams end waste streams, for isolation of an intrccel:ular 

enzyme. The wastes from tf-iese processes consist of r.ighly vcriabie lic;uid 

streams containing high levels of susoended solids. These wastes :ypicclly have 

elevated chemical end ~iochemicol oxygen demands (COD and 30D), as we1I as 

significant nitrogen and phosphate loadings. T:1e pH is generally in the 

acceptable range, pH 5 to 9. 
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The application of biological processes ir. the chemical industry is in c very early 

developmental state. The ability of :-nicroorganisms, or their products, to 

Mediate chemical transformations of organic substrates on a comrr.erc:cl scale 

has yet to be demonstrated. It see"1s probable that processes based on :-n:crobial 

systems will rely on activites that occur naturally among pop•Jlat:ons of 

microorganisms. Thus, genetic engineering to endow the ·nicrobe with new 

characteristics will find limited application for the foreseeable future; that is, 

for the next five to ten years. 
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I 

Figure 4-4 

Steps in a typical fermentation process 
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Figure 4-5 

Product recovery from a typical botch fermentation 
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4.3 Energy industry 

4.3.1 Current activities 

The potential applications of '.:>iotechnology in the energy field are vast. 

Proponents anticipate that c sizeable proportion of future world energy needs 

will be met through biological processe~. Genetic e0gineering of microbes anc 

higher plants will undoubtedly have significant impact on the development of 

future bioenergy systems, al though activities to date ~ave shown I ittle evidence 

of this practice. Current activities in this industry will be consiaered within two 

general areas: energy from biomass and enhanced oil recovery. 

4.3.1.1 Energy from biomass 

Biomass resources encompass cl I the storage repositories of soler energy. This 

includes photosynthetic organisms of all types, organisms that feec on ohotosyn

thetic biomass, end orimal wastes. Biomass is a renewable energy source, a 

quality t~at distinguishes it from fossil fuels, which are a1so deri'✓ ed from 

biomass, bvt whic~ req•Jire eons of ~irne to develop. The e~ergy cortent of the 

carbohydrates generated cnnually in higher plants alone has been estir.ia7ed to ::,e 

ten times the global energy consumption. "!"he inc!·Jsion of -narine jiorncss, such 

cs phytoplan!<ton, m:ght increase this factor a,other ten-fold. Clearly, tapp;ng 

this vast .energy supoly must be considered c top :::>r:ority in 7re years ahecd. 

Biomass fuel sources have five major acvantages over fossil fuels: 

• They are renewable; 

• They do not contribute to carbon dioxide pollution be
cause. at o steady state, carbon dioxide is incorporated 
into plant r:'1ater :al and removed from he atmosphere at 
the same rate that ;t is ,:iut into t~e atmosphere by 
combustion; 
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• The rate of carbon dioxide fixation into uscble plant 
material by photosynthesis is fifty times greater than our 
current rate of fossil fuel consumption; 

• Biomass ootential is more evenly cistributed geographi
ccl ly than are fossi I fuel reserves; and, 

• The potential rnarket in biomass is huge aliowing q_&D 
costs to be amortized over a large number of prod1.:ction 
units. 

t3iological systems useful in the conversion of biomass to liquid fuel have not 

been intensely developec. Current commercial practice is founded on the 

production of alcohol for distilled beverages. Corn is the main feedstock and the 

yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is the principal ferrr.entation organisrr.. It :s 

clear that S. cerevisiae can be made to convert carbohydrates ::iy fermentation 

to. ethanol with a much higher efficiency than is currently achieved. This higher 

yield can be approached in two ways: (1) a greater mess of ethanol can be 

produced per r1ass of carbohydrate consumed, and (2) a prod•Jct wi t'l a higrer 

percentage of ethcnol can be produced. The overall efficiency of the process 

can be improved by exploring mixed bacterial-yeas~ ferrnedation syster'ls and by 

adaoting the whole fermentation process to a continuous flow rrode. 

Ethanol for use as fuel, either alone or mixed with gasoline to n:ake gasono,, ccn 

be produced by microbial fermentation of s1Jgars. Two sources of sugars abound. 

First, starch (for w'1ic:i fermentaticr. technology is well advanced) is available 

from edible plant prodvcrs, such as corn, wheat, ootatoes, sugar cane, sugar 

beets, and cassava. Second, cellulose, from which conversion to ethanol is 

difficuit, is abundant in municipd/agricultural wastes and forests. Utilizing 

starch as the feedstock for ethanol production· entai Is a diversion of crop :and 

that could otherwise contribute to the food supply. This disadvantage has not 

deterred the government of 3razil from investing $5 billion d1.:ring he past 

decade on facilit:es to manufacture erhanol from cassava, sugar, and molasses. 

Ultimateiy, all of 9razil's motor vehicles will be :-un on ethanol. !t is estimated 

that 2% of the nation's land will be cevoted to this enterpr:se. 
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Ethanol represents one of the :-nost promising alternative fuels to OPEC oil. It 

can be burned in conventional automobile engines without modification as a 20% 

alcohol/80% gasoline mixture. Relatively minor engine and fuel system adjust

:-nents are required to convert gasoline engines to 100% ethanol use. 7he Ford 

,¥,otor Co. of 3razil currently sells a conversion ki~ for about $250 that will 

convert a standard auto engine to permit use of 100% ethanol. Alcoiiol can be 

efficiently handled as a fuel by existing ;)etroleum distri:>ution networks. 

Ethanol production by yeast may be greatly enhanced using molecular cionirig 

techniques. The oiochemical pathway unique to ethanol rietaboiism is relatively 

simple. Pyruvate is converted by the enzyme ::,yruvate decarboxylose to 

acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide. Acetaldehyde is convertec to et'"lanol oy the 

enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase. The gene for alcohol dehydrogenase has been 

cloned in several laboratories and it aopears iJOSSi:Jle to increase he efficiency 

of the fermentation orocess by increasing the level of alconol dehydrogenase in 

the cell using genetic engineering techniques. ihe other enzyme in tr.e process, 

pyruvate decar:)oxylase, should also be amenable to genetic engineering. 

In the long run, ethanol production from cellulosic wastes will be orefera:ile to 

using foodstuffs as the raw material. Typical cellulosic rraterials consist of 50% 

cellulose (o glucose polymer), 25% hemicellulose (a polyrner of xylose. c f:ve

carbon sugar), and 25% lignin (a complex ;:>henolic polrner). This se:'"li

crystalline lignocellulose is broken down witl--i dlfficulty into ferrr.entable 

constituents, :,y ccid treatment or by the enzyr1e cellulose. This expensive 

initiai phase of eel lulose preparation is where process mprover,ents are :-nost 

r1eeded. Figure 4-6 provides a general sc~er:1e for ethanol procuctio:1 utilizing 

either ce!lulosic or starch feedstocks, one Figure 4- 7 provides an overview of the 

variety of petrochemical feedstocks that can De ootained from cellvlosic starting 

rr.aterials. 
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Figure 4-6 

Steps in the conversion of biomass to ethanol and by-products 
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Source: i<ing, S.~. (1979) 
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Figure 4-7 

The conversion of lignocellulose into useful chemical feedstodcs 
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Methane generation by anaerobic digestion of biomass provides another route 

whereby renewable resources are utilized for energy proauction. Animal feedlot 

wastes and munici;:)al sewage are most often cited as providing the raw materials 

for this process, although forest residues and food crop biomass are also suitable. 

The process produces: 

• Biogas, consisting of approximately 60% methane and 40% 
carbon dioxide; 

• Residual sol ids, containing vegetable proteins, which have 
potential value as feed additives or fertilizers; and, 

• Spent process water, laden wit'"\ nutrients, which is suit
able for growing algae or as a fertilizer. 

Since the process occurs in closed digesters to exclude oxygen, the waste 

motericls used as feedstock are prevented from spoiling 7he environ·rent or 

giving rise to pathogenic organisms. Anaerobic reactors ere classified into ~hree 

types depending on the operatir.g terriperature (i.e., the optimal terr.perature for 

growth of the particular mic:-obial strain involved): (l) psychophilic (under 20°C), 

(2) mesophilic (20° to 45°C\ and (3) thermophilic (45° to 65°C). A typical 

digester used for sewage treat-nent is cepicted ;n Figure 4-8. 

tv\ost applications of this 7echnology involve smallt community-scale operations. 

Biogas generators associated with large animal feedlots or mu:1icipal sewage 

treatment facilities might readily supply the energy neeas of the local ;)opula

tion. S :mple anaerobic digesters of this :ype are comrron in t'.e Peoole1s 

Republic of China, ~orea, Taiwan, and India. 3ut large-scale ooerations may be 

feasible. A study commissioned by the U.S. Scierce and Education Administra

tion of the USDA found that. economical biogas production could :ie achieved 

with feedlots averaging :,000-2,000 head of cattle in size. Others have proposed 

a large, centralized facility that could produce SQ million cubic feet of methane 

per day using biomass crops as feedstock. Also, the mass-cui ~:vat:on of water 
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Figure 4-8. 

A single-tonk anaerobic digester of biogas production 

Digester gas 

~aw ~c:lve 

Sll.1dge zone 
excnange, 

Olgestec sludge 

Source: U.S. Environmenta~ ?rotection Agency (1979) 
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hyacinths on sewage lagoons for use as a fermentation substrate has been 

proposed. Current R&D efforts in this area tend to emphasize aspects of process 

design and engineering rather than microbiology. :-.levertheless, genetic engin

eering may have a significant role in future developments of biogas production. 

Hydrocarbons are synthesized and accumulated by a wide variety of bacteria, 

algae, and yeasts (see Table 4-6). These microbes generally extract carbon 

dioxide from air and utilize energy derived from photosynthesis to reduce 

chemically and oolymerize CO into long-chain lioids. Some microbes util:ze 
2 

carbohydrates such as glucose as carbon sources. As much as 40-50% of the dry 

weight of certain oil-bearing microorganisms can consist of reduced hydrocarbon 

materials suitable as substitute fuels. Many higher plant· species produce a sap 

or fruiting body that is high in hydrocarbon content. Most familiar are vegetable 

oils, such as sunflower, cottonseed, I inseed, palm, etc., some of whic:i ere under 

investigation as diesel fuel additives. A variety of less familiar tropical plants 

and trees is also uncer examination as hydrocarbon producers. 

The production of hydrogen gas from water has ::,een demonstrated in laboratory 

studies-its commercial-scale feasibility re~ains to ::,e show.,, T:,e syster:1 

utilizes units of photosynt'ietic activity, called chloroplasts, isolated from green 

plants, such as lettuce or spinach. A biophotolysis reaction is established in 

wf-iich energy from sunlight splits water (H 0) into molecular hydrogen (r-: ) afld 
2 2

oxygen (0 ). 
2

Successful operation of the system requires a means of removing 

oxygen to prevent reaction with hydrogen to regenerate water. Roher than 

isolating chloroplasts from higher plants, it may be preferable to use intcct, 

photosynthetic algae or bacteria. The future use of hycrogen as c fuel offers the 

promise of a non-polluting, inexhaustible energy source. However, numerous 

technical obstacles remain before this prospect will be realized. 
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Table 4-6 

Some species of algae that produce hydrocarbons 

Lipid content Species 
(% dry wt.) 

12.2 

32.8 

CalorelZa pyrenoidosa 14.4 

Chlore l la vu lgaris 28.8 

:1onaUanthus sali.na 40.8 

20.2 

:Vi tzschia. pa lea 22.2 

Coc-tjstis polymorph.a 12.6 

27.0 

Skelet~aetna costatvm 23.8 

Source: Sh~frin, N.S. a:i.c Chisholrr., S.w. (1980) 
:.:i. "Algae Bio~ass", p. 633, Elsevier Press . 
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4.3.1.2 Enhanced oil recovery 

A second major area of the energy field in which aopl;ed genetics will have an 

impact is not the creation of new sources of energy but enhanced recovery from 

existing energy supplies. Primary and secondary oil recovery techniques manage 

to extract only about one-half of a known oil reservoir. An estimated 200 billion 

barrels of oil in the continental United States remain out of reach with 

conventional recovery techniques. A variety of microbial-based tertiary recov

ery methods has been proposed as a means to tap this vast resource. These 

include: 

• T!-ie injection of oil-degrading bacteria into an oil field 
would reduce the oii's viscosity., or convert oil to natural 
gas; 

• The injection of microbes to re-pressurize a spent oil well 
by synthesizing carbon dioxide or other gaseous metabo
lite; 

• The injection of microbes that -nanufacture and secrete 
chemical surfactants that would act to mobilize tightly 
bound oil. 

In addition to these potential applications in existing oil fields, --nicrobial 

processes have been promoted for use in extracting tar and oil (bitumen) lodged 

in tar sands. Also, a bacterial process :sunder development at the university of 

Southern California that would release ~erogen (a petroleum ricterial) from oil 

shale. This process could generate a barrel of oil per ton of western oil shcle 

without extensive ore crushing, retorting, or environmental carnage that attend 

strictly physical recovery methods. Finally, analysis of subsoil microbial ;:iopula

tions may assist in locating previously unknown oil and gas f:elds below. Tnis 

microbiological method of prospecting for petroleum is stiil in an early stage of 

commercial development, as are all of the microbial recovery methocs described 

above. 
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4.3.2 Future prospects 

The range of potential uses of applied genetics in the energy industry appears to 

be far wider than in the chemicals sector. However, most of these ;:,ossibilities 

lie far in the future, at least with regard to large-scale commercial application. 

Development of systems for ethanol production from biomass for use in gasohol 

are proceeding apace, especially in petroleum-poor areas like Brazil, but the 

economics of this process and the energy savings incurred will remain unfavor

able, probably for the remainder of the 1980's. Nevertheless, several long-range 

projects can ::ie envisioned that 'nay one day provide significant sources of 

energy. 

• Mass production of hydrocarbon substances from various 
species of higher plants, including those listed in 
Table 4-4, can become economically feasible when either 
(1) plant cells are manipulated to grow in massive cul tiva
tors, akin to microbial fermentors, in which excreted 
hydrocarbons are continuously collected, or (2) ~he genet
ic inforrnation that enables the plant cell :o synthesize 
hydrocarbons is transferred to microorganisrr,s which, in 
turn, manvfacture and excrete the fuel-like substa~ces. 
The biotechnical and engineering obstacles that stand : n 
the way of such a project are formidable. 

• A biological solar battery wil I someday replace the panels 
of siiicon solar cells that find specialized uses today. Tf,e 
biological battery will operate via a direct conversion of 
sunlight into electricity (i.e., a current of electrons) bat 
is generate<: during photosyrithesis. Although all green 
plants engage in photosynthesis and are, therefore, suit
able sources of materials for constructing a biological 
Jattery, a prir.1itive, purple photosynthetic bacterium, 
called Rhodospirillum rubrum, mav be exploited as the 
living solar cell. Alternatively, the pnotsynthetic blue
green algae, which utilize carbon dioxide and nitrogen 
directly from air may serve this purpose. 

• Ethanol production may become more efficient ~hrough 
use of microorganisr1s other than common yeasts (e.g., 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, or brewer's yeast). A bacterial 
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species, called Zymomonas mobilis, carries out alcoholic 
fermentation two to three times faster than yeasts. This 
bacterium, now employed to make tequila, is under inves
tigation by researchers at the :JSDA's Northern Regional 
Research Lab in Peoria, Illinois. 

• Acidophilic, iron-oxidizing T'.-iiobacilli bacteria (commonly 
used in mineral leaching operations, see Section 4.4.1) may 
prove useful in oil shale or coal conversion processes. The 
bacteria will mobilize the inorganic mineral content of 
the shale or coal without affecting the hydrocarbon 
content of the material. The porous zones that this 
process generates in situ may assist in subsequent retort
ing or gasification schemes. 

4.3.3 Potential hazards 

The application of biological processes to the energy industry is ct a very early 

stage of development. Other than the fermentation of ethanol from cornstarch 

for use in gasohol production, no commercial-scale bioprocess will '"lave an 

impact on the energy sector for at least five years. Ti-ie ::,roduction of biofuels 

(e.g., ethanol, methane, vegetable hydrocarbons) from unconventional feedstocks 

1-ias progressed only to the pilot scale, whereas bio!ogicci hydrogen ;Jroduction is 

little more then a laboratory curiosity at present. Likewise, field tests :iave so 

far failed to demonstrate the general feasibility of using microbial systems for 

enhanced oil recovery. Thus, potential environmental hazards resuiting from the 

use of applied genetics in energy production are highly speculative. 

:---levertheless, several comments are appropriate end son:e areas of potential 

concem can be identified. 

• The Jroduction in the United States of sufficient ethanol 
to have a significant impact on domestic fuel supolies wi:I 
require the diversion of enorr.1ous quantities of food 
crops, particularly corn. According to one estimate, a 4 
billion gallon-per-year ethanol program could result in a 
IO to 20% shortfal I in corn supplies ::,y 1990. This would 
severely limit the availability of groin for livestock feed 
or exports, thereby driving up food prices. Four billion 
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gal Ions represent less than 5% of current annual fuel 
consumption. Clearly, useful alternative biomass feed
stocks for ethanol production are sorely needed. 

• The prospect that cellulosic materials may serve as 
suitable f eedstocks for biof uel production forewarns of 
large-scale deforestation, oarticularly in areas lacking 
alternative sources of biomass. Huge tracts of prime 
forest land in certain parts of the world have already been 
cleared for purposes of agriculture or fuel use. The 
wholesale conversion of wood biomass into ethanol 
threatens to exacerbate this trend. 

• Processes designed to convert lignocellulosic materials 
into substrates suitable for ethanol fermentation entail an 
initial hydrolysis step (see Figure 4-6). Hydrolysis can be 
accomplished either chemically, using strong mineral 
acids, or biologically with enzymes. The latter approach 
is preferable from a safety and environmental point of 
view but is less likely to be implemented in the near term. 
Thus, commercial processes generating large quantities of 
acid wastes can be ant:cipoted. 

• As mentioned previously, the utilization of wastes and 
municipal sewage as raw materials for biogas generation 
promises to lessen the environmental burden imposed by 
these pollutants. Hazards may :::rise, however. If I arge 
centralized biogas facilities are planned, then one faces 
risks associated with the transport of the row wastes to 
the site from various points of origin. A program to 
establish numerous local biogas generating stations may 
encounter variations in operating characteristics or in the 
level of personnel training that could mitigcte against 
long-term safe operation of any particular facility. 

• Tl-ie soecies of microorganisms likely to be utilized in 
enhanced oil recovery schemes -- Pseudomonas and 
Acinetobacter, for example -- ere the same as t,ose 
mentioned previously in the context of biotransforrictions 
of organic substances in ~he chemical industry. As 
already discussed, these microbes are ;,otentiolly serious 
pathogens in man. 

It is probable that the near-ter:1: use of 'T.icroorganisms to • 
mediate l:,ioorocesses in the energy ;ndustry will exploit 
naturally occurring microbes. Thus, as is true for the 
chemical industry, the impact of genetic engineering 
(especially recombinant DNA techniques) will :>e minimal. 
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• Finally, established energy companies are not accustomed 
to dealing with biological systems as a means of producing 
energy. (Most oil companies, however, do 'Tiaintain some 
expertise in microbiology to assist in prospecting.) These 
firms will :,e compelled to strengthen their technical 
competence. in areas related to biology as commercial 
:)respects for bioenergy brighten. Hopefully, they wi\l 
devote adequate attention to environmental hazards that 
may emerge from these new areas of business. 
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4.4 Mining industry 

4.4.1 Current activities 

The impact of biotechnology on the mining industry is currently quite limited in 

scope, consisting of two general creos: 

• The occumulation of metals :>y organisms, 
binding at. cell surfaces or by intracellular 
metals; and, 

either 
uptake 

by 
of 

• Biochemical transformations 
solubi lization or precipitation, 
cesses, and the interconversion 
metal compounds. 

of metals, including 
oxidation/reduction pro
of inorganic and organic 

The various bioprocesses subtended under these categories are all carried out by 

a relatively small number of bacterial species. Figure 4-9 I ists these organisms 

and summarizes the means by which these microbes extract energy from 

chemically recuced inorganic compounds (such as ferrous iron or sulfur com

pounds) and employ either inorganic (CO ) or organic carbon sources. 
2 

The microbial orocess whereby metals are solubilized from their ores is cal;ed 

bacterial leaching. The operation consists of percolating acidified water through 

neaps or di..:mos of low-grade ore that may contain up to four :)i II ion ions of rock. 

3acterial action within the cump oxicizes :-nineral sulfice, producing s1.ilfuric 

acid! and soluoilizes t'ie metal. The solut:on, or leachate. is collected and 

processed to recover the dissolved metal. The residue! liquid! containing sulfur;c 

acid one! ferrous/ferric iron, is recycled to the cump. Tris somewhat crude pro

cess has been used in mining operations since Roman times. Current:y, ;ts 

greatest use occurs in copper anc uranium mining operctions. Aporoximctely 

12% of U.S. copper production stems from dump leachir.g of his ~ype. 
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Figure 4-9 

Leaching bocterio: organisms and basic metabolism 

Organisms 

l Fe2 ... Thiobaciilus ferrooxidar.s ( CO2 ar:d/or 
LeptospirillVJ11 ferrQoxida;,is i;~~ Sv.Zfofobus Organic substances 
7~ermo~hilic thiobacilli Fe '......_ 

i--- "" T. ferrooxidans Metal sulfides - , \ 
Thermophilic thiobacilli (FeS2 or CuFeS 2) ',,_ ~--
r-r7_c7.,., 
.:::iUv; 01,0DUS 

Mixed cul :u res. L------_. 
Metal + sulfate .,.,,. /JI I ___ 

I. thiooxidans i -- l 
I 

T. fe1~rooxi&ras 
I. ~hermosuifidooxida:ns El ementa 1 sulfur 
SuZ.fQlobus Soluble ~norganic Ce 11 u l a r ca rbo n 
Some heterotrophs sulfur compounds biosyr.t~esis 
Other thiobaci,li 

Source: Bull, A.T., etal. (1979) 
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The feasibility of large-scale dump leaching was first demonstrated in 1750 in 

Rio Tinto, Spain. The technology is still practiced widely in mining operations 

throughout the western United States, including mines owned by Kennecott 

Copper at Bingham Canyon, Utah and Santa Rita, New Mexico, as well as the 

Butte, Montana mines operated by Anaconda Copper. 

Despite the long history of mineral leaching, the role of microorganisms as 

mediators of the process _was not recognized until the mid-19501s. The principal 

microbes involved in copper extraction ore Thiobacillus ferrooxidans and Thio

bacillus thiooxidans. Both species are rod-shaped, aerobic t>acteria that thrive in 

an acid environment (pH 1.5 to 3.0) and use carbon dioxide as a carbon source. 

They function within a temperature range of 18° to 40°C (64° to I04°F). 

The bacteria require, in addition to water and oxygen, a reduced iron or sulfur 

energy source, as seen in the following equations (unbalanced): 

11 Fe SO, .. + 0 2 + H 2 SO 4--•► F e2 
111 (50 4 3 ) + H 2 0 

111 ) F err · Ic · ; ron (F e one · su If uric . act .d (H , SO ) genera t e d .1y '-- t h ese b act er 1a . I 
2 4 

reactions are very effective chemical solubilizers for nur1erous mil"'erals, includ

ing those listed in Table 4-7. In addition to those shown, other minerals, si_;cn as 

uranium oxides, that co-exist with iron or sulfur-containing ores, ere readi:y 

leached. These reactions occur at rates approximately 500,000-fold faster than 

the oxidation of iron and sulfur :,y air iC1 the absence of bacteria. Both of the 

Thiobacillus species ore found in great abundance in leaching operat:ons--as 
7 many as 10 organisms ;)er gram of ore. Indeed, the high concentration of mi

crobes in leachate solutions poses difficulties during subsequent mineral extrac

tion and isolation. 
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Tobie 4-7 

Minerals readily leached by bacterial action 

Mineral 

;,yrite 

chalcopyrite 

chalcocite 

covellite 

arseno;:,yrite 

molybdenite 

sr.ibnite 

pentlandite 

zincblende 

Formula 

FeS 
2 

CuFeS 2 

cu 2S 

Cu.S 

AsFeS 

,, s 
.·10 2 

Sb/; 3 

, .. F S 
•• 1. e 2 

Z:15 

2.11 
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Bacterial leaching is also utilized to recover uranium from low-grade ores, mine 

tailings, and other ores that are rich in pyrite. The following reaction pertains 

to this process: 

This solubilizotion process has been used in scavenger operations in mined-out 

and low-grade stopes in the ~II iot Lake region of Ontario. The ores of northern 

Ontario are amenable to bacterial leaching due to the presence of large arr.cunts 

of pyrite, whereas the uranium deoosits in the U.S. Rocky Mountains and 

southern Texas contain insufficient pyrite to al low successful leaching opera

tions. 

Other bacter1ol species have been implicated in mineral leaching, including some 

me'Tibers of the Sulfolobus genus. These bacteria are obligate thermophiles, 

requiring a temperature range of 45° to 80°C (110 to 175°F), cs well as an acidic 

environment. Leptospiri llum ferrooxidans is another :ron-ox:dizing acidophile 

that has been shown to release pyrite "Tiore efficiently ti-Jan T. ferrooxidans when 

grown in mixed cul tu res with sulfur-oxidizing bacteria. 

Al I organisms, including microbes, can accumulate certain rnetal ions that are 

essential for metabolic activity. Iron, magnesium, zinc, manganese, copper, 

cobalt, nickel, moybdenum, and vanadium are required by vcrious organisms, 

albeit frequently in trace quantities only. Nevertheless, certain microbes have 

evolved highly efficient means of per'.Tiitting the selective concentration of 

metals far in excess of the local concentration. Toxic metals, such as cadmium, 

I ead, si Iver, and thal Ii um, can be accumulated even though these substances have 

ro metabolic function. Apart from the intracellular uotake of metals, ~ositiveiy 

charged metal ions can be removed from solution by acsorption onto the 

negatively charged surface of The microoe. 
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Microorganisms can also be utilized in the restoration of wastewaters from 

mining and milling operations. One successful operation uses algae to remove 

both soluble and particual te lead from the mi II tailings of several mining 

ventures in Missouri. 

These operations consist of settling ponds and a series of shallow meanders in 

which the algae are encouraged to grow •. Chemical analysis has shown that the 

algae accumulate heavy metals from the effluent released from the settling 

pond. Algae species that hove been identified to function effectively in these 

types of operations include: Cladophoro, Rhizoclonium, Hydrodictyon, Spirogyra, 

.Potamogeton, and Oscillatoria. 

At present the potential to use genetic engineering to improve the performance 

of these, or other, algae species is remote, and may not be possible for several 

years. On the other hand, genetic engineering techniques could certainly :>e used 

to improve Thiobacillus ferrooxidans. 

As explained above, T. ferrooxidans derives its energy from the oxidction of 

ferrous ion, metal sulfides, and soluble sulfur compounds in an ccidic medit.:m. 

The ferric ion generated in the form of ferric sulfate is then able to react 

chemically with several ore minerals and oxidize them. The ferric ion is then 

regenerated by the microorganisms. Apparently, one of the ;:,rimary rate

limiting steps in the leaching of metal ores is the ferrous-to-ferric reoxidation. 

Ferric ion competitively inhibits the rate of ferrous ion oxidation. Thus, as t!ie 

concentration of ferric ion increases, its production ls slowed. 

Since ferric ion has no other metabolic effect on T. ferrooxidans except to slow 

its own production, it should be straightforward to isolate a suitable mu rant 

strain that is not affected by ferric ion concentration. 

Thiobacilli are able to develop considerable resistance to the very high concen

trations of the metals being leached, but the microbe is inhibited by some metals 
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such as silver, mercury, and cadmium, ot quite low concentrations. Metabolic 

resistance to heavy metals is frequently conferred by the presence of certain 

bacterial plasmids. Experiments could be undertaken to isolate appropriate 

plasmids from other bacteria and to introduce them into Tniobacilli using 

recombinant DNA or conventional genetic technologies. 

Improved bacterial growth and mineral leaching activity hove resulted when 

Thiobecil Ii ere grown· in conjunction with the nitrogen-fixing bacterium, Beijer

inckia lacticogenes. This letter bacterial species probably supplies Thiobacilli 

with essential nitrogenous nutrients. Since B. lacticogenes is less able to 

withstand the highly acidic environment required by Thiobacilli 1 it may orove 

worthwhile to introduce the nitrogen fixation genes (nif genes) directly into 

Thiobacilli. Alternatively, nif genes from Azotobacter or Klebsiella (two free

living nitrogen fixers) can be utilized since these species share several structural 

and biochemical features with Thiobacilli. 

4.4.2 Future prospects 

Of the five industrial sectors considered in this report, the mining industry has 

demonstrated the least interest in applying biotechnology to its ooerations. The 

types of bioorocesses that do pertain to mining are rather limited in scope, but 

technicai advances, leading to increased interest on the part of t~e industry, can 

\:)e envisioned. 

A II known strains of leaching bacteria are aerobic; that is 1 • 
they require oxygen. However, essentially oxygen-free 
conditions exist in the center of huge slag heaps of low
grade ore. Thus, the engineering of anaerobic strains of 
Thiobaci I lus would be received with great enthusiasm by 
7he mining industry. The technical feasibiiity of this 
proposal is uncertain. Likewise, development of improved 
thermophilic leaching bacteria would be very -.JSeful, 
owing ~o the heat generated within ore dumos. 
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• The United States relies on imports for the vast majority 
of certain mineral resources, including chromium, titan
ium, and manganese (see Table 4-8). Recycling of these 
materials is of increasing importance. The development 
of efficient microbiological systems for extracting these 
metals from industrial effluents and other waste reposi
tories would constitute a major industrial and political 
tour de force. 

• Very little basic information is available regarding the 
biochemistry and genetics of leaching· bacteria. Conse
quently, genetic engineering, especially recombinant 
DNA, will have little impact on developments in this area 
for at least five years. The properties and commercial 
suitabilities of existing, naturally occurring leaching bac
teria will undergo thorough examination first. 

4.4.3 Potential hazards 

The limited scope of biotechnology in the mining industry confines the range of 

environmental concerns that demand consideration. However, all foreseeable 

applications of biological processes in this industry involve microbial systems 

operating in relatively open environments, such as slag heaps or tailings ponds. 

Consequently, there are risks that microorganisms or their metabolic products 

will inadvertently contaminate the local ecology. Specific areas of concern 

include the following. 

• 3octerial leaching operations generate !orge quantities of 
sulfuric acid which. if poorly contained, could seriously 
contribute to the ccicificarion of U.S. fresn water 
supplies. 

• Thiobacilli and related bacterial species are not known to 
be pathogenic in man or animals; indeed, their peculiar 
metabolic characteristics suggest that they should be 
quite innocuous from a public health standpoint. 
:-iowever, increased vse of such microbes on an industrial 
scale (resulting in greater exposure to human populations) 
may select for bacterial strair.s that have acquired the 
ability to infect humans. 
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• The use of bacteria to concentrate metals from dilute 
waste streams or settling pond entails the ris~ that metals 
will accumulate in the food chain. Even though metal 
ions, such as mercury and silver, are highly toxic to 
bacteria, it is through microbial action that mercury, for 
example, is transformed into organic compounds that are 
responsible for mercury toxicity in higher forms of life • 

. In other words, metals released into the environment are 
metabolized by naturally occurring bacteria. The key for 
safe commercialization of this bioprocess will be 
adequate containment of the operation to prevent 
dissemination of. toxic · metals into the general 
environment. 

• As with other industrial sectors examined in this report, 
the mining industry hos very little experience with 
biological· processes. This lack of familiarity could result 
in a failure to recognize impending environmental hazards 
or in an eagerness to carry out biological processes before 
their safety has been firmly est obi ished. 
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Table 4-8 

S trotegic minerals and U.S. dependence on foreign sources 

'Mineral Uses 

':)auxi.te aluminu:n 

chromiw:i !:erroal loys 

cobalt superalloys 

colUr.1biu!il ferroalloys 

manganese steel 

nickel steel 

platinum catalysts 

!:'Utile pig1r.ents 

canca.:.um electronics 
conponents 

titanium aerospace 
co:r..ponec.ts 

Percentage 
imported· 

94% 

91 

93 

100 

97 

73 

87 

100 

97 

47 

Sources 

J an:a:::.ca, Guinea, 
Surinam 

South Africa, vss~ 

Zai!:-e, Belgium, 
Za:nbia 

3razil 

Gabon, Sout':1 Africa 

Ca:1ada 

South Africa, t:SSR 

A;.istral:..a 

Thailand 

Japan, L'SSR 
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4.5 Pollution control industry 

4.5.1 Current activities 

The organic matter invested in all living things, whether plant or animal, is 

eventually recycled back into the environment as CO
2

. The process whereby 

organic carbon is converted into inorganic carbon is called mineralization. 

Representing a major portion of the overall carbon cycle (see Figure 4-10), 

mineralization is almost always a consequence of microbial action. T'1at is, 

:>acterial decomposers are 1Jltimately responsbile for the degradation of all 

organic carbon-containing substances in the biosphere. For example, bacteria of 

the Pseudomonas species metabolize simple alkane compounds, such as octane, 

by means of en enzymatic oxidation pathway· that converts the alkane (R-CH ) 
3 

into the corresponding carboxylic acid (R-COOH). The acid is then consumed as 

an energy source by the bacterium via further oxidation to carbon dioxide. 

Therefore, it is hardly surprising that microbiology plays an ir.1portant role in 

pollution control and waste management, particularly in the case of organic 

pollutants. Moreover, inorganic poilutants, such as nitrogen-containing substan

ces and toxic metals, are often treatable using bioiogical systerr.s. Bioiogicol 

waste management >-ias been practiced by .-nankind literaily for thousands of 

years, but modern advances in applied genetics may revolutionize the pollution 

control industry to the extent that bioprocesses may soon replace many currently 

employed cher.iicoi/physical systems. Current activities within this :ndustry foll 

under three general headings: 

• 3iodegradation of organic substances, such as ;Jetroleum 
products, pesticides, herbicides, industrial solvents, and 
lignin wastes; 

• Biological denitrification and desulfurization processes; 
and, 

• Removal or concentration of toxic heavy metals. 

Each of these areas will be examined in the following sections. 
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Figure 4-10 

The carbon cycle 
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4.5.1.1 Biodegrodation of organic substances 

i'-Aost current activity, and that which hos the most ;JOtential for biological waste 

treatment, exploits the capacity of microbes to degrade toxic chemical· pollu

tants. A great variety of naturally occurring microorganisms, largely isolated 

from soil or aquatic environments, are known to utilize hazardous organic 

· substances as carbon and energy sources. Table 4-9 provides a sample of the 

biodegradative processes that are currently in use or under investigation. Figure 

4-1 I shows the cegradative pathways of several specific ;Joi lutants. 

Efforts to improve on nature by applications of genetic engineering 1n this area 

have been minimal to date, but such activities are certain to increase in the near 

future. Several efforts bear mentioning. Ar.1ong the first highly :Jublicizec uses 

of genetic engineering was that of Chakrabarty, then at General Electric. He 

combined the qualities of several strains of the bacterium Pseudomonas. each of 

which could degrade a single hydrocar:,on component of crude oil, into a single 

bacterial strain. This 11 man-made11 bacterial cuiture proved superior to a mixed 

microbial culture composed of each of the contributing strains in breaking down 

crude petroleum. The "oil-eating" microbes feed on the crude petroleum, 

converting the hydrocarbon compounds into eel lular constituents (biomass) and 

carbon dioxide. however, the petroleum consrituents that ere converted by t:iis 

microbial strain (namely camphor, naphthclene, and short-chain alkanes) are not 

the major environmental concerns arising from oil spills. These volatile 

hydrocarbons are either vaporized or readily degraded by natural bacterial 

action. Of greater impact are the various asphcltenes that constitute the heavy, 

non-volatile fraction of crude oil. These compouncs are extremely refractory to 

microbial degradation. :Jespite the oublici!y that attended Chakrabarty's 

efforts, GE 1-ias not pursued this project beyond tl-ie taboratory stage of 

development. 

Scientists at the Battelle .\/\erriorial institute in ColtJmbus, Ohio, are engagea in 

genetic engineering of microbes that eff iciertly degrade the chlorinated 
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Table 4-9 

Microbial degradation of various organic pollutants 

Pollutant 

I. petroleum hydrocarbons 

II. pesticides/herbicides 

cy clod iene type 
(e.g., aldrin, dieldrin) 

organophosphorus type 
(e.g., parathion, malathion) 

2,4-D 

DDT 

~e::>one 

piperonylic acid 

III. other chemicals 

bis(2-ethyl~exyl)phtha:ate 

dimethylnitrosamine 

etl:ylbenzene 

pentachlorophenol 

IV. lignocellulosic wastes 

municipal sewage 

pul? mil~ lignins 
(various phenols) 

· Microbes involved 

200+ species of jacteria, yeasts, 
and fungi; e.g., Acinetcba,eter, 
ArtnY'obMter>, !v:ycoba.cteria, 
ActinormJcetes, and Pse1idomon.as 
at:1ong 1.:)acteria; C:Zadcs?OY"":~JJ-r a.."'ld 
Scolecobasidivm among yeasts 

Zyierion X'Jles~rix (fungus) 

Pseudomonas 

Pse;,ul.omon.,a,s ~ Art hrcbacte r 

P:zniciUium (ft.:.ngus) 

Fseudomonas 

Fseudomcna.s 

photosynthecic bacteria 

.'Jocard.ia ta:11::c.r;cc.ns (bacteria) 

Pse u.dorr-.onc.s 

Pseudorr.onc.s 
:'1>.eY"1tonospora (a ther.ncphilic 

bacter:::_um) 

yeasts : /...sperq-CZ, b.s 
T~:ahosporon., 

bac.t:eria: .i...rthrobc:.ctei~ 
Chromobacter 
P3eu.domonas 
Xan t hor.cemas 
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Figure 4-11 

Degrodotion pathways of several phenolic compounds by Pseudomonos putido 
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herbicide, 2,4-D. Likewise, SRI International has undertaken a program to 

compile a list of common toxic chemicals that are amenable to microbial 

biodegrodation and to isolate and engineer improved strains that might have 

commercial value. 

In general, chlorinated organics are more recalcitrant to biodegradation than are 

non-chlori noted substances. Thus, persistent pollutants such as DDT, PCBs, etc., 

represent a more serious challenge to pollution control engineers who are hopeful 

of applying biological treatment systems to waste management. Microbes exist 

that can oerform chemical trans format ions of these rec a lei tr ant substances {see 

Table 4-10), but -nicroorganisms hove not yet been isolated that can utilize these 

compounds as carbon or energy. sources. Indeed, it ;s this lacK of direct 

metabolism by microbes that explains the environmental persistence .of com

pounds such as these. F vture success in developing biodegradative systems for 

pollutants of this type may depend on locating microbial communities consisting 

of several species of microorganisms which function cooperatively to decompose 

recalcitrant compounds. 

4.5.1.2 Denitrificotion cmd desulfurizotion 

The various oxidized for""'f'ls of nitrogen (NO ) and sulfur (SO ) present serious 
X X 

environmental concerns owing to the ease with which they are converted to 

strong acids (e.g., nitric and sulfuric) upon exposure to water. The acidiciation 

of Ickes and gound water poses a serious threat to the maintenance of aquatic 

life and fresh water suoplies. Although large amounts of nitrogen (and lesser 

quantities of sulfur) are nutritional requirements for life, the large-scale burning 

of sulfur and nitrogen-containing fossil f~els and the release of certain industrial 

wastes have loaded the environment with toxic levels of these inorganic 

substances. Traditional schemes for reducing the emissions of these pollutants 

have been largely physical/chemical in design. Biological processes are under 
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Table 4-10 

Type reoctions for transformation of 
chemicals of envi ronmentol importance 

Reaction type 

deh.slogenation 

deam.ination 

decarboxylation 

methyl oxidation 

hydroxylation 

a-oxidation 

epoxidation 

Reaction t 

RCHf 1---+ RCH 0H 
2 

ArCl-ArOH 

ArF-ArOH 

Arel-Ar~ 

Ar2CHCH2c1-Ar2C=CE2 

Ar 2CHCHC1 -Ar C:CHC1 2 2 
Ar2CHCC1 -Ar2CHCHC1 3 2 
Ar 2cHCC1 -----Ar C=CC1 3 2 2 
RCC1 -RCOOH 

3 
HetCl-HetOH 

Ar~'H --+ArOH 2 

ArCOOH---+ ArE 

Ar?CHCOOH---+Ar CH') 2 ~ ~ 

~CH(CH ) COOR- ~CHfH 
3 3 

ArN (R) COOH-+ ArN (R) H 

RCH -+ RCH 0H 
3 2 

RC"rlJ-+ RCP.O 

RCH 3-- RCOOH 

ArH-ArOH 

RcH R ,_ Rea (03) R, 
2 

R( R') CHR"--+ R( RI) ~OH (R") 

R (3.') (R") CCR]- 3.( R') ( R") CCH20H 

ArO(CH )ncH CH COOE---+ 2 2 2 
ArO(CE?) COCE + CH COOH 

3 

RCH=CHR 1
-+ RCH(O) CHR' 

- n 

].24 

Examp].e 

P-:opachlor 

Nitrofen 

Flamprop-methyl 

pentachlorophenol 

JDT 

:);)T 

JDT 

DDT 

~!-Serve, DJT 

Cyanazine 

Fluchloralin 

Bifenox 

)DT 

Di~h!orfop-methyl 

DDOD 

BromacC_ 

diisopropylnaphthalene 

pentac~:orobenzol 

Benthiocarb, ')ica □iJa 

Carbof"Jran, DDT 

Bux inseccicide 

Der.mert 

w-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)
al'.<:anoic acids 
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Table 4-10 (cont.) 

Reaction type Reactiont 

N-oxidation R(R') NR"--+- R(R') N(O) R" 

S-oxidat.ion RSR'-RS(O)R' or RS(0 )R' 
2 

=S to :a() (AlkO)zP(S)R- (Alk0)2P(O)R 

RC (S)R '-RC(O) R 1 

sulfoxide reduction RS(O)R'-RSR' 

triple bond reduction RC:CH---+RCH=CH2 

double bond reduction Ar c-cH2-ArzCHCH 2 3 
Ar 0 C=CHC1-Ar?CHCH2c1 

.:. ~ 

double bond hydration Ar2C=CHz--Ar2CHCH 20E 

uitro metabolism RN0 
2
---+- ROH 

:.UW 2-+ '.lliH 2 

old.me metabolism RCH=NOH-- RC :N-+ R.C ( 0) NH 0 

or RCOOH "" 

Abbreviations: R = organic moiety 
_Ar= aronatic 
A2.~ = alkyl 
Het = ~eterocycle 

Source: Alexander, H. ( :981) Science, 211: 134. 

Example 

Triden:orph 

Aldicarb 

Parathion 

ethylenetr.iourea 

Pho rate 

But'-1ron 

DDT 

)DT 

)DT 

~itr::>fen 

Sunithion 

Aldicarb, Brornoxynil, 
Jicr.lobenil 
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investigation, however, and several systems have demonstrated feasibility in 

laboratory-scale applications. 

The biological nitrogen cycle entails three phases involving various oxidat:on 

states of nitrogen (see Figure u.-12). Atmospheric nitrogen (N ) is relatively 
2 

inert chemically and must be "fixed" into usable forms such as nitrate and nitrite 

(oxidized nitrogen) or ammonia (reduced nitrogen). Meanwhile, fixed nitrogen is 

recycled back into the atmosphere by anaerobic processes. All these steps are 

ccrried out by various species of bacteria, according to the chemical reactions 

shown in Figure 4-12. Of these three phases, the third (denitrification) is the 

least understood, but it is this i)rocess that promises to alleviate pollution 

problems stemming from excess nitrate and ammonia. 

Pollution by sulfur-containing compounds presents a more serious problem than 

pollution by nitrogenous substances because of sulfur's greater toxicity to living 

organisms and its greater prevalence in fossil fuels and industrial waste strecms. 

Inorganic sulfur compounds, such as sulfate (SO~) and hydrogen sulfide (H S)~ can 
2 

be metabolized by certain microbial species, as shown in the following reactions: 

II so SO~----• 

I. Desulfovibrio desulfuricans 

II. Chlorobium thiosulfatophilum or Chromatium vinosum 

Laboratory-scale systems utilizing these microbial populations arrangea serially 

are under investigation for potential use in treating high-sulfur effluents, such as 

those arising from coal and gypsum mining and general metallurgical operations. 

Fossil fuels may contain up to 7% sulfur by weight. This sulftJr is generally in 

one of three forms: 
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Figure 4-12 

Microbial components of the biological nitrogen cycle 

~ 
II 

I. Nitrogen fixation 
H+ Rhizcbium: + NH N2 ► 3 

I I. ~itrification 

Nitrosomonas: NH + 02 ➔ NOz 3 
Ni trobaote-:..--•: NOz + Oz ► N03 

I I I. Denitrification 
Pseudcmonc,s: NH + N03 --+ N20 or Nz 3 
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•- Organic sulfur; in which sulfur is covalently linked to 
carbon either directly as R-5-S-R or R-S-R, or bound as a 
sulfate, R-0-S0 ; 3

• Pyritic sulfur in the form of iron pyrite, F eS2; and, 

• Inorganic sulfate, SO~ :... 

Of these, organic sulfur predominates in crude petroleum, whereas pyritic sulfur 

and sulfate are found largely in coal. In all cases, the combustion of untreated 

crude oil or coal releases to the atmosphere huge quantities of sulfur dioxide gas 

(50 ) and :,articulate sulfates. These sulfur compounds are intrinsically toxic 
2 

and, moreover, combine wit~ water to form sulfuric acid. The removal of sulfur 

compounds from fossil fuels prior to combustion has been deemed a desirable 

adjunct to; or possible replacement for, costly scrubbers now widely used to 

control stack emissions. 

Biological desulfurization is still in the experimental stage, but several microbial 

systems are under investigation. Pyritic sulfur can be leached from mined coal 

using Thiobacillus ferrooxidans and Thiobocillus thiooxidans--the same bacterial 

species employed for mineral leaching in the mining industry. Also, a thermo

phi lic microbe, Sufolobus acidocalderius, has been isolated. All these organisms 

operate under acidic conditions (pH I to 3) and convert sulfides to suifuric acid. 

Thus, the pyritic sulfur content of the fossil fuel is transfor'Tied into o water 

soluble compound that con be readily washed away. However, the acid that is 

generated represents a pollutant in its own right that must be dealt with. 

Organic sulfur exists in crude petroleum largely as linear :nercaptans (R-SH) or 

as aromatic thiophenes. Microbial systems for converting thiophenes into water 

soluble compounds are under development. The biochemistry involved in this 

transformation is shown in Figure u-; 3. - The principal drawback of this ::,rocess 

lies in the loss of carbon atoms (and, therefore, of Btu content) resulting from 

the removal of sulfur-containing organics. 
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Figure 4-13 

Pathway of microbial conversion of dibenzothiophene 
into water soluble compounds 
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4.5.1.3 Toxic metals 

Biological concentration of heavy metal ions from a dilute waste stream involves 

processes essentially identical to those described for the mining indvstry in 

Section 4.4.1. The emphasis for pollution control, of course, is isolation and 

disposal of toxic metals, whereas ultimate recovery of the metals is of concern 

to the mining industry. The incorporation of metals from an industrial effluent 

into biological sediments (i.e., activated sludge) hos proven to be a satisfactory 

application of biotechnology to pollution control. The immobilization of metals 

by these sediments may be the result of (I) direct intracellular uptake~ (2) 

adsorption to cell surfaces, or (3) sequestration in a microbially :,reduced 

exopolysaccharide matrix. In addition to oacterio, other organisms are used to 

concentrate metals from dilute waste streams. Settling ponds containing 

photosynt:ietic algae or rapidly growing aquatic vegetation, such as water 

hyacinths, are also fulfilling this purpose. 

4.5 .2 Future prospects 

The greatest R&D effort involving near-ter"TI applications of biotechnology to 

oollvtion control will be in developing improved r.iicrobial strains for decontami

nation of polluted waste waters and for in situ detoxification of contaminated 

soils and sediments. There exist considerable gaps in our :>asic knowledge of the 

types of microorganisms capable of degrading toxic chemicals. In particular, 

anaerobic bccterio and filamentous fungi represent two diverse classes of 

microbe for whic!'i considerable potential exists for biological pollution control, 

but little ;s known of their general properties. 

Bacteria ere classified into several groups based on the effect that oxygen 

hos on their growth and metabolism: 
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• Obligate aerobes require oxygen for growth. An example 
is the tubercle bacillus, the causative agent of tuber
culosis. 

• Obligate anaerobes survive only in the absence of oxygen. 
Examples include clostridia (various species of which 
cause botulism, tetanus, and gangrene), bacteroides 
(intestinal bacteria that ferment glucose to form organic 
acids; e.g., formic, acetic, propionic, butyric, lactic, and 
succinic), denitrifiers that reduce nitrate to nitrogen gas, 
sulfate reducers that produce hydrogen disulfide (a source 
of pollution in anoxic ponds and streams), and methane 
producers that form marsh gas. 

• Facultative. organsims, such as many enteric bacteria 
(e.g., E. coli), can thrive with or without oxygen by 
shiftingto different metabolic processes in each case. 

Anaerobic bacteria ore are particularly relevant to poilution control practices 

because of their prevalence in sub-soil. Thus, bacteria of this ~ype will 

encounter toxic chemicals or petroleum wastes that have been soi lied, as wel I as 

herbicides end insecticides that have been applied to the ground. A subgroup of 

anaerobic bacteria, cal led microoerophilic, can tolerate or even prefer low 

oxygen pressures (but much less than in air). These conditions prevail just 

beneath the surface of the soil. Thus, rnicroaerophiles, about which very :ittle 

basic information is known, should receive considerable attention for i)OSsible 

future use as in situ decontaminating agents. Likewise, anaerobic bacteria that 

thrive in underwater sedir1ents, such as anoxic settling ponds or in the bottorn of 

the kepone-loden James River, will be the subjects of :-nore intense research in 

the years ahead. 

F\Jngi are classified into three groups: (I) single-celled yeasts, (2) multicellular 

filamentous colonies, or molds, and (3) mushrooms. The filamentous fungi 

include some well known types, such as \.leursopora, Penicillium, and Aspergillus, 

as well as lesser ~nown cquctic wotermolas and soil fungi. Tne genetics and 

biochemistry of fungi are muc:, less wel I understood than are bacteria. However, 
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it is certain that, like bacteria, fungi serve crucial roles in recycling organic 

matter throughout the biosphere. The contribution · made by fungi to the 

decontamination of ;:,olluted soils and streams is becoming better appreciatedt 

and research into the application of fungi to waste management should receive 

greater attention in the years ahead. 

The following list outlines some aspects of applied genetics and waste manage

ment that will be under development. 

• Cataloging the tyoes of chemical transformations per
formed by microorganisms and the microbes involved. 

• Isolating and characterizing the genetic material and 
enzymes responsible for the observed transforming act
ivity. 

• Conducting genetic engineering on organisms that occur 
naturally in a particular environment (e.g., river ~ed 
sediment) to confer the ability to degrade a pollutant that 
is not nor:-nally ;,resent in that environment (e.g., kepone). 
Successful decontamination of polluted sites by in situ 
biotreatment requires that the engineered microbe will 
compete favorably with existing :nicroflora. 

• Developing biotreatment systems for dealing in situ. with 
specific wastes under a given set of conditions. For 
example, a chemical spill at a particular site may require 
a different microbe depending on the ambient tempera
ture, or on the presence of certain nutrients. Exogenous 
nutrients such as glucose may have to be supplied. 

• Designing bioreactors for on-line waste stream treatment. 
Systems for immobilizing microbes are under develoment. 
Monitoring and controlling the concentration of toxic 
substances in the waste stream are vital since excessive 
doses of most pollutants are deadly even to microbes that 
thrive on low concentrations of these chemicals. Thus, 
the design and engineering of systems for diluting con
centrated wastes prior to biotreotment may be a greater 
technical challenge than is the development of microbial 
populations capable of performing the biodegradction. 
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4.5.3 Potential hazards 

Biological processes are currently in wide use throughout the pollution control 

industry, but so far modern applied genetics or genetic engineering has had 

negligible impact. The potential exists, however, that these new biotechnologies 

will drastically alter or replace conventional physical/chemical waste 

management processes. Nevertheless, considerable basic information regarding 

the relevant biological systems must be acquired before genetic engineering can 

be implemented to improve on naturally occurring organisms. Very little is now 

known of the biochemistry, metabolism, genetics, or natural• ecology of the 

microbial . species that mediate biodegradative processes •. Indeed, the mere 

identification of potentially useful microorganisms is far from complete. Thus, 

the impact of applied genetics may not be felt in this industry for five years or 

more. 

Nevertheless, increasing utilization of natural bioorocesses in pollution control 

entails certain potential hazards that are noteworthy and that may forewarn of 

future risks evolving from the aoplication of genetic engineering in this industry. 

Chief among these concerns is the generation of biological aerosols. These are 

tiny droplets of water or dust particles containing active microbial materiel. 

They remain suspended in the atmosphere to be transported by air currents ~o 

cistances of several miles from their origin. Mariy industrial processes have the 

potenhal to creote hazardous aerosols that contain ::1athogenic --nicroorganisms. 

Among these are: 

• Agricultural practices. Stockyards and poultry feedlots 
generate contaminated dust aerosols that mcy elicit very 
serious heal th problems, such as anthrax. The 
increasingly common practice of applying partially 
treated or untreated municipal sewage to crop lands has 
led to improved crop yields and has provided an 
alternative to the direct discharge of sewage into lakes 
and streams. 3ut this practice gives rise to ootentially 
harmful aerosols and to increased risk of ground water 
contamination. Waste water from food processing plants 
has also been utilized in land application programs. 
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• Textile mills. The processing of wool end animal hair 
produces dust aerosols that ore known to contain 
pathogens, such as the causative agents of anthrax and Q 
fever. · 

• Abattoirs and rendering plants. The slaughtering and 
processing of livestock is a serious source of infectious 
aerosols, occasionally causing epidemics among 
employees. The condition is exacerbated by livestock 
farmers or ranchers who frequently rush their stock to 
rnarket at the first sign of disease among members of the 
herd. 

• Sewage treatment plants are probably the most numerous· 
and varied sources of pathogenic aerosols. The bubbling 
of air through an activated sludge facility and the 
splashing of sewage water over the rock oed of a trickling 
filter operation both generate numerous aerosolized 
particles. Approximately one-half of these droplets ore in 
the size range ( I to 5 microns) that are carried downwind 
for considerable distances and which are readily inhaled 
and deposited in the human lung. The r1agnitude of the 
potential hazard posed by sewage treatment plants is 
related to the abundance of these facilities, their 
proximity to residential areas, the great variety of 
microbial species found in sewage, end the nigh frequency 
of aerosolization from these facilities which are in 
operation al I day throughout the year. 

Thus, the threat to public health posed by infectious aerosols is considerable. 

Moreover, many laboratory-associated infections also oooeor to result from the 

production of aerosols, rather than from more obvious lab incidents, such as 

pipetting by mouth, neeale and syringe accidents, or simole spills. Clearly, 

future efforts to minimize risks associated with any microbiological process, 

including those involving recombinant DNA organisms, should focus on methods 

of controlling aerosols. 

The biodegradation of organic pollutants by indigenous microorganisms is chiefly 

responsible for the eventual recycling of 'llost environmental wastes. Organic 

pollutants fall into three general categories: 
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• Completely biodegradable, for which there exist microbes 
capable of mineralizing the substrate. Examples include 
relatively simple hydrocar!:>ons and aromatics, such as 
phenols. 

• Totally recalcitrant, for which there exist no known 
microorganisms capable of chemically transforming the 
substrate, or if so, at a very slow rate. Synthetic plastics, 
such as polyethylene or polyvinyl chloride, appear to be 
in this category, as do some polychlorinated aromatic 
hydrocarbons and pesticides. 

• Cermetaboiized compounds are transformed to some ex
tent by microbes that utilize other substances as sources 

· of energy and biomass. Pollutants in this category; such 
as DDT, aldrin and heptachlor, are degraded slowly. 
Microbes have yet to be isolated that can use compounds 
of this type as nutrients. 

The impact of applied genetics in this area will be minir.ial until more is learned 

of the types of microorganisms involved. The suitability of naturaiiy occurring 

microbes for waste cleanup will be examined initially. Particular attention will 

be paid to in situ decontamination processes. However, several factors mi ti gate 

against widespread success in this area. 

• The concentration of toxic chemicals at the site of a spi 11 
or dump site is often too high to permit survival of any 
microbe capable of degrading the pollutant. 

• Concentrations of toxic chemicals sufficiently low to 
permit survival (generally less than 1,000 :,pm) may be too 
low to sustain bacterial growth. Thus, additional 
nutrients must be suppliec. 

• Some toxic compounds, particularly those that are co
metabolized, are partially degraded into substances that 
are slightly less toxic than the parent compound but which 
are more readily mobilized (that is, dispersed throughout 
the local food chain). This is the fate of most polychlori
nated organics. 
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!='inally, there exist natural microbial systems capable of concentrating inorganic 

metal ions from dilute waste streams. This accumulation appears to be 

associated with chemical transformations of the metal into organic forms. The 

methylotions of mercury and arsenic, for example, are known to occur as.a result 

of microbial action in aquatic sediments. These organic derivatives are more 

toxic than the corresponding inorganic substances, and they are more readily. 

token up from the sediments by aquatic animals. Thus, commercial use of 

microbial systems to remove heavy metal ions from waste waters must be 

monitored for the release of even more toxic organic derivatives. 
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SECTIONS 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 State of the applied genetics industry 

All indications are that the U.S. economy is on the verge of a ''biology boom." 

Excitement over the commercial potential of genetic engineering has been very 

high, as exemplified by the considerable media attention to this area, as well as 

the enthusiasm shown by investors. Pvblic expectations are also very high that 

applied genetics wi!I quickly and effectively solve many societal problems, such 

as cancer, the energy crisis, our polluted environment, and the world food 

shortage. The next several years will be crucial to the future development of 

the biotechnology industry. lf few (or none) of the expec7ea benefits from 

applied genetics ore realized in the short run, public enthusiasm for this moder:, 

technology -nay dissipate. Further commercial development will be har.,pered by 

a lack of investment capital, and adverse publicity will deter innovative 

entrepreneurs from entering the field with ideas that could lead to short-terr:1 

success. 

One aspect of aoplied genetics, recombinant ~NA tec:hnology, nos received the 

bulk of public attention. These experimental techniques involve the cutting and 

splicing of genes and the subsequent joining together of DNA from different 

organisms. This new technology offers the prospect of treating ;lreviously 

incurable genetic diseases, such as sickle cell anemia and hemophilia, and of 

understanding and eventually curing human cancer. On the other hand, the 

practice of recombinant DNA nos produced the soecter of inadvertent creation 

of new and threatening life forms or of deliberate manipulation of human genes 

for mischievous purposes. But the risks inherent in recombinant DNA tecnnology 

are surely mucli smaller than originally feared (see below). As with other 
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technological advances, recombinant DNA will be applied where it will yield 

substantial commercial pay-off. Only the pharmaceutical industry is likely to 

realize near-term returns · on investments in this new technology. Other 

industrial sectors will thoroughly investigate naturally occurring bioiogical 

systems, including microorganisms and higher plants, for potential commerciali

zation, prior to :-naking significant investments in recombinant ::>NA technology. 

Although many non-pharmaceutical firms have initiated in-house programs in 

recombinant DNA research, it may soon become apparent that this is a case of 

putting "the cart before the horse." Two reasons for this conclusion are: 

• Considerable :,asic scientific information must be 
acquired in many areas pertaining to the species of 
microorganisms and higher plants that will be of 
commercial interest to non-pharmaceutical firms. For 
example, the use of genetic engineering to endow 
microbes with useful characteristics, such as the ability 
to fix atmospheric nitrogen, salt and drought tolerance, 
and anaerobiosis, must await a better ~nderstanding of 
the biochemical and genetic basis of these traits. 

• Technical advances in recombinant DNA methodology will 
largely be mode in academic laboratories, and they will 
occur at a faster rate than will commercial developments. 
Thus, the scientific feasiblity of a particular genetic 
engineering operation wil I precede by several years, per
haps, its commercial application. The chief factor contri
buting to this time lag is the considerable disoarity 
between laboratory and industrial settings for the per
formance of oiologicol processes. For example, an engin
eered microbial strain might thoroughly degrade kepone in 
the laboratory, but be unable to survive in competition 
with the natural microflora exisring in Jomes River 
sediments. Eventual success in a project of this type 
requires that more information be gathered regarding 
indigenous organisms. 

Thus, the glamour and attention surrounding recombinant DNA r.1ay soon subside 

in favor of increased interest in naturally occurring organisms. This is 

particularly likely in non-pharmaceutical industries, although the search for 
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drug-like substances in higher plants and animals promises to reorient the focus 

in the drug sector as well. 

Biotechnologies other than recombinant DNA have received less public attention 

but, nevertheless, are expected to contribute significantly to the commercial 

success of the 11 :,iology business." Modern fermentation technologies will oe 

applied to relevant operations in all industrial sectors, but the extent of their use 

wil I obviously depend on the successful generation of new and useful microorgan

isms that can be grown on a large scale. Likewise, immobilized bioorocesses, 

such as on~streom bioreactors for waste stream detoxification, will be utilized 

only to the extent that other biotechnologies generate worthwile organisms or 

enzymes for the purpose of attachment. Cell fusion techniques will undergo 

further development as an alternative to recombinant DNA meti.ods for 

producing genetically altered organisms. But applications of tl,is technology are 

limited for the most part to the biomedical field (e.g., monoclonal antibocies) 

and to the agriculture industry (e.g., fusions of plant cell protoplasts to generate 

hybrids). 

5.2 Overatl assessment of risk 

As with public perception of the possible benefits resulting from applied 

genetics, considerations of potential risks associated with these tecnnologies has 

focused on recombinant DNA procedures. As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, several 

workshops have been held during the past four years to review and summarize 

the status of risk assessment in the recoribinont DNA field. In addition, the :'-.JIH 

(through its Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee, the RAC) has Jrepared a 

Risk Assessment Plan which will summarize and update annually information 

relevant to recombinant DNA risk assessment. The most recent update was 

published in the September 17, 1980, issue of the Federal Register~ A prir.cipal 

component of the plan is to analyze risk data pertaining to three general 

categories of host-vector systems in common use: prokaryotic (e.g., E. coli 
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Kl2), lower eukaryotic (e.g., Socchoromyces cerevisiae), and higher eukaryotic 

(e.g., mammalian cells). The following excerpt summarizes the current under

standing of the risks: 

•.• despite intensive study by the RAC Subcommittee on 
Risk Assessment and NIH staff, several conferences and 
workshops to consider specific issues and several experi
ments, no risks of recombinant DNA research have been 
identified that are not inherent in the microbiological and 
biochemical methodology used in such research. (45 FR 
61874) 

Thus, in the absence to date of any compelling evidence to the contrary, and 

despite assiduous efforts to identify any potential hazards, scientists are now 

convi need that the practice of recombinant DNA techniques poses no health risks 

over and above those encountered in normal microbiological research. 

Since the NIH committee charged with the task of monitoring the field of 

recombinant DNA has reached the conclusion that there exist no untowara risks 

in practicing this technology, what will become of the committee :tself? lnaeed, 

what is the future of government involvement generally :n this. area? Several 

comments can be made: 

• During the past year or so, the RAC has divested itself of 
oversight responsibi Ii ties by delegating :-nany of its func
tions to the local Institutional 3iosafety Committees 
(IBCs). The IBCs are naturally reluctant to take on the 
added workload in c!ealing with what are now deemed 
innocuous safety issues. 

• As are other government agencies, the RAC is jeginning 
to examine issues from a cost/benefit stancpoint. The 
RAC recognizes that other areas of potentiai health 
concern exist in the biomedical research field. These 
more conventional hazards, which exceed the threat of 
recombinant DNA as potential risks, include exposure to 
pathogenic aerosols, X-rays, radionuclides, and toxic 
chemicals. Any future role for the RAC (or some other 
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RAC-like organization) should include consideration of 
these safety issues as a priority. 

• Biotechnologies other than recombinant DNA have so for 
received Ii tt le attention with regard to potential hazards. 
For example, cell fusions involving various cells derived 
from human tissues may become increasingly popular as a 
method for obtaining human biologics for drug manu
facture. Large-scale application of this procedure entails 
the speeulative risk that pathogenic viruses will be 
induced and propagated. Relevant government agencies 

· should be advised to monitor the application of any 
biotechnology within their purview. 

5.3 Recommendations to the EPA 

The wide array of industrial uses of applied genetics can be grouped into two 

categories with respeet to environmental issues: (\) those applications in any 

industrial sector that constitute an adverse impact on the environment; and (2) 

bioprocesses designed to assist in the effort to control ?ollution and constitute a 

net positive impact on the environment. With this general dist:nction in rnind, 

speeific recommendations can be made: 

• The commercial applied genetics industry is at a nascent 
stage of development and, so far, no incidents of environ
mental concern related to this industry hove materialized. 
Any environmental risks arising from industrial use of 
applied genetics are speculative. At this time, there 
exists no compelling reason for the E?A to establish 
regulations in this area. 

• Should environmental hazards emerge in the future, it is 
probable that they con be handled within the existing 
regulatory framework. During the past five years, the 
Office of the General Counsel at the EPA has examired 
the applicabi Ii ty of existing iegislation, particularly 
TSCA, to commercial recombinant DNA activities. A 
consensus appears to have ':)een reached that EPA has the 
authority to regulate commercial uses of this technology, 
including: ( 1) requirements for premanufacture review of 
industrial processes based on recorr.binant '.)t--jA 
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methodologies (Section 5. of TSCA); (2) restriction or 
prohibition of manufacture, processing, distribution, or 
use of recombinant DNA if such is deemed hazardous 
(Section 6); and (3) dealing with imminent hazards 
involving recombir,ant DNA (Section 7). Moreover, the 
discharge of recombinant DNA material into the 
environment could be regulated under existing statutes 
within the Clean Air and Water Acts. In summary, no 
additional legislation would seem to be necessary in order 
for the EPA to regulate commercial activities involving 
recombinant DNA. 

• The EPA should continue to take an active role in pro
moting applied research and development of biological 
waste management processes and techniques. Empnasis 
should be placed on the biology of relevant systems rather 
than on process engineering and design. A particularly 
troublesome problem requiring more research is in situ 
decontamination of chemical wastes. A more tractcble 
;:>roblem deserving EPA attention involves the use of on
line bioreactors for treating industrial effluents at tf-.e 
source. 

• Tlie EPA should sponsor further investigation into the 
generation, dispersal, and control of biological aerosols. 

• To the :)est of its abilities, the EPA should monitor 
commercial and scientific developments in the field of 
applied genetics with the aim of identifying botf1 immi
nent environmental '.iazards and areas where th is techno
logy might '.Je applied to pollution control operations. 
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GLOSSARY 

This list of definitions is intended to help the reader and should not be considered 
al I inclusive. 

antigen 

oerobe 

anaerobe 

bacteriophage 

chloroplast 

chromosome 

clone 

codon 

colicin 

conjugation 

crown gall 

DNA 

any chemical substance, natural or man-mode, that elicits 
an immune response in animals 

organism requiring oxygen 

organism able to I ive in the absence of oxygen; some 
anaerobes are "obi igate"; i.e., they are k i I led in tl-ie 
presence of oxygen 

one of a subgroup of viruses that infect bacteria; consists 
of a relatively smail ariount of DNA contained in a 
protein coat 

a cellular organelle in higher plants; site of photosynthesis 

the basic macrostucture of heredity; organization of DNA 
in eel I nuclei containing large numbers of genes 

a collection of eel Is each having an icentical genetic 
composition 

a triplet of nucleotides on a DNA chain that specifies a 
particular amino acid or otherwise controls protein syn
thesis 

a bacterial toxin, the codinq for which is found on a 
olasmid; some forms ore toxic to humans 

one-way transfer of DNA between bacteria in eel I contact 

plant tumor caused by infection with Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens; genes located in the Ti-plasmid of the 
Agrobacterium or·e responsible for tumor induction 

deoxyribonucleic acid; the morecular basis of genes; made 
from the sequential arrangement of four nucleotide build
ing blocks: adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine; nor
mal configuration is in double-stranded helical form 
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cDNA 

entomopothogen 

enzyme 

eukaryote 

F factor 

gene 

gene I ibrary 

genome 

HEPA filter 

host-vector system 

intron 

lac operoo 

lambda 

ligase 

. I ignocellulose 

complementary DNA; laboratory-created DNA that is 
complementary to mRNA extracted from a eel I 

insect pathogen, usually microbial in nature, such as a 
bacterium, protozoan, or virus 

organic catalyst of biochemical reactions in a eel 1; com
posed of protein 

an organism composed of cells that are dist:nguished by 
the presence of a· nucleus and multiple chromosomes; 
fungi, protozoa, and all differentiated multicelJular forms 
of life are eukaryotic 

fertility factor; plasmid that specifies gender in bacteria 

a defined length along a chromosome, made of DNA and 
coding for a protein molecule 

the result of a shotgun experiment in which each cloned 
bacterial colony contains different segments of DNA 

all the genes of en organism or individual 

high efficiency particulate air filter 

in the recombinant DNA field, the particuiar organism 
(host) into which the gene is cloned, and the vehicle 
(vector)--usval ly a plasmid system--that carries the ger.e 
into the host 

an intervening sequence of DNA of unknown function 
found only in eukaryotic genes; this sequence is not 
expressed in the transcription to mRl'~A 

an operon in E. coli that codes for three enzymes involved 
in the metabolism of lactose 

bacteriophage that infects E. cori; commonly used as a 
vector in recombinant DNA research 

an enzyn"e that catalyzes the linking of sequential :)GSes 

in single-stranded DNA 

complex biopolymer comprising the bulk of woody plants; 
consists of polysaccharides and polymeric phenols 
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lymphocyte 

lysis 

non-conjugable 

nucleotide 

nucleus 

ol igonucleotide 

operator 

operon 

opines 

peptide 

phage 

plasmid 

polymerase 

polypeptide 

prokaryote 

a type of cell found in the blood, spleen, lymph nodes, etc. 
of higher animals; one sub-class of lymphocyte manufac
tures and secretes anitbodies 

process of cell disintegration; cell bursting 

refers to bacterial plasmids that cannot be transferred 
between organ isms 

any of a class of compounds consisting of a purine or 
pyrimidine base, bonded to a ribose or deoxyribose sugar 
and to a ohosphate group; the basic structural units of 
RNA and DNA 

the eel I region containing chromosomes and enclosed :n a 
definite membrane; found only in eukaryotic ce, Is 

the sequential arrangement of more than one nucleotide 

a region of :JNA that controls the expression of adjacent 
genes by interacting with a reoressor protein 

a gene unit consisting of one or more genes end the 
controls for that unit; the lac operon, for excmple, is 
made up of three genes, the operator, and the terminator 

unusual amino acids synthesized by genes !ocoted on Ti
plasm ids; nopal ine and octooine are examples 

two or more amino acids ~oined toqether 

shortened form of the word bacteriophage: bacterial virus 

a smal I circle of double-stranded DNA that exists and 
replicates autonomously in bacteria; often codes for resis
tance to antibiotics; may be transferred between bacteria 
during conjugation 

enzyme that catalyzes the assembly of nucleotic::es into 
qNA end of deoxynucleotides into DNA 

a molecular chain of many amino ac:ds joined together; 
synonymous with protein 

eel lular organism distinguished by the lack of a defined 
nucleus and by the presence of a single, naked chromo
some; bacteria and blue-green algae are the only major 
examples 
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promoter 

protein 

protoplast 

replication 

repressor 

restriction 
endonucleose 

R factor 

ribosome 

RNA 

mRNA 

shotgun cloning 

sticky end 

T-ONA 

the region on a ONA strand that indicates the olace to 
start the transcription of the gene into RNA 

a sequence of amino acids; the ultimate expression of a 
gene; primary component of enzymes and many horriones 

o bacterium or plant cell from which the cell wait hos 
been removed 

the process of making copies of ONA in a eel I; depending 
upon the plasmid, man copies may be replicated ofter 
insertion of ONA into the host 

a gene product that orevents the transcription of an 
operon by binding to an operator region 

one of a class of enzymes that cleave both strands of 
ONA at sequence-specific sites; used extensively in 
recombinant ONA experiments 

resistance factor; refers to plasmids coding for resistance 
to antibiotics 

a large molecular array, composed of RNA and orotein, 
that is responsible for translating messenger RNA into 
protein 

ribonucleic acid, used to form complements to uNA in 

gene expression 

messenger RNA, forr.ied in the cet I nucleus in the orocess 
of gene expression; complementary to the base seauence 
of the ONA of the gene 

cloning procedure in which al! the chromosomes of a 
donor organism are enzrnatically fragmented and placed 
into hosts for expression; results in a gene ! ibrary 

refers to double-stranded '.)NA trat "1as been cleaved in 
such a way by certain restr:ction endonuclease enzymes 
that the end of one strand extends beyond the end of the 
other; the end is cal led "sticky" because the bases are 
exposed and can thus mate with corrplementary sticky 
ends· 

a region of the Ti-otasmid that contains genes required 
for crown gai I tumor induction and maintenance 
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terminator 

Ti-plasmid 

transcription 

transduction 

tronsf ormot ion 

translation 

transposons 

./, vector 

virus 

a region on a gene that codes for the termination of 
transcription 

a large plasmid found in Agrobacterium tumefaciens; 
induces crown gai I tumors in plants infected with the 
bacterium 

the process of copying DNA into RNA; the result 1s 
messenger RNA 

the transfer of genetic material from one ceil to another 
by means of a viral vector (for bacteria, the vector is 
bacteriophage) 

the process of inserting into the host organism a vecror 
containing a gene that is to be cloned 

the process of making a peptide from rnRNA; performed 
by ribosomes 

short DNA segments containing one or a few genes that 
are readily translocated between cells or to different 
sites within the same cell; responsible for antibiotic 
resistance in bacteria; also fouf"\d in some evkaryotic 
organisms; transposons may serve as suitabie vectors for 
genetic engineering in various organisms 

an agent consisting of a DNA molecule known to au
tonomously replicate in a cell to which another 0"-JA 
segment may be attached experimentally to br:ng about 
the replication of the attached segment 

any of the submicroscopic infective agents composed of 
RNA or DNA wrapoed in a protein coat end caoable of 
growth and multiplication oniy in :iving cells 
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